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A. ORGANIZATIONAL COMPONENT 
DBCP-XIV/? 

1. ORGANIZATION OF THE SESSION 

1.1. OPENING OF THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL WORKSHOP 

1 The scientific and technical workshop associated lvith the fourteenth session of the Data 
Buob Cooperation Panel (DBCP) was opened by the chairman of the panel. Mr G. Brough. al 0900 hours 
on Monday 12 October 1998 in the conference room of the Hawk‘s Cay Resort Hotel. Marathon. FL. USA. 
He welcomed all participants to the session and to the workshop, noting with satisfaction that the 
participation in this present session w-as the largest ever, testimony to the value of the workshop and the ever- 
increasing interest in the work of the panel, as well as to the undoubted attractiveness of the venue. The 
chairman expressed his sincere thanks, on behalf of all participants as well as of the sponsoring organizations 
WMO and IOC. to NOAA/AOML. and in particular to Mr Mark Bushnell and his co-Lvorkers. for hosting 
the session and workshop and for providing such excellent facilities and support and generous hospitality 

2 The Deputy Director of AOML, Dr Judy Gray, welcomed participants to the Lvorkshop and 
to Florida on behalf of her laboratories and of NOAA. In doing so, she stressed to participants that the recent 
adoption by the US Government of the Oceans Act signified a renewed interest by the President and his 
government in the global ocean, Lvhich was important for all concerned. She underlined the continuing 
commitment of AOML to supporting the Global DriAer Center. and thereby data buo\, programmes 
worldwide as well as the work of the panel. Dr Gray noted with relief that the recent hurricane Georges had 
fortunately not disrupted the hosting of the session, and concluded by wishing participants a very successful 
workshop and session and a pleasant stay in the Florida Kqs. 

3 The list of participants in the workshop is included in the workshop proceedings. ivhich are 
published separately as a DBCP Technical Document. 

1.2. OPENING OF THE SESSION 

4 The Fourteenth Session of the Data Buoy Co-operation Panel was called to order by the 
panel’s chairman. Mr Graeme Brough, at 14.00 hours on Tuesda!,, 13 October 1998. in the conference room 
of Hawks Cay Resort and Marina in Marathon, Florida. USA. The chairman thanked once again all ini,olved 
in the practical arrangements for the session, and more especially Mark Bushnel and Warren Krug of the 
Atlantic Ocean and Atmosphere Laboratory of the US Natlonal Oceanographic and Atmospheric 
Administration. 

5 The list of participants is reproduced in Annes XI and a list of acronyms and other 
abbreviations is given in Annex XII. 

1.3. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 

6 The agenda as adopted by the panel is reproduced in Annex I. 

1.4. WORKING ARRANGEMENTS 

7 Under this agenda item. the Panel decided on its working hours and other arrangements for 
the conduct of the session. The documentation was introduced by the Secretariats. 
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B. IMPLEMENTATION COMPONENT 

2. IMPLEMENTATION REPORTS 

2.1 TECHNICAL COORDINATOR 

8 Mr. Etienne Charpentier reported on his activities as technical coordinator of the DBCP 
(DBCP/TC) during the last intersessional period. He was employed by IOC/UNESCO and located at CLS/ 
Service Argos in Toulouse, France. 

Y As agreed at the XUIth DBCP session, the DBCP/TC spent some time (52 days), including 
training, on so called Argos 2001 development project. In exchange, CLS provided the equivalent of 32 
person*days for working on DBCP issues. Hence, a balance of 20 person*days is due by CLS in favour of 
the DBCP. Time offered by CLS was used to draft the DBCP brochure (Nigel Greenwood), for monitoring 
purposes, for producing lists of wind buoys and land stations reporting in BUOY code, and recently to 
advertise GTS distribution of buoy data with buoy users (Femand Cid). 

10 The technical coordinator spent less time (5%) at Mete0 France than during the previous 
intersessional period (12%) because of the difficulty to run case studies by spending only one day a week 
there (i.e. substantial amount of time spent caching up with model, software, or computer mainframe 
evolutions). He therefore suggested that the DBCP provides guidance regarding priorities, time spent, and 
tasks he must undertake at Met& France. Having an office at M&o France remains however useful because 
of good contacts established with people involved with buoy issues at Metto France and availability of 
numerous tools. 

I1 The DBCPRC attended various meetings, including the TAO Implementation Panel meeting 
in Reading, November 1997, where he advocated TIP joining the DBCP as one of its action groups, He also 
attended EGOS, IPAB, and IABP meetings where he presented the DBCP Implementation Plan and called 
for comments prior to DBCP-XIV. The IABP conference called “The Arctic buoy programme, scientific 
achievements from the first 20 years” was sponsored by the DBCP and was held in Seattle, 3-4 August 1998. 
The DBCP/TC attended the conference and presented the panel and its activities. He spent one week at 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography in June 1998 to update the SVPB construction manual and make it 
available through the web. 

12 Substantial amount of time was spent working on user assistance, the DBCP Web Server, 
and on the Argos GTS sub-system. He provided assistance for initiation of several drifting buoy programmes 
(e.g. Qatar, Portugal). The DBCP Web server was switched to a more powerful computer and related tools 
(e.g. data flow monitoring) had to be upgraded. Many other topics had been added on the server, including 
various status graphics, application of buoy data menu item, buoy deployment methods menu item, action 
groups and national reports. The GTS sub-system has been upgraded at several occasions to deal with 
specific user requirements (e.g. new Qa field in BUOY code, relative humidity for TAO, water salinity). A 
new geo-magnetic variation model valid for the period 19952000 was implemented. 

13 The DBCP/TC prepared a comprehensive document to detail why and how inserting buoy 
data on GTS. The document is available via the DBCP web server or directly at: 

http://dbcp.nos.noaa.gov/dbcp/lgtsinfo.html. 

13 Thanks to excellent support from ECMWF, NCEP/NCO, UKMO and Mtteo France, he 
could coordinate harmonization of the buoy monitoring statistics produced by those monitoring centres. 
Comprehensive report is available via the web at : http://dbcp.nos.noaa.gov/dbcplmonstats.html. 

I.5 Report on DBCP views on BUFR was formally submitted to CBS by the chairman of the 
DBCP, and discussed at the CBS Sub-group on Data Representation and Codes, and CBS Working Group 
on Data Management. The proposal was formally adopted at the CBS extraordinary session in Karlsruhe, 
October 1998. 

http://dbcp.nos.noaa.gov/dbcp/lgtsinfo.html
http://dbcp.nos.noaa.gov/dbcplmonstats.html
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16 The 111 report of the technical coordinator is given in Annex II, which also includes the list 
of normal tasks undertaken by him during any intersessional period and which are not detailed above. The 
panel expressed its appreciation to the technical coordinator for the amount of work accomplished on its 
behalfduring the past intersessional period, as well as in previous years. Discussion on various issues raised 
is recorded under appropriate agenda items, 

2.2 ACTION GROUPS AND RELATED PROGRAMMES 

7 Under this agenda item, the panel received verbal presentations by its action groups, viz the 
European Group on Ocean Stations (EGOS), the International Arctic Buoy Programme (IABP). the 
International Programme for Antarctic Buoys (IPAB), the International South Atlantic Buoy Programme 
(ISABP), the International Buoy Programme for the Indian Ocean (IBPIO). the Global Drifter Programme 
(GDP) and the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) array Implementation Panel (TIP). As usual, the full 
reports of the action groups will be reproduced in the panel’s annual report. 

The European Group on Ocean Stations (EGOS) 

I8 Mr D W Jones, chairman of the EGOS management committee. gave an oral presentation 
on EGOS activities and on the status of moored and drifting buoys in the North Atlantic. In introducing the 
EGOS intersessional report ( EGOS technical document number 177) covering the 12 month period ending 
July 1998, he was particularly pleased to report that the number of drifting buoys operational in the area had 
continued to increase, having reached a peak of 50 in April and May of this year, with 38 operating at the 
end of the period. 47 buoys had been deployed in the year, and 44 had ceased to function. The operational 
lifetime of buoys in the EGOS programme that had failed was 297 days compared to 252 days in 1997 and 
336 days in 1996. Although this figure is comparable to the average for the previous 3 years, the group 
remained concerned about the continued early higher failure rate of the SVP-B drifters compared to TOGA 
style buoys. 

I9 Mr Jones was particularly pleased to inform the panel of the excellent collaboration that had 
been established with the US Naval Oceanographic Office. Two air deployment missions had been 
undertaken by NAVOCEANO, the first in April 1998 on which 8 EGOS buoys were air deployed. and 
secondly in August when 6 buoys were deployed. This collaboration has extended significantly the areas 
where EGOS buoys can be deployed giving an improved spatial distribution to benefit all drifting buoy data 
users. 

20 Maintaining a high data availability rate with minimum time delay between time of 
observation and insertion onto the GTS remains a high priority for the Group, and in this respect he was 
pleased to report the continued operation of the LUTs in Oslo operated by Norway and in Sondre StromfJord 
operated by Denmark. On average the data are received in the NMCs about 20 to 30 minutes after the 
observations are made. 

21 In addition to the drifting buoys, the group also operates 8 moored buoys, this number 
having increased in July with the deployment of the Gascogne buoy in the bay of Biscay. 

22 The Group has continued to investigate technical developments which may improve the 
buoy performance or make for efficiencies within the overall buoy operation. These have included the 
incorporation of a GPS receiver into one design of buoy, and a number are now on trial. All drifting buoys 
operated by the group now contain a ‘checksum’ to improve data quality evaluation before insertion onto the 
GTS, and the Technical Subgroup chairman has undertaken a study of buoy message formats to investigate 
the possibilities for standardisation. 

23 EGOS met twice in the period, in December in Paris, hosted by IOC, at which Mr Jones was 
elected to chairman, Mr W. van Dijk was elected to vice-chairman, Mr P. Blouch to chairman of the technical 
sub-group and Mr Torleif Lothe of Christian Michelsen Institute Bergen was appointed technical secretary. 
The Icelandic Meteorological Office hosted the second meeting in June. 
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The International Arctic Buoy Programme (L4BP) 

24 In 199 1. the International Arctic Buoy Programme (IABP) was established and accepted as 

25 

an action group of the panel. The IABP has grown to include twenty-four participating governmental and 
non-governmental organizations representing Arctic interests from eight countries. The IABP is autonomous 
with funding and management provided by its Participants. The objectives of the IABP are to establish and 
maintain a network of drifting buoys to collect and distribute surface atmospheric pressure, surface air 
temperature and sea ice driII data for real-time operational and research purposes. With fourteen successful 
deployments in 1998, the Arctic buoy network presently (October 1, 1998) consists of 34 buoys with 95% 
of those reporting data in real-time via the GTS. The Marine Environmental Data Service (MEDS) of 
Canada is responsible for the operational archival of data available on GTS. The Polar Science Center (PSC). 
University of Washington, performs additional data management functions including the production and 
distribution of a research quality archive and numerous derived products. These data are available via the 
IABP web site: http://iabp.apl.washngton.edu or I?om the World Data Center-A/National Snow and Ice 
Data Center (NSIDC) located in Boulder CO: USA. 1998 represents the 20th anniversary of the Arctic Buoy 
Program. In celebration of this anniversary: the IABP hosted a DBCP-sponsored conference entitled ‘The 
Arctic Buoy Programme - Scientific Achievements from the first 20 years” in Seattle, Washington on August 
3-4, 1998. Conference presentations highlighted the use of IABP data in various scientific research areas 
including: the role of the Arctic Ocean on climate, decadal changes in large-scale atmospheric forcing and 
sea ice drift, transport of pollutants entrained in ice, global model verification and studies on structural 
changes to polar oceanographic phenomena such as the Arctic Cold Haline Layer and North Atlantic Deep 
Water formation. 

The International Programme for Antarctic Buoys (IPAB) 

The 2nd meeting of the International Programme for Antarctic Buoys (IPAB) was held 9- 14 
May 1998 at the Istituto Universitario Navale, Naples, Italy. IPAB activity decreased substantially during 
1997 reaching a low level of 5 buoys reporting from Antarctic area in December as compared to 14 buoys 
in January 1997. Planned figures for 1998 are however more promising: 15 to 20 drifting buoys equipped 
with geophysical sensors should be deployed in 1998. However, the drifting buoys deployed on the sea ice 
shelf around the Antarctic continent escape the area relatively rapidly to eventually sink when reaching the 
open ocean. Besides, a much larger number of buoy deployments would be required to approach WWW and 
WCRP requirements. IPAB is therefore looking for new commitments (e.g. buoys, telecommunication costs) 
in the Programme and particularly from operational meteorological agencies. Prof. Kottmeier, IPAB 
Chairman, wrote a letter to the DBCP Chairman in this regard asking the DBCP to debate the issue at its 
XIVth session and attached evidence of positive impact of buoy data upon operational analysis fields 
(Antarctic First Regional Observing Study of the Troposphere (FROST) Project, analysis of synoptic scale 
low pressure systems within the Antarctic Peninsula sector of the circumpolar trough). More research 
institutes than operational agencies do in fact participate in IPAB, and data are useful to both communities. 
In addition Antarctic area is a well known data sparse area for Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP).Of 
course. IPAB makes sure that the data are distributed over the GTS. 

26 The panel debated the issue, agreed indeed that Antarctic area was a data sparse area, and 
therefore urged its members, and especially those with regional interest and those running global models to 
make commitments in the IPAB. Members willing to participate are invited to establish direct contacts with 
the Programme Coordinators (Ian Allison and Peter Wadhams). Brazil (Diretoria de Hidrografia e Navegacgo 
- DHN) offered deployment opportunities, United Kingdom re-affirmed its contribution of 2 PTT-years of 
Argos costs to the programme. 

27 IPAB information can be found on its web server at: 
http://www.antcrc.utas.edu.au/antcrcmuoys~uoys.html 

28 MEDS recalled the decision by IPAB to discontinue submitting its database to RNODC/DB 
since it is already being submitted to WDC for Glaciology. The panel requested its chairman to write to IPAB 
chairman and coordinators to ask the Programme to review its decision. 

http://iabp.apl.washngton.edu
http://www.antcrc.utas.edu.au/antcrcmuoys~uoys.html
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The International South Atlantic Buoy Programme (IS&P) 

29 The fifth Programme Committee meeting of the ISABP was held in Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, from 10 to 14 August 1998. It was hosted by the Naval Hydrographic Office (Dept. of 
Meteorology and Oceanography). The following organizations were represented: NAVOCEANO; 
NOAA/OAIUAOML; NDBC; CLS/Service Argos; Marine Hydrophysical Institute, Ukrainian Academy of 
Sciences; U.K. Met. Office; SAWB; Sea Fisheries Research Institute ( South Africa); Instituto Antartico 
Argentina (Argentina); Instituto National de Investigation y Desarollo Pesquero (Argentina); Senicio 
Meteorologico National ( Argentina); Servicio de Hidrografia Naval - Departamento de Meteorologia y 
Oceanografia de la Armada Argentina (Argentina); Comission National de Atividades Espaciales 
(Argentina); Institute National de Pesquisas Espaciais - INPE (B&I); Diretoria de Hidrografia e Navegacgo 
- DI-IN (Brazil). The programme started the intersessional period with 59 operational buoys. In March 1998, 
that figure had decreased to 55 and then increased to 68 at present approximately. Towards the end 1998 and 
beginning of 1999, DHN - PNBOIA intend to deploy 13 SVP-B drifters, just bought. The reception and 
dissemination of the data will be made trough INPE’s LUT, CLS-Argos and GTS. South Africa will be 
deploying a further 30 drifters in the South Atlantic before the end of 1998. Ten of these are donated by 
AOML. The ISABP was also pleased to record a collaboration project with the UKMO and the US Naval 
Oceanographic Office to install an LUT in the Falklands/Maldives early in 1999. 

30 The ISABP Operating Principles and general information may obtained at the ISABP world wide 
web site at: http://www.dbcp.nos.noaa.gov/dbcp/isabp 

31 At this stage, the panel received a message of warm support and best wishes from the past ISABP 
chairman, Mr Piet Le Roux, who had recently retired. The panel in turn paid a special tribute to Mr Le Roux 
for his invaluable contribution to its work since its establishment. 

The International Buoy Programme for the Indian Ocean (IBPIO) 

32 The third annual meeting of the IBPIO was held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, from 7 to 9 July 1998. 
Five organizations have formally participated in IBPIO: Bureau of Meteorology - Australia; Global Drifter 
Centre of NOAA/AOML - USA; Meteo-France; National Institute of Oceanography - India; South African 
Weather Bureau. The meeting noted with interest the implementation of an important new programme of 
moored buoys managed by the Department of Ocean Development, through the National Institute of Ocean 
Technology - India. Forty-five drifting buoys have been deployed during the 97-98 intersessional period. The 
number of buoys providing air pressure is relatively stable. More than eighty drifting buoys should be 
deployed during the next intersessionaI period. Some areas and particularly the tropical cyclone one (Arabian 
Sea, Gulf of Bengal, and South of the Equator) were clearly identified as having a lack of data. IBPIO 
participants are encouraged to give priority to deployment of buoys in these areas. 

33 IBPIO information is available on the World Wide Web at: http://www.shom.frlmeteohbpio. 

The Global Drifter Programme (GDP) 

34 The GDP has continued to cooperate with a large variety of national and international programs and 
institutions during the past year. With their assistance, over 400 SVP, SVP barometer, or SVP 
barometer/wind drifters were placed in all ocean basins. 

35 Specific new or renewed cooperative agreements in 1998 are: 

. US National Oceanographic Partnership Program Year of The Ocean drifbng buoy 
program. Purchase 140 driRers, over 50 deployed in the Caribbean Basin by October 1998, 

. Canary Islands ESTOC hydrographic time series station deployments. Eight monthly 
deployments, with continued deployment plans, 

. US NWS west coast dritler array, Phase 2. Continued deployments, but upgraded to 100% 
duty cycle drifters using multi-satellite coverage and use of the new LUT at Monterey, 

http://www.dbcp.nos.noaa.gov/dbcp/isabp
http://www.shom.frlmeteohbpio
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36 A major effort to update and improve the driher metadata has resulted in a comprehensive metadata 
file, which has been distributed to a variety of users. Updates of this file are available via FTP from the GDP 
program coordinator. All relevant information may be found on the web at the address: 

http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/aoml/phod 

The Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) array Implementation Panel (TIP) 

37 A new action group of the panel, the TAO Implementation Panel, is jointly sponsored by CLIVAR 
GOOS and GCOS. TIP was formed to ensure uninterrupted and long-term maintenance of the TAO, an array 
of about 70 moorings in the tropical Pacific Ocean. The membership of TIP was described and a summary 
of the most recent annual meeting (TIP-6, November 1997) was presented. TIP recommendations for 
additional measurements and inclusion of additional data onto the GTS have been successfully acted upon. 
Plans for the FY99 field season were presented. Data issues, including the percent of available TAO data 
which are submitted to the GTS, benefits and costs of 3 satellite data processing, and the temporal 
distribution of TAO GTS data were discussed. During the past 4 years, TAO data return has generally been 
good, with many sites having data return rates of 90% or more. Data losses at a few sites with significant 
lower data return were primarily the result of vandalism. Actions by TAO to decrease the level of vandalism 
were presented. Information relevant to TIP may be found on the web at the address: 

http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/toga-tao/home.html 

38 The Pilot Research Moored Array in the Tropical Atlantic (PIRATA) was begun in 1998 with the 
deployment of 5 ATLAS moorings in the tropical Atlantic. This programme, a collaboration between TAO, 
Brazil (Institute National de Pesquisas Espacials - INPE, and Directoria de Hidrografia e Navegacao - DHN) 
and France (L’Institut Francais de Recherche pour le Developpement en Cooperation - ORSTOM), will be 
expanded to 12 moorings in 1999. 

2.3 NATIONAL REPORTS 

39 The panel had received written reports from Australia, Brazil, Canada, France, Iceland, India, Japan, 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Portugal, South Africa, United Kingdom and USA. As usual, these reports, as 
well as those that will be submitted in due time to the Secretariats (viz, before 30 November 1998), will be 
published in the panel’s annual report. 

3. REQUIREMENTS 

3.1 WORLD WEATHER WATCH (WWW) 
3.2 WORLD CLIMATE RESEARCH PROGRAMME (WCRP) 

40 The panel noted that the requirements of data from the air-sea interface in support of the World 
Weather Watch, of operational meteorology and of the provision of services for marine users continued to 
be expressed clearly in the WWW component of the WMO Long-Term Plan, and that these had not changed 
substantively in recent years. These requirements are summarised in the DBCP Implementation Strategy (see 
agenda item 4), and are reproduced for information, along with relevant requirements of GOOSKXOS (see 
item 3.3) in Annex III. 

41 The panel recognized that detailed requirements for air-sea interface data in support of CLIVAR 
were still under development, and that in any event, these were likely eventually to be coordinated in some 
way with the requirements of GOOSKXOS for ocean physical data for global climate studies. The panel 
requested the Secretariats and the technical coordinator to keep it informed of relevant developments in this 
area. 

http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/aoml/phod
http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/toga-tao/home.html


42 The panel was first presented with the main outcome of the Workshop on the Implementation of 
Global Observations for GOOSGCOS (Sydney, Australia, March 1998). Those are detailed under agenda 
item 4. It then was given a brief introduction to the ARGO programme, explaining how that programme, 
which encompassed the release of a great number of PALACE and PALACE-like profilers, would fit in 
within the Global Data Assimilation Experiment (GODAE) and the Climate Variability and Pr&ct&ili@ 
(CLIVAR) experiment. 

43 

44 

45 

The panel considered those items were fuuy relevant to its implementation strategy, on the one hand, 
and to its future work programme, on the other. It therefore decided to discuss them m&r the appropriate 
agenda items. 

The panel noted that NOAA has established a Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) Center at 
its Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory. One of the primary objectives of the Center is 
to maximiz the quality and quantity of real-time oceanographic and marine meteorological data for a wide 
range of users and applications. Data “pipelines” have been identified that define the pathways for the data 
liom the observing platform to the user. Real-time monitoring at selected points or nodes in those pipelines 
has begun in order to quantify the amount of data being collected and to ensure their throughput to the users. 
A variety of products are now available from the Center’s GOOS database that provide graphic displays of 
the monitoring results. These products will soon be available on the GOOS Center website. 

4. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY 

The panel noted with interest a report by the Secretariats on the results of the Sydney Workshop, in 
which the panel had been represented by the chairman, Mr G. Brough, and one of the vice-chairmen, Mr 
David Meldrum. The primary objective of this workshop was to enlist the coordinated support of existing 
operational ocean observing system implementation and data management mechanisms for the 
implementation of specified mquirements for global ocean physical data for seasonal and interannual climate 
monitoring and prediction (see Annex IV). The workshop had reviewed and analysed the status and 
capabilities of these mechanisms in the context of the stated requirements, assessed a number of cross-cutting 
issues for all existing systems, and developed a set of immediate implementation action items. To oversee the 
implementation of these actions, finalize a detailed Implementation Action Plan for GOOS/GCOS, and begin 
the specification of coordination strategies, the workshop established an interim Implementation Advisory 
Group, chaired by the chairman of I-GOOS and including representatives of all existing mechanisms (the 
technical coordinator for the DBCP). This IAG would hold its first meeting in Paris, on 30 November 1998, 
hosted by Memo France. 

46 The panel recognized the importance of this workshop, of the actions taken there, and of the follow- 
up mechanisms put in place, to the development of a fully coordinated approach to the implementation of 
GGOS/GCOS and ultimately to the development of truly operational oceanography. It therefore offered its 
111 support for this effort, approved the participation of the technical coordinator in the LAG, and requested 
that the chairman, vice-chairmen and all members should be kept full informed of and involved in future 
developments. In the context of the proposed GOOSKXOS Implementation Action Plan, the panel 
recognized the value of its own Implementation Strategy. It therefore reviewed the most recent draft of the 
strategy, prepared by Mr David Meldrum on the basis of comments offered at DBCP-XIII and of the results 
of the Sydney workshop. It approved this draft and requested that it should be published as a report in the 
DBCP technical document series, as well as made available on the DBCP web site. 

47 With regard to the coordinated implementation and management of operational 
oceanographic observing and data management systems and the provision of marine services in general, the 
panel noted with interest the proposals within WMO and IOC to merge the existing WMO Commission for 
Marine Meteorology (CMM) and the IOUWMO Integrated Global Ocean Services System (IGOSS) into a 
new joint Commission for Oceanography and Marine Meteorology (JCOMM), which would also be the 
reporting and coordinating mechanism for the DBCP and other existing bodies such as GLOSS (IOC), 
SOOPIP, etc. The JCOMM was designed to be the intergovernmental technical mechanism for coordinating, 
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3.3 GLOBAL OCEAN OBSERVING SYSTEM (GOOS) AND GLOBAL CLIMATE 
OBSERVING SYSTEM (GCOS) 
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regulating and managing the implementation and operation of oceanographic observations, data management 
and services, somewhat equivalent to the WMO Commission for Basic Systems in relation to operational 
meteorology. The concept of JCOMM had been strongly endorsed by the GSC for GOOS, the JSTC for 
GCOS and the JSC for the WCRP, and its implementation had been recommended by the WMO Executive 
Council. The proposal was to be considered by the IOC EC in November 1998, and hopefully submitted to 
the WMO Congress and the IOC Assembly for final approval in mid- 1999. 

48 The panel gave its full support to the concept of JCOMM, and agreed that it should 
eventually use JCOMM as the overall coordinating and management mechanism for its input to and support 
for GOOS and GCOS. At the same time, it stressed the value of retaining the existing independence and 
structure of the panel, within the larger scale intergovernmental mechanisms, as well as the interests of panel 
members in a whole range of operational and research activities outside the concerns of GOOS/GCOS, and 
climate studies in general. 

5. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL WORKSHOP 

49 Following the pattern established over several years, the scientific and technical workshop has 
become an integral part of the annual DBCP sessions. Fifteen papers were presented to the 1998 workshop, 
which attracted the participation of more than 50 scientists from interested agencies, institutions and 
companies w-orldwide. As usual, the papers covered a range of topics related to ocean data buoy systems, 
including issues such as buoy technologies, communication systems and the applications of buoy data. The 
panel expressed its considerable appreciation to the workshop convener, Mr Eric Meindl, for the excellent 
programme which he had compiled, as well as for the very efficient organization of the workshop. It further 
thanked the three session chairs for their valuable support. The panel agreed that, as usual, the proceedings 
of the workshop should be published as a report in the technical document series, and requested all paper 
presenters to have their final manuscripts for publication submitted to Mr MeindI by 30 November 1998 at 
the latest. 

50 The panel agreed that the workshop should continue to be an integral part of its annual sessions. It 
considered that the range of topics for the 1999 workshop should be similar to that for 1998, but that, if 
possible, papers should have an emphasis on the southern hemisphere, in view of the likelihood of the session 
being convened in New Zealand. The panel accepted with appreciation the offer of Mr Ron McLaren to 
undertake the organization of the workshop. 

6. DATA AND INFORMATION EXCHANGE 

6.1 REPORTS BY BUOY DATA MANAGEMENT CENTRES 

51 The panel reviewed the reports by the Responsible National Oceanographic Data Centre (RNODC) 
for drifting buoys, operated by the Canadian Marine Environmental Data Service (MEDS), and the Integrated 
Global Ocean Services System (IGOSS) Specialized Oceanographic Centre (SOC) for drifting buoys, 
operated by M&o-France. The panel expressed appreciation to the work of both centres. Their reports will 
be published, as usual, in the panel’s annual report. 

6.2 INFORMATION EXCHANGE 

The DBCP Web. Server 

52 The Technical coordinator presented the DBCP web server which has been substantially upgraded 
during the last intersessional period. The DBCP is operating the server: 
http://dbcp.nos.noaa.gov/dbcp/ since February 1995. The server home page is physically 
implemented at the NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories (AOML) in Silver 
Spring, Maryland. Among improvements realized, the following are worth noting: 

t New application of buoys menu item with links to typical web sites 

http://dbcp.nos.noaa.gov/dbcp/
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Draft DBCP Implementation plan 
Deployment opportunities 
Recovery methods 
Report on buoy monitoring statistics 
Why and how inserting buoy data on GTS 
Data flow monitoring tools 
Status graphics, including maps, and regarding quantity and quality of buoy data 
DBCP Publications No.2 and 3 in electronic form 
Document describing existing and planned data collection and/or location system potentially. 
available for buoy applications 

53 The panel discussed the issue of how to easily maintain the DBPC list of buoy manufacturers which 
is available via the web. The panel agreed on the following policy.: 

Only manufacturers ofmeteorological or oceanographic instrumented buoys are intended 
to be listed here. Buoys can either be drijting buoys, drifters, moored buoys. ice floats, 
or sub surface floats. List is not comprehensive. Any manufacturer willing to be listed 
here (or deleted) must submit a request to the technical coordinator of the DBCP 
(charpentier~~~cls.cnes.fr) and will be added (respectively deleted) shortly at no fee. In 
order to keep this list up to date. we ask manufacturers to provide us with their exact 
references on a yearly basis. Names will automatically be deleted,from the list rf‘we don’t 
hear from the company during a calendar year. The manujacturers are listed by 
alphabetic order. 

51 Among possible improvements to the DBCP vveb site, MEDS, Canada. offered to provide access to 
archived QC messages produced by PMOCs in the context of the DBCP QC Guidelines. MEDS suggested 
that the technical coordinator submits its own archive of the QC messages to MEDS. The panel asked its 
technical coordinator to do so. 

55 The panel reminded and/or encouraged the following actors to submit information in electronic form 
for inclusion in the DBCP web site: 

me maps, pomts 0 

DBCP Publications 

56 DBCP Technical document No.4, “WOCE Surface Velocity Programme. Barometer drifter 
construction manual”, is being updated to reflect latest changes in the design of the SVP Barometer drifter 
(e.g. removal of sub-surface float, reduction of drogue size, ABS plastic hull instead of libreglas: 3 alternative 
pressure sensors proposed instead of one, new Argos message format. ). Final version of the document 
should be available shortly since a few minor changes remain to be done. It is planned to make the document 
available via the web before the end of 1998. 

57 The following publications had been published during the intersessional period: 

No. 11: Annual report for 1997 
No. 12: October 1997 Workshop report (La Reunion) 

58 The panel also agreed to publish the DBCP implementation strategy within its document series 
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DBCP Brochure 

59 At its 13th session, the DBCP considered again the possibility of publishing a brochure for 
publicizing its work and the action groups. The Brochure had to be mainly oriented towards the use of data 
buoys. The panel decided to tentatively produce the brochure for DBCP-XIV. 

60 The technical coordinator worked in conjunction with Nigel Greenwood (Technical writer sub- 
contracted by CLS) for producing a draft version and suggesting pictures and graphs. Nigel wrote the draft 
brochure. Draft was submitted to Peter Dexter at the WMO Secretariat for review and amendments and a 
WMO editor produced a draft colour version which was available at DBCP-XIV for review, discussion, and 
possible amendments. 

61 The panel reviewed the draft DBCP brochure, and proposed a few amendments which will be 
incorporated after the DBCP session. It decided that the brochure should be available in English (6,000 
copies), Spanish (1,000 copies), French (1,000 copies), and Portuguese (1,000 copies). Brazil offered to 
produce the Portuguese language text. Canada offered to publish the brochure as a contribution in kind. The 
panel thanked both countries for their kind offers. 

Internet Forum 

62 The technical coordinator raised the issue of developing an Internet DBCP forum as a means of 
debating on technical issues, answer technical questions, and exchange information among buoy operators 
or actors. A forum can be a good complement to the DBCP web site and would be directly linked to it. 
Documents, questions and answers would be accessible to anybody in the buoy community. The technical 
coordinator would be responsible of the forum and would be a key player in it. The panel felt that it was 
interesting to pursue the idea further and asked whether there would be a DBCP member willing to host the 
forum. The technical coordinator informed the panel that it would be preferable for practical and performance 
reasons to have the forum hosted either by Memo France or by CLS, Service Argos since he has an office in 
both organizations and access to their respective networks. Mete0 France and CLS both accepted to further 
study feasibility and estimate costs involved in order to provide the DBCP with an answer hopefully in early 
1999. The panel thanked both organizations and decided that such a forum should be established on a trial 
basis and reviewed at the next panel session if a technical solution is found. 

7. TECHNICAL ISSUES 

7.1. QUALITY CONTROL 

63 The technical coordinator reported on the DBCP quality control guidelines. The guidelines worked 
very efficiently during the period. Activity was a bit lower than for the previous years and fewer buoys had 
their status changed (132 this year (Aug 97 to July 98) versus 171 in 1997 and 210 in 1996). It can be 
assumed that monitoring centres (PMOCs) rely increasingly on buoy data and are more confident in the 
quality of the data. 

64 For a total of 1376 buoys that reported onto the GTS during the period 1 August 1997 to 3 1 July 
1998, following 292 status change proposals from PMOCs related to 188 buoys, 132 buoys had their 
status changed (i.e. 9.6% versus 11% last year): 155 buoys or buoy sensors were removed from GTS 
distribution, 2 buoy sensors were re-calibrated. 

65 The technical coordinator showed evidence that data quality of air pressure (including SVPB), and 
sea surface temperature, from drifting buoys is excellent. Mean RMS (Obs-FG) for air pressure using 
ECMWF model is now in the order of 1.3 hPa. 44% of the RMS values are now lower than 1 hPa; and 
another 47% between 1 and 2 hPa. For SST, 65% of the data are within 1 Celsius, and 85% within 2 Celsius. 
Mean RMS (Ohs-FG) using NOAA/NCEP model is in the order of 1 Celsius. Improvements in the first 
guess model fields have now increased confidence in the excellence of the buoy data, and remaining 
differences are of the same order as errors in the FG model fields. 
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66 The Global Drifter Centre expressed desire of having similar statistics produced to estimate quality, 
of wind data from SVPBW drifters. The panel asked its technical coordinator to monitor those drifters, 
provide GDC with related information, and report at the next DBCP session. 

67 As reported at the previous DBCP session in La Reunion, buoy monitoring statistics produced by 
ECMWF, NCO, UKMO, and CMM were not consistent for various reasons. Although not possible to have 
perfectly consistent statistics produced by those centres, the technical coordinator contacted the four centres 
involved and suggested to achieve better consistency. Centers replied favourably and much has been 
achieved. Comprehensive report is available via the web at: 

http://dbcp.nos.noaa.gov/dbcp/monstats.html. 

68 Christine Caruso (NOAA/NCEP) offered to add “number of observations accepted by the model” 
into the statistics for SST data and to use better “1 “xl a resolution GDAS model output” for computing the 
statistics. The panel thanked Christine Caruso as well as other monitoring centres producing the statistics 
for their efforts in increasing consistency among statistics produced. 

7.2. CODES 

69 The document prepared by the DBCP sub-group (David Gilhousen: Pierre Blouch, Etierme 
Charpentier, plus contacts with Cliff Dey, Bob Keeley, Madeleine C&on, and Joel Martellet) on requirements 
for GTS distribution of buoy data, including in BUFR was finally adopted at the 13th DBCP. In Februar?, 
1998, the report was formally submitted to CBS by the Chairman of the DBCP via Mr Kashiwagi, chairman 
of the CBS Working Group on Data Management. In April 1998, Bob Keeley attended the WMO sub-group 
on data representation and codes in Montreal and presented the report. The meeting accepted 
recommendations from the DBCP proposal. The CBS Working Group on Data Management met in June 
1998 in Geneva and did not comment the proposal any further. Changes have then been submitted to CBS 
extraordinary session, 30 September - 9 October 1998, Karlsruhe, Germany, for approval and adopted for 
implementation in May 200 1. 

BUOY code 

70 As discussed at the XlIIth session of the DBCP, implementation of a new Q, field in place of an 
existing slash (/) in group 6 of section 0 and group 2 of section 4 in FM-18 BUOY code was due for 
implementation as of 5 November 1997. Qa field reflects Argos location quality class (new code Table 3302. 
0: = 1500 m. 1: = 500 m and < 1500 m. 2: = 250 m and < 500 m, 3: < 250 m, /: not available). The group in 
Section 0 became: 6Q,QtQd and in Section 4: 2Q,Q,Q$. 

71 For practical reasons, Service Argos could not implement the change as of 5 November 1997. 
Change was actually implemented on 16 December 1997. BUOY reports distributed on GTS by Service 
Argos between 5 November and 16 December were actually compatible with the new format because Qa 
indicator provides for a slash (/) which was the original constant value of that field prior to 5 November 
1997. Local User Terminals (Edmonton, Halifax, Oslo, Sondre Strsmfjord) continued reporting as before 
hence reporting a slash value for Qa meaning that location quality class information is not available. 

7.3. ARGOS SYSTEM 

Argos 

72 Following DBCP action and recommendations, including a survey among Argos users, a series of 
specific sofbvare developments has been included by the Argos Joint Tariff Agreement (JTA- 16) within the 
Argos development programme. Priority list was proposed for the developments. Some of these developments 
have been implemented prior to the 13’i’ session of the DBCP in October 1997. At its 13fi session the DBCP 
decided that providing Argos users with their Argos data on CD-ROMs was a top priority~. This vvas 

http://dbcp.nos.noaa.gov/dbcp/monstats.html
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implemented by Service Argos in May 1998. Other remaining developments have been included by Service 
Argos within their Argos 200 1 project. 

73 Christian Qrtega gave a presentation on the year 2000 compliance actions undertaken for the Argos 
system and on the various enhancements achieved or under development. Year 2000 compliance was 
investigated for both space and ground segments. No potential problem is expected from the space segment 
as the Argos instrument on-board clock is not dependent on UTC time and NOAA certifies to be Y2000 
compliant. This is also the case for global telemetry stations operated by NOAA and positive answers from 
the other operators are expected. At the Argos processing centers, (i) main Argos software don’t use classical 
date formats, (ii) a significant part of the software is being rewritten within the scope of Argos-200 1 project, 
(iii) the current code is being checked and up to 30% of it is already in compliance, with total compliance by 
September 1999. As for the Argos platforms, it is recommended to check this with manufacturers when 
ordering new equipment. It is to be recalled that most current platforms use timers and no date at all. 

74 As per the enhancements of the Argos system in addition to the ones listed by the DBCP/TC above: 
time has been devoted this year to develop, test and implement the new data formats delivered by the first 
Argos-2 equipment on -board NOAA-K satellite, which was launched in May 1998. This instrument features 
3 to 4 times greater capacity and better sensitiviv. New links with regional stations and a new receiving 
station were implemented (Edmonton, Halifax, Monterey, Tokyo, La Reunion Island and Largo) thus 
increasing the real-time response of the system and facilitating the collection of data from back up satellites. 

75 On medium to longer term enhancements, effort was put into the development of the Argos 
Downlink Messaging function. This function will allow users to send messages to their PTTs, better control 
their power budget and facilitate the transfer of large volume of data (data acknowledgement function). The 
on-board equipment derived from an Argos-2 unit is now completed. It will fly on ADEOS-II satellite in year 
2000. Masters beacons and the ground software including the user interface are being developed and are to 
be completed in 1999. The panel recognized that, at present, only three X-band antennas were planned to be 
available worldwide for downloading Argos data from ADEOS. The panel therefore recommended to the JTA 
for Argos to be requested to investigate the possibilities for accessing additional X-band download stations. 
Panel members were requested to inform on potential availability of X-band antennas in their regions. 

76 The development of the Argos-3 instrument as been approved by, CNES in July this year. This 
instrument features larger bandwidth (110 kHz), high data rate channel of 4.5 kbps and better sensitivity for 
low power transmitters. 

77 Argos is also rebuilding the processing chain and the user interface in a three step project called 
Argos-2001. First step encompasses the transfer to a Data Base Management System of all Argos data, the 
rebuilding of the User interface using Web technology and the development of the Downlink Messaging 
software. This first step is to be completed in September 1999. Second step deals with rebuilding auxiliary 
services such as automatic data distribution and sensor monitoring (Y2000) whereas third step will see the 
transfer of an upgrade of the GTS sub-system to the new system (Y2001). 

GTS sub system - Improvements 

78 The technical coordinator reported on the various improvements which have been realized with the 
GTS sub-system during the last intersessional period according to requirements expressed by users. 
Improvements include: 

. data processing of relative humidity for TAO buoys, 

. new Quality Control automatic test for Argos XBTs, 

GTS Technical file read and write access via E-mail, 
direct distribution of data from the GTS sub-system to Argos users, 
data processing of BOM shipboard data and distribution in SHIP format, 
computation of water salinity based upon water conductivity, temperature, and pressure. 
implementation of new Qa field in BUOY reports, 
implementation of an up to date geo-magnetic variation model for buoys measuring wind 
direction using compass, 
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l specific algorithm for computing air pressure tendency based upon P(H) and P(H-3): 
. data processing of JAMSTEC TRITON moored buoys, 

GTS sub-system - Problems with GTS distribution of buoy data and real time data-flow monitoring 

Several GTS outage problems have been encountered in 1998. Causes lay with CLS/Service Argos, 
and with inconsistencies within NOAA/NWS, and UKMO GTS routing directories. Data were lost in certain 
occasions, or resulting in longer delays. In certain occasions, Service Argos was not aware of the problem 
until alerted by the user community several hours later, so the other Argos Global Processing Centre could 
not be switched to backup mode in a timely fashion. 

Problems with NWS and UKMO routing directories have been fixed. 

Service Argos has taken steps to avoid problems in the future, i.e. (i) automatically switch to backup 
mode the other centre if GTS disruption occurs for more than 30 minutes, (ii) inform users of problems via 
Service Argos web server, (iii) set up a monitoring system to detect GTS outage and therefore react more 
quickly, (iv) review their operational procedures to make them more efficient. 

BOM offered to monitor GTS data and alert Service Argos and LUTs in case of a disruption lasting 
for more than 6 hours. The technical coordinator provided Bruce Sumner with names and E-mail addresses 
of persons to contact at Service Argos and LUTs in that case. NWS is doing so with Service Argos Inc, since 
several years ago alerting them in case of outage lasting more than 3 hours, 

Distribution ofPALACE data onto the GTS 

A number of PALACE sub-surface floats deployed by Institute of Ocean Sciences (IOS, Canada), 
Scripps Institution of Qceanography, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute (WHOI) and NOAA/AOML are 
already reporting on GTS via NOAA/NWS or MEDS, Canada. All the floats are reporting via Argos and 
measure temperature profiles while popping up and/or down. They have cycles of 5 to 15 days and a life time 
of about 100 cycles. They can dive as deep as 1500 meters. Some floats are capable of measuring water 
conductivity hence salinity and may be deployed in large quantities in the mture. The ARGQ programme 
plans to deploy about 3000 PALACE floats in the world oceans. 

The floats presently reporting on GTS are using FM 64-1X TESAC (KKXX) format which is 
adequate provided that the number of profile points does not exceed 20 significant points in the upper 500 
meters. FM 63-X Ext. BATHY (JJYY) would be suitable for floats reporting temperature profiles only and 
is also limited to 20 points in the upper 500 meters. FM 18-X BUOY (ZZYY) code is also adequate and is 
not limited to 20 points in the upper 500 meters. 

A series of WMO numbers has been allocated to floats for GTS distribution (block 350 to 399) and 
are presently being used by Canada, and USA. Float data on the GTS are being archived by MEDS. 

The Argos GTS sub-system is not presently capable of processing PALACE float data for GTS 
distribution purposes. Considering that having multiple GTS insertion points for PALACE float data would 
make it difficult for GTS users to deal with potential problems related to specific floats (QC); considering 
further that consistency of produced float data, and of quality control schemes, is less likely to be guaranteed 
when dealing with various data processing systems than with a single one; considering that code changes or 
encoding practice are easier to implement at a given date on a single centre than on multiple centres; the panel 
mcommended that capability of processing PALACE float data for GTS purposes should be developed at a 
single dedicated centre. 

Considering that Service Argos has (a) presently access to all necessary data, (b) experience and (c) 
potential capability of processing PALACE float data for insertion of the data on GTS, including Quality 
Control and encoding of the data, as a preferred approach, in the context of the ARGQ programme, the panel 
proposed that Service Argos be requested to investigate how the capability of processing PALACE float data 
for GTS purposes could be developed at Service Argos Global Processing Centres. 
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7.4 NEW COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES AND FACILITIES 

88 The panel recalled that, at its last session, it had requested Mr. D Meldrum to continue to review and 
report on new developments in the communications field, relevant to data buoy operations. A paper 
tiorming on these developments is in Annex V and this information is available on the DBCP web site. The 
topic was also discussed in the Scientific and Technical Workshop immediately preceding the session. The 
panel noted that the new systems identified previously as worthy of more detailed investigation did not offer 
the global end-to-end communications and ground system facilities that were available from the Argos system 
and were required for most operational buoy applications. However an analysis of the characteristics of 
satellite systems expected to come into operational service in the near future indicated that a few promised, 
at least, a suitable space communication segment provided that suitable platform hardware was developed. 

89 The panel agreed that it should continue to monitor progress and that the information on the DBCP 
web server should be kept up to date. As regards the prospects for the eventual use of alternative satellite 
systems, the panel observed that little progress was likely to be made for many operational activities until 
service providers were able to offer communication and data processing services equal or superior to those 
offered by the current GOES, METEOSAT, GMS and Argos systems. 

7.5 OTHER TECHNICAL ISSUES 

US Government policies for DCS use 

90 Rob Bassett (NOAA/NESDIS) presented an update on changes to the system use policies for the 
satellite-based NOAA Data Collection Systems (DCS). The new policies for the DCS on the Geostationary 
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) and the Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite 
(POES) / Argos became effective on June 5,1998. The text of the new policy can be obtained at the NOAA 
Satellite Information System web site: 
http://140.!30.207.25:8080/EBB/DCS.html. The new Argos System Use Agreement form (Annex VI) 
to replace the Argos Program Application form was presented and discussed. The new system use policies 
appeared to have a minimal impact on the Govemmental/Enviromnental users represented by the DBCP 
membership and feedback from the members was solicited. 

91 The panel noted this information with interest. It recognized that all Argos users would need to 
submit new Argos System Use Agreements at some stage during the next 3 years. However, for existing 
programmes, this would involve a renewal of these programmes, while even for new programmes, at least 
within the context of the DBCP and its activities, the new policy should cause no difficulties. A question was 
raised concerning the international applicability of the new policy to the International Data Collection System 
(IDCS) operated on the geostationary meteorological satellites, and NOAA was requested to ensure that this 
issue was discussed at a future session of the Coordination Group on Geostationary Meteorological Satellites 
(CGMS). 

Restructured bulletin headers for buoy data on the GTS 

92 The panel noted with interest a proposal from the NOAA GOOS center for a restructuring of the 
system of bulletin header assignment for buoy data distributed on the GTS. The present system essentially 
groups buoy reports into bulletins based on the geographical location of the buoys, which is advantageous 
particularly for small forecast centres concerned only with limited areas. The proposal was for reports to be 
grouped into bulletins based on specific programmes and/or action groups, which would greatly facilitate 
programme monitoring and remedial action to correct any problems detected. It was recognized that the 
proposal was technicahy feasible, that global processing centres would not be affected one way or the other 
since thq took all the data in any case, and that programmes and action groups were usually regionally based, 
except for the GDP, for which two bulletin headers could be assigned under the proposal, one for each of the 
hemispheres. The panel therefore considered that the concept had merit, and requested the technical 
coordinator and Mr W. Woodward to prepare a specific proposal for a new set of bulletin headers within this 
concept, making as much use as possible of the existing header assignments. This proposal should be 
circulated to panel members and WMO for consideration and agreement, with a view to providing at least 
3 months advance notice to users and GTS centres of an implementation date prior to DBCP-XV. 

http://140.!30.207.25:8080/EBB/DCS.html
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North Atlantic climate study group 

93 The panel noted with interest a suggestion from Mr Svend-Aage Mahnberg (Iceland) on the value 
of forming an international study group, within the context of the DBCP, to undertake cooperative research 
on the climate of the North Atlantic Ocean. It recognized the value of this proposal, which related to ocean 
areas largely within the responsibility of EGOS. It therefore requested EGOS to consider the possibility of 
forming such a study group, involving also researchers and buoy programme operators from NOAA and other 
North American and/or European institutions. 

Year 2000problem 

94 Following a report horn MEDS and UKMO, the panel recognized the importance, to both operations 
and reseat+ of ensurin g year 2000 (Y2K) compliance in all aspects of ocean data buoy operations and data 
management. It noted that major efforts were now underway within national Meteorological Services, other 
national agencies and institutions, and WMO, to establish such compliance, including within the GTS, well 
before 3 1 December 1999. CLS/Argos assured the panel that it was now in the process of checking Y2K 
compliance in all aspects of the Argos system, and expected to have this completed, and the system fully Y2K 
compliant, by September 1999 (see also para. 7 1 above). The panel stressed to CLS the absolute importance 
of this work, and requested it, ifpossible, to complete the checking process even earlier, to guard against any 
unexpected problems. 

Third satellite availability 

95 The panel recalled its discussions at previous sessions regarding the value to all Argos system users 
of having data available operationally from three or more satellites, rather than horn only two as at present. 
It noted that, with the imminent operational commissioning of NOAA K, there were potentially 4 satellites 
available for Argos users, two of which were, however, maintained only in back-up mode by NOAA. The 
panel reiterated its earlier statements concerning the value of additional satellites, and requested NOAA to 
reconsider the possibility of making at least one of the back-up satellites available for data collection and 
distribution through Argos. 

Argos message formats. 

96 Met& France presented a new Argos message fa initiated at the request of EGOS, which could 
be proposed as a standard for buoy operators designing or planning their buoy programme. Proposed format 
permits flexibility and transmission of historical as well as real time data. Age of observation is encoded in 
the message and one message contains only one observation. Historical data are split among consecutive 
Argos messages. Message length is optimized in order to limit its size as much as possible so that power 
budget permits extension of buoy operating life time. 

97 Considering past experiences in this regard, the panel decided that it was not in a position to 
recommend a particular standard format but recognized the advantages of standard formats as developed by 
M&o France, EGOS, GDP, and other buoy operators. It therefore decided that it was worthwhile to publish 
a list of available formats via its web server, including those listed above, and encouraged new buoy operators 
looking for advice or expertise to use one of those. Advantages of listed formats should also be detailed. 
Although buoy operators are free to develop and use their own formats, usage of existing formats permits 
to substantially speed up insertion of buoy data onto the GTS through the Argos users’ guidance offices. 

New ATLAS moorings 

98 Paul Freitag reported that possible modification of ATLAS moorings, from a taut-line to a reverse 
c&nary design, would msult in a potential ofBet in measurement depths. Pressure measurements Tom a few 
of the deepest sensors would be used to correct the reported depth of all sub-surface measurements. Such a 
correction algorithm is under development at PMEL. 
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99 The technical coordinator recalled that the Argos GTS sub-system was not presently capable of 
dealing with such corrections. The panel therefore recommended that related developments be included by 
the JTA within the Argos development programme, should the TIP decide to go forward with deploying new 
mooring design. 

8 NEW ACI-ION GROUPS 

100 The panel recalled with satisfaction that the TAO Implementation panel (TIP) had been 
formally accepted as an action group during the past interscssional period. No proposals for the establishment 
of additional action groups were received at the present session. However, the panel noted with interest that 
a loose, cooperative agreement among a number of agencies in Canada and the USA existed to maintain a 
driller array in the northeast Pacific. It recognized the value of this agreement to all concerned, and expressed 
the hope that the agreement might eventually involve also agencies in countries such as China, Japan and the 
Republic of Korea interested in buoy deployments in the western and central North Pacific, perhaps leading 
to the equivalent of an action group in this important ocean basin. 

IOI The panel huther noted with interest a proposal from Mr Prem Kumar (India), concerning 
the possibility of extending the TAO array into the Indian Ocean, and incorporating an offer by India to make 
available ship time and human resources for servicing such an extended array. The panel recognized the merit 
of the proposal, in particular in view of the importance of the equatorial Indian Ocean to seasonal and 
intcrannual climate variability and monsoon prediction, as well as the present lack of data from this region. 
It therefore requested the TIP to formally consider the proposal at its next session. 

C. ADMINISTRATIVE COMPONENT 

9 REPORTS 

9.1 CHAIRMAN AND VICE-CHAIRMEN 

Report by the chairman, Mr Graeme Brough 

102 The chairman summarizcd his activities on behalf of the panel during the past year. The main 
highlight was the Workshop on the Implementation of Global Ocean Observing Systems for GOOS/GCOS 
held in Sydney in March 1998. The panel was represented by one of the vice-chairmen as well as by the 
chairman. The Workshop was very useful in bringing together virtually all the players involved in the 
WMO/IOC operational oceanographic areas. The chairman was also pleased to report the affiliation of the 
TAO Implementation Panel (TIP) as a new action group during the intersessional period. 

Report by Mr David Meldrum 

103 During the intersessional period the main DBCP activities in which Mr Meldrum was involved were 
as follows: 

. DBCP Implementation Plan. During the intersessional period, this was revised and updated 
to take account of the recommendations of the panel at DBCP-XIII. The document was then 
presented to the GOOS/GCOS implementation workshop in Sydney in March 1998, where 
important practical steps were made towards planning the GOOYGCOS operational 
networks. A full report of this meeting will be presented elsewhere at this session. 

. Mobile Satellite Systems. A watch was kept on developments and operational experience 
within this area which might benefit data buoy operators? and an updated status document 
produced as an information paper for the panel. 
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Report by Mr William Woodward 

103 During the intersessional period since DBCP-XIII, Mr Woodward was involved in the following 
activities on behalf of the DBCP: 

. Provided encouragement and assistance to the TAO Implementation Panel in the process 
of their becoming a DBCP action group. 

. Provided the financial and technical resources to maintain the operation of and assist the 
technical coordinator in the upgrades to the DBCP website. 

. Represented the DBCP at the fifth meeting of the International South Atlantic Buo\, 
Program (ISABP) in August, 1998 in Buenos Aires, Argentina. At the meeting. he 
continued to promote the importance of monitoring and assessing the quantity and v,alue of 
the buoy data for specifically defined applications. 

. Joined with the technical coordinator in representing the DBCP at the International Arctic 
Buoy Program (IABP) Workshop co-sponsored by the DBCP in August, 1998 in Seattle. 
Washington. 

9.2 SECRETARIATS 

F%fO Secretariat report 

105 The representative of the WMO Secretariat reported to the session on the various activities 
undertaken by WMO in support of the panel during the past 12 months. Panel members were urged in 
particular to check carefully the lists made available by WMO of national focal points for the DBCP and for 
logistic support as well as the WMO buoy ID assignments, and to inform the WMO Secretariat of any errors 
or discrepancies. The WMO representative also brought to the attention of the panel the need for a special 
category of buoy ID numbers for the various float programmes, in particular the planned ARGO programme 
under which up to 3000 deployments were possible. The panel eventually agreed to a small variation on the 
present number assignment system to be used for the floats, in which the 5 digit number would be derived 
as follows: 

Abnnn where: 
A = WMO region (as for other buoys) 
B = 9 to identify the floats 
nnn = a number 0 to 999. to be assigned sequentially to floats deployed within area A. 

This system will allow for the eventual assignment of 7,000 float IDS for GTS distribution, covering all 
regions. It will apply immediately, with floats already on the GTS retaining their existing ID allocations. 

IOC Secretariat Report 

106 The representative of the IOC Secretariat reported that the IOC governing bodies had not met since 
the previous panel’s session. He stressed the necessity that the funds to support the position of technical 
coordinator be provided in due time in order that the latter receive his salary in a timely, fashion. 

10 FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS 

10.1 FINANCIAL SITUATION 

107 

0) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

The panel considered the fmancial statements provided by IOC and WMO as follows: 

fmalized IOC account 1 June 1997 - 3 1 May 1998; 
finalized WMO account 1996/97; 
interim WMO account 1 January 1998 - 30 September 1998: 
provisional WMO statement of estimated income and expenditure to 3 1 May, 1999 
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These statements are reproduced in Annex VII. The panel approved and accepted the various statements, as 
appropriate. 

10.2 CONTRACTS 

108 The panel reviewed and approved the terms of the IOC/UNESCO employment contract for the 
technical coordinator, as well as the contract between IOCA-JNESCO and CLS/Service Argos for his logistic 
support. 

10.3 FUTURE COMMITMENTS 

I09 The panel recalled the agreement made with Mr Charpentier at the end of 1997, that he would be 
willing to remain as technical coordinator, located in Toulouse and employed by IOC/UNESCO, until at least 
3 1 May 2000. It therefore decided to continue the existing arrangements for the next financial period, 1 June 
1999 to 3 1 May 2000, subject to the availability of funds. With regard to future years, the panel noted the 
agreement by Mr Charpentier to inform the chairman and the Secretariats, by 1 December 1998, of his desire 
to continue as technical coordinator beyond 3 1 May 2000. In the event of a decision to continue on the part 
of Mr Charpenticr, it was agreed by the panel that it would retain him as technical coordinator, subject to the 
availability of funds. 

110 The panel recognized that all panel Member States were continuing to experience severe financial 
constraints, and that this situation was likely to continue for some time. At the same time it agreed that the 
technical coordinator position was essential to the ongoing success of the panel, and that a budget for other 
activities (publications, travel, special studies, etc.) was also essential if the panel was to play its full role in 
facilitating buoy programmes worldwide and in contributing to the development of operational oceanography. 
It therefore agreed on the importance of maintaining, if at all possible, a budget appropriate for these 
purposes. 

III The panel then reviewed likely expenditure requirements for 1999/2000, in the light of anticipated 
income. Inthis context, it recognized that the expected income horn existing contributors, while adequate 
for the basic requirements for the technical coordinator and some additional activities, was nevertheless likely 
to fall short of full anticipated expenditure requirements. These requirements were therefore scaled down 
appropriately, and the revised 1999/2000 expenditure estimates are shown in Annex VIII, as before in 
comparison with actual expenditure and income for 1996/97 and estimates for 1998/99. On the basis of 
provisional commitments made at the meeting or otherwise, the panel drew up the table of provisional 
contributions for 1999/2000, which is also given in Annex VIII. This table also shows contributions in kind 
(as an approximate cash value equivalent) made by Member States to support panel activities. The panel 
expressed its appreciation to all contributing Member States for their continuing support for the work of the 
panel, and requested the Secretariats, as in past years, to ensure that invoices for these contributions were 
issued as soon as possible, and in any case before the end of 1998. At the same time, it reiterated the need 
for a budget appropriate to its role and requirements, and urged the Secretariats and all members to make 
additional efforts to recruit new contributors to the trust fund, no matter how small their contributions might 
be. 

10.4 REVIEW OF THE TASKS OF THE TECHNICAL COORDINATOR 

112 Under this agenda item, the panel first reviewed the agreement made at its 1997 session with 
CLS/Argos, under which the technical coordinator would work part-time on aspects of Argos development 
relevant to the panel, in return for which CLS would make available the services of a staff member to 
undertake certain routine monitoring activities of the coordinator. It noted that this CLS staff member had 
now been recruited and trained, and was proposed by CLS to continue the monitoring work indefinitely. The 
panel expressed its appreciation to CLS for this undertaking. At the same time, the development work by the 
technical coordinator in support of Argos would be largely completed in the first half of 1999, with only 
irregular consultations required after that, thus freeing the coordinator to undertake other duties. 

113 The panel was then presented with a proposal, under which the DBCP technical coordinator would 
act also as technical coordinator for the operational Ship-of-Opportunity Programme (SOOP), which is 
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coordinated by a SOOP Implementation Panel (SOOPIP) and is concerned with the operational collection 
and management of upper ocean temperature and salinity measurements from XBTs deployed from merchant 
and other vessels, in support primarily of seasonal and interannual climate analyses and predictions. It 
recognized that SOOP operations and requirements for technical support were very similar to those of buoy 
programmes (including in some cases data collection through Argos), that SOOP success was just as critically 
dependent on such support, and that in addition many panel member organizations were also involved closely 
with the SOOP. In view also of the support by CLS for routine monitoring work as noted in paragraph 10.4.1 
above, the panel therefore gave its approval to the proposal, on the basis of an approximate combined work 
programme for the technical coordinator as given in Annex IX, and with the following provisos: 

. the support provided by the technical coordinator to the panel is not adversely affected: 

. supplementary contributions are obtained from SOOPIP members, to fund the additional 
activities, to provide for the additional travel required and, if possible, to appropriately 
reflect the new division of duties; 

. the new arrangements will be reviewed first at DBCP-XV, and more thoroughly at the 2000 
session, by which time any impacts on the work of the panel, either positive or negativ,e: 
should be fully apparent. 

I14 With regard to the budgetary requirements for the new arrangements, the Secretariats were requested 
to prepare a revised table of proposed income and expenditures, following the forthcoming SOOPIP session 
(Noumea, 26-30 October 1998) and hopefully showing planned additional contributions from SOOPIP 
member institutions. This table should be distributed to all panel members for review and approval, if 
possible before the end of 1998. Assuming that sufficient funds were available for the purpose, the panel 
approved a proposed promotion for Mr Charpentier within the IOCXJNESCO system, from P3 to P4, to take 
effect as from 1 June 1999. 

11 PUBLICATIONS 

115 The panel agreed to retain the existing format and table of contents for its 1998 Annual Report, with 
contributors of national reports being urged to adhere as strictly as possible to the agreed format for such 
repoti. All contributors (chairman, members, action groups, data management centres, etc.) were requested 
to make their contributions available to the WMO Secretariat (attention Peter Dexter) by 30 November 1998 
at the latest wherever possible in electronic form, to enable timely compilation of the report, for publication 
by WMO if possible in the Iirst quarter of 1999. The report would also be made available through the DBCP 
web server. 

116 The panel noted that, in addition to the 1998 Annual Report, the following publications in the 
technical document series were scheduled to date for 1999: 

. proceedings of the 1998 workshop 

. revised SVP-B construction manual 
l DBCP Implementation Strategy 

In addition, as discussed under item 6.2, the brochure would be published by Canada as an in-kind 
contribution to the work of the panel. No additional requirements for publications were identified at the 
session. 
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D. CONCLUDING COMPONENT 

12 RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE ARGOS JTA 

117 The panel had discussed under previous agenda items a number of issues that related to the use of 
the Argos system. These were:- 

a. The need to improve data reception and dissemination within the International South Atlantic Buoy 
programme (ISABP) through the provision of a link between an existing LUT in Brazil and the Argos 
processing centres and the establishment of a LUT in Argentina using an existing S-band ground station. 

b. As a consequence of likely changes to the mooring design of some ATLAS (TAO array buoys) there 
was a potential need to develop a new Argos module to process sub-surface profile data. 

C. The desirability to investigate the development of the Argos GTS subsystem to process PALACE 
float data, primarily to ensure a single GTS insertion point. 

d. CLS/Service Argos should investigate the possibilities for accessing additional X-band download 
stations, in relation to the launch of ADEOS. 

118 The panel requested its chairman to bring these issues to the attention of the JTA and 
specifically to request CLS/Scrvice Argos to study the possibility of taking positive action in response to the 
needs identilied in (a) and (c) above in conjunction with appropriate bodies. The panel further requested the 
chairman to ask that the required TAO module (item b) be developed as part of the Argos development 
programme. 

13 WORK PLAN 

119 As in previous years, the panel reviewed and revised its operating procedures and work plan 
for the coming intersessional period. As it had agreed at its thirteenth session, the work plan is divided into 
two components: Implementation and Technical and Administrative. These work plans are given in Annex 
X. 

14 ELECTION OF THE CHAIRMAN AND THE VICE-CHAIRMEN OF THE PANEL 

I20 The panel re-elected Mr Graeme Brough as its chairman, to hold office until the end of its 
next session. Taking into account that Mr William Woodward was retiring from the Federal Service within 
USA, it elected Mr Eric Meindl as one of its vice-chairmen, and re-elected Mr David Meldrum as its other 
co-vice-chaimran. In so doing, the panel expressed its appreciation and thanks to Mr Woodward for the work 
accomplished on its behalf during his term of office. 

15 DATE AND PLACE OF THE NEXT SESSION 

I21 The panel accepted with appreciation the offer of the Meteorological Service of New Zealand 
Ltd to hold the 1999 session in Wellington, New Zealand. Subject to agreement by the eighteenth meeting 
on the Argos Joint Tariff Agreement, it decided that the dates for the fifteenth session would be 1 l-15 
October 1999. The panel reiterated its decision under agenda item 5 that a scientific and technical workshop 
would take place during the first 1.5 days of the session, with the exact format and times to be determined 
by the organizer, Mr Ron McLaren, in consultation with the chairman and the secretariats. 
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16 CLOSURE OF THE SESSION 

122 In closing the session, the chairman reiterated his thanks to the local organizers for such very 
convenient facilities. He further thanked all participants for their spirit of cooperation and their contributions 
to the debates, which had produced an excellent session of the panel. 

123 The fourteenth session of the Data Buoy Co-operation Panel closed at 1220 hours on Friday, 
16 October 1998. 
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ANNEX II 

REPORT BY THE TECHNICAL COORDINATOR 

1. Introduction 

This report covers the period 1 October 1997 to 30 September 1998. During this period the Technical Co- 
ordinator (TC) of the Data Buoy Cooperation Panel (DBCP) was based in Toulouse at CLS, Service Argos, 
and was employed by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO). The 
time the TC DBCP spent on his tasks could be estimated as following: 

Topic 

TC Training for CLS 
TC Work for CLS 
CLS work for TC (monitoring, brochure, lists) 
User assistance 
Vacation, holidays 
M&Co France (data flow control, impact studies) 
Missions. effective meeting time 
Missions, travel time 
Missions. preparation (iucl. DBCP) 
DBCP web server 
GTS Sub-System 
Monitoring. Quality Control Guideleiues 
TC monthly report, stats.. regular reports 
Code matters (BUI% BIJOY) 
Miscellaueous DBCP 
Requests for GTS 
Action Groups 
Argos monthly report 
GTS routing 
DB Quarterly report 
Publications (e.g. articles iu Argos bull...) 
TC Tools 
Misc. Administrative 
Combined Oceauo-Metw drifting buoys 

lTntal(52 weeks1 

days days % tot. 
by TC for DBCP TC 
29.0 0.0 11.2 
23.0 0.0 8.8 
0.0 32.0 0.0 

40.0 40.0 15.4 
30.0 30.0 11.5 
13.0 13.0 5.0 
26.0 26.0 10.0 
6.0 6.0 2.3 
18.0 18.0 6.9 
17.0 17.0 6.5 
13.0 13.0 5.0 
8.0 8.0 3.1 
10.0 10.0 3.8 
1.0 1.0 0.4 
5.0 5.0 1.9 
5.0 5.0 1.9 
4.0 4.0 1.5 
3.0 3.0 1.2 
1.0 1.0 0.4 
1.0 1.0 0.4 
2.0 2.0 0.8 
2.0 2.0 0.8 
2.0 2.0 0.8 
1.0 1.0 0.4 

260.0 210.0 100.0 

Topics Training for CLS, TC work for CLS, and CLS work for TC correspond to the DBCPKLS agreement 
which is detailed in paragraph 2.8.3. There is a deficit of 20 days for the DBCP because of insufficient staff 
support provided by CLS, Service Argos during the period. Deficit should be recovered during the next 
intersessional period. 

The following paragraphs describe in detail the various activities of the TC DBCP during the period. 
Paragraph 2 describes specific tasks undertaken during the considered period while paragraph 3 describes 
tasks normally undertaken during any in&sessional period. 

2. Specific tasks undertaken during the intersessional period 

2.1. Missions, Visits, Meetings 

Dates indicated are affective meeting dates, i.e. not including travel time. 
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2.1.1. 13-17 October 1997, 13”’ session of the DBCP and Scientific and Technical Workshop, La 
Reunion 

At the workshop, I presented “a methodology for case studies of impact of buoy data upon numerical weather 
prediction using adjoint model technique” per work I am conducting at M&Co France. 

2.1.2. 20-22 October 1997,17”’ session of the JTA, La Reunion 

2.1.3. 23 October 1997: Vacation 

2.1.4. 4-5 November 1997: 6”’ session of the TAO Implementation Panel, Reading, UK. 

The meeting was held at ECMWF. I only attended the fist two days of the TIP meeting, i.e. 4-5 November. 
I presented the DBCP and its activities and advocated TAO joining the DBCP as one of its Action Groups. 
TAO eventually decided to be an Action Group of the DBCP to recognise and formalise the good level of co- 
operation which has been taken place between TIP and DBCP in the last few years. 

Many scientific presentations showed the importance of maintaining TAO in the long term (understanding 
El Nifio Southern Oscillation, studying seasonal to inter-annual climate variability and predictability). TAO 
has been instrumental in observing the 1997 El Niiio event. 

TAO is being extcndcd towards western equatorial Pacific ocean thanks to the Triangle Trans-Ocean Buoy 
Network (TRITON) project. 4 buoys were deployed in 1998. A total of 9 TRITON buoys is planned for 
1999, 13 for 2000, 15 for 200 1: and finally a total of 18 buoys should be maintained in 2002. These include 
2 buoys planned for deployment in year 2000 in the Indian Ocean on the equator. TRITON is a Japan Science 
and Technology Centre (JAMSTEC) project. 

The Pilot Research Moored Array in the Tropical Atlantic (PIRATA) is a similar project for the equatorial 
Atlantic Ocean. PIRATA is a co-operation between Brazil (INPE), France (ORSTOM), and USA 
(NOAA/PMEL). 6 buoys have already been deployed. New buoys will regularly be deployed and existing 
buoys maintained or replaced to reach a maximum of 12 buoys in 2000. 

Bill Woodward and I also took the opportunity of being at ECMWF to meet with Antonio Garcia-Mender, 
ECMWF, to discuss buoy monitoring statistics issues. 

2.1.5. 2-3 December 1997, Paris, EGOS Management Committee and Technical Sub-group meetings. 

Spain intended to join EGOS at the time of the meeting but finally decided not to participate afterwards (9 
moored buoys in the context of the RAY0 project). EGOS deployments for 1998 will remain at a similar 
level as for 1997. Lars Golmen resigned as Technical Secretary of EGOS. As of 1 January 1998, Torleif 
Lothe, Christian Michelsen Research, Norway has been appointed as new EGOS Technical Secretaq. Torleif 
Lothe will work closely with Pierre Blouch, Centre de Meteorologic Marine, France. Wynn Jones has been 
elected Chairman of the Management Committee. Pierre Blouch has been elected Chairman of the Technical 
Sub group. 

Kprovided Sondre StromfJord and Oslo Local User Terminals (LUT) with a geo-magnetic variation matrix 
for implementation of an automatic correction for wind direction data. I provided Cesar Belandia (National 
Meteorological Institute, Spain) with automatic quality control procedures that can be used for moored buoys 
before insertion on GTS. 

2.1.6. 8,9,10, and 12 December 1997: Training on Object Modelling Technique (OMT). 

Offered by CLS in the context of the Argos 200 1 project. 

2.1.7. 22 December 1997 - 2 January 1998: Vacation 
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2.1.8. 19-23 January 1998: Training on Oracle Designer 2000 software 

Offered by CLS in the context of the Argos 2001 project. 

2.1.9. 2-6 February 1998: Training on Oracle Designer 2000 

Designing an Oracle data base, automatic generation of tools, Offered by CLS in the context of the Argos 
2001 project. 

2.1.10. 9-12 March 1998: Training on Oracle Forms 

Editing interfaces and tools (screens) with Oracle data base. Offered by CLS in the context of the Argos 
200 1 project. 

2.1 .ll. 16-19 March 1998: Training on Oracle Web. Server 

Web .server applications based upon Oracle data base. Offered by CLS in the context of the Argos 2001 
project. 

2.1.12. 26-27 March 1998: Training on Oracle Reports 

Producing reports based upon data extracted Tom an Oracle data base. Offered by CLS in the context of the 
Argos 200 1 project. 

2.1.13. 14-17 April 1998: Vacation. 

2.1.14. 11-13 May 1998, Naples, Italy: Second IPAR biennial meeting. 

The 2nd meeting of the International Programme for Antarctic Buoys (IPAB) was held at the Istituto 
Universitario Navale. I reported on DBCP activities since the last biennial session and stressed upon the 
DBCP implementation strategy plan calling for comments or amendments prior to the next DBCP session 
in October 1998. 

I also presented user requirements which had been implemented within the Argos System thanks to DBPC 
survey and action vis a vis Service Argos. The programme was particularly pleased to hear that IPAB data 
are now available on CD-Roms instead of tapes. 

IPAB activity decreased substantially during 1997 reaching a low level of 5 buoys reporting from Antarctic 
area in December as compared to 14 buoys in January 1997. Planned figures for 1998 are however more 
promising: 15 to 20 drifting buoys equipped with geophysical sensors should be deployed in 1998. All buoys 
should report on GTS although feasibility remains to be studied for Italy, and Japan. 

US will now participate in IPAB activities via the University of Alaska at Fairbanks, Geophysical Institute 
(6 buovs), and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory although the latter will not deploy buoys but will study 
feasibility of producing optimal analysis combining buoy trajectories and satellite-derived ice drift fields. 

Studies by FROST programme showed positive impact of buoy data deployed in the sea-ice zone on 
operational analysis fields. 

Action: Considering that more research institutes than operational agencies participate in IPAB, and 
considering that data are useful to both communities, and that Antarctic area is a data sparse area for NWP, 
IPAB is seeking participation from more operational meteorological agencies. IPAB chairman will write a 
letter to the DBCP chairman in that regard, asking DBCP to ask its members to consider such participation 
in IPAB. Materials from FROST showing positive impact of buoy data should be attached to the letter. 
Similar action will be undertaken with WMO congress via WCRP JSC via ACSYS. 
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New elected executive committee: 

Dr. Christoph Kottmeier, Chairman 
Dr. Andrea Pellegrini, Vice-Chairman 
Mr. Piet Le Roux 
Dr. Shuki Ushio 

IPAB Coordinator: joint co-ordination with Ian Allison and Peter Wadhams during a transition period. Peter 
Wadhams may replace Ian Allison in the future as IPAB Co-ordinator. 

2.1.15. 8-12 June 1998: C++ training for Argos 2001 project (DBCPKLS deal) 

2.1.16. 22-26 June 1998, La Jolla, updating SVPB construction manual. 

I worked with Andy Sybrandy on the issue. Andy detailed all modifications with the barometer drifter since 
the last issue of the construction manual. Most important modifications to the drifter design are: 

0 

l 

0 

l 

Removal of sub-surface float. 
Reduction of drogue size. 
ABS plastic hull instead of Fiberglas. 
Reduction of the tether diameter. 
Three pressure sensors proposed instead of one: AIR (SB-2A), Vaisala (PTB 10 1 C), Honeywell (still 
being designed, no ref. yet). 
Two designs proposed for the installation of the sea water switch. 
More latitude is left for the design of the barometer port provided that outside design is unchanged 
and certain requirements followed (e.g. submersible port, sufficient backing volume, water trap. 
desiccant . ..). 
New Argos message format. 
New instructions for installing the antenna. 

I edited the text of the manual accordingly. Andy has still to work on the pictures and produce electronic 
versions of them before we can publish the manual and make it available via the web. I would estimate that 
about 90% of the work is done. 

Mr. Pekka J&vi of Vaisala was visiting Scripps Institution of Oceanography while I was there. We had a joint 
meeting with him and Andy Sybrandy and discussed a new candidate for the pressure sensor. New Vaisala 
BAROCAP silicone capacitive sensor would be less expensive at about $400 and would according to Mr. 
Pekka still achieve an accuracy of less than 0.5 hPa with less than 0. 1hPa drift per year. New sensor should 
be released this year by Vaisala. 

1 discussed DBCP issues with Peter Niiler. 4 Minimet drifters (SVPB plus wind using WOTAN) will be 
deployed in July in the California currents. Comparisons of the data with nearby moored buoys should be 
possible. It is not planned to produce a Minimct construction manual for the moment because we do not have 
sufftcient field data yet. Field data for WOTAN observations is extremely important because we cannot 
reproduce open ocean natural acoustic environment in the laboratory. 

2.1.17. l-24 July 1998, Vacation 

2.1.18. 29-31 July, Seattle, IABP 8”’ annual meeting; 3-4 August, Seattle, IABP conference 
“International Arctic Buoy Programme, scientific achievements from the first 20 years”. 

IABP 8’h annual meeting was held at the Applied Physics Laboratory of the University of Washington in 
Seattle. I presented DBCP activities since the last IABP meeting, St. Petersburg, June 1997, plus the draft 
DBCP implementation plan. I called for comments prior to the next DBCP session in Marathon. Network 
of buoyrs in the Arctic is well maintained and future seems to be insured. A total of 22 IABP buoys are 
presently reporting onto the GTS from the Arctic Ocean. IABP Operating Principles have been reviewed 
slightly amended and approved. IABP Participants reported on their specific activities for the Programme. 
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Connections with the International Programme for Antarctic Buoys (IPAB) were discussed and respective 
Coordinators will discuss ways of making closer connections between the two programmes (e.g. creating a 
common data base). MEDS is offering to produce a CD-ROM containing data about the Programme. The 
need for access to more real-time LUT data was discussed. 

DBCP also sponsored the IABP conference, “the Arctic Buoy Programme, scientific achievements from the 
first 20 years”, which was held at Battelle conference center. I presented the Panel and its activities at the 
conference. 15 presentations, including mine, were made at the IABP conference. The conference was 
sponsored by the DBCP and included mainly presentations on applications of buoy data in the Arctic Ocean 
(Ice cover dynamics, operational weather forecast, ice and upper ocean measurements across the Beaufort 
Sea, comparisons of observed and modelled ice motion...). Discussions were held regarding the following 
issues: 

0 Continued service to research/operational communities: participants agreed that IABP should 
continue its activities since data produced by the Programme are instrumental for those applications. 

0 Climate monitoring: participants agreed that Arctic buoy data as a complement to satellite data are 
useful for climate monitoring purposes. 

0 Ocean monitoring: Efforts should be made on this issue. However, ocean monitoring stations are 
more complex systems which are deployed manually and are therefore more costly to deploy and 
operate. A network of 6 to 8 Polar Ocean Profiling Buoys (POP) deployed off the shelf and costing 
about $40000 each would be required for Arctic ocean monitoring purposes. Roger Colony called 
for somebody to make a proposal for funding such a programme. 

0 Joint Arctic/Antarctic buoy programme: This issue was debated, and participants agreed that 
merging the products of IABP and IPAB was more important than merging the two programmes. 

2.2. GTS 

2.2.1. Advertising GTS 

I prepared a comprehensive document to detail why and how inserting buoy data on GTS. This document is 
available via the DBCP web site at httn://dbcn.nos.noaa.gov/dbcp/lgtsinfo.html 

2.2.2. GTS sub system 

The specific work of the Technical Co-ordinator concerning the Argos GTS Sub-System is mostly related 
to the following topics: 

l 

0 

l 

l 

0 

GTS Technical Iile access via Email (htttx//vvw~v.arargosinc.com/docs/ats/ats tf.html) plus technical 
file available via the web for downloading a paper version 
(http:Ndbcp.nos.noaa.~ov/dbcp/gtslilc.html). 
The GTS sub-system is now capable to process, encode and disseminate the data to other 
destinations than the GTS (data sharing facilities). 
Processing JAMSTEC TRITON moored buoys. 
The GTS sub system is now capable of processing the BOM ship board data and distributing the 
data in SHIP format. 
New algorithm to compute salinity based upon conductivity, water pressure, and water temperature 
was implemented (for US Naval Oceanographic Off&). 
Implementation of Q, field in BUOY code for Argos location quality class. 
Problems with GTS distribution of buoy data. 
New geomagnetic variation model implemented. 
Relative Humidity and daily SST (in subsurface reports) for TAO buoys 
Specific Quality Control for Argos XBTs 
Improving polynomial software module. 

Refer to DBCP session agenda item number 7.3 (Argos System) for details. 

httn://dbcn.nos.noaa.gov/dbcp/lgtsinfo.html
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2.2.3. Buoy monitoring statistics: 

I liaised with ECMWF, NCEP/NCO, M&to France/CMM, and UKMO regarding the monthly buoy 
monitoring statistics. As debated at the 13* DBCP session in La Reunion, there was a need for greater 
consistency among the statistics produced. Although consistency cannot be perfect because models and data 
assimilation schemes are different, some better and acceptable level of consistency has now been achieved 
thanks to excellent cooperation from the four centres. Comprehensive report regarding the buoy monitoring 
statistics is available via the web at httn://dbcp.nos.noaa.gov/dbcn/monstats.html. 

Refer to DBCP session agenda item 7.1 (Quality control) for details 

2.2.4. BUFR 

The document reflecting DBCP views on encoding buoy data in BUFR has been formally submitted to CBS 
by the chairman of the DBCP. The CBS Sub-group on data representation and codes met in Montreal in late 
April and the BUFR representation of BUOY was on the agenda. Bob Keeley who was part of the DBCP 
sub-group on the issue presented the DBCP document at the meeting. The meeting accepted 
recommendations from the DBCP proposal. The CBS Working Group on Data Management met in June in 
Geneva and did not comment the proposal further. Changes should therefore be submitted to CBS 
extraordinary session, 30 September - 9 October 1998, Karlsruhe, Germany, for approval. 

Refer to DBCP session agenda item number 7.2 (Code matters) for details. 

2.2.5. BUOY code 

Implementation of new Qa indicator (Argos location class) in group 6 of section 0 and group 2 of section 4 
of BUOY reports was effective at the Argos Global Processing Centres as of 16 December 1997. 
Implementation was due for 5 November 97 but late implementation did not normally impact the users 
because the Iield was optional. LUTs do not code its value. 

Refer to DBCP session agenda item number 7.2 (Code matters) for details. 

2.2.6. SHIP 

2.2.7. GTS routing 

I found out that NWS switching directory was not consistent as far as routing buoy GTS bulletins is 
concerned. Particularly, Landover backup bulletins (e.g. SSVXOl KARS) were not routed to Bracknell. 
European users were therefore missing part of the data (i.e. buoy data normally processed at the FRGPC and 
especially EGOS data) when Landover ran in back-up mode. I contacted Bracknell to alert them that they may 
also start receiving those bulletins occasionally and they had indeed to add them to their own switching 
directory as well. Directories in Washington and Bracknell have been updated accordingly. 

Specific procedures exist for SSVX02 and SSVX08 KARS bulletins which are directly and only forwarded 
to NDBC for QC purposes. Those bulletins are then re-injected by NDBC as KWBC. I asked Bracknell to 
only route those bulletins to NDBC when Toulouse is in bachup mode (LFPW) so that they may also apply 
QC procedures and re-inject them as KWBC. This is to avoid having QC’ed and non QC’ed bulletins 
circulating on the GTS at the same time. 

2.2.8. LUTs 

l Cape Town and Halifax LUTs are now connected to the Argos GTS sub-system since mid December 
1997. For technical reasons, La Reunion LUT is not yet connected. 

l As requested by EGOS at its December 1997 meeting, I prepared a study and report on advantages 
of connecting LUTs to the Argos Global Processing Centres. Pierre Blouch who represented the 
DBCP at the June 98 EGOS meeting presented it on my behalf. Full report is given in annex A. 

httn://dbcp.nos.noaa.gov/dbcn/monstats.html
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2.2.9. PALACE 

On 30 April 1998, Dean Roemmich (SIO), Bob Molinaro (AOML), and Brechner Owens (WHOI) visited 
CLS. I took this opportunity to have a meeting with them and discuss the ARGO project, present the DBCP, 
and discuss GTS distribution of PALACE data. Since mid March 1998, PALACE floats of WHOI and 
AOML are reporting on GTS via NOAA/NWS under GTS bulletin header SOVXlO KWBC. Data are 
processed at WHOI or AOML and inserted on GTS directly from AOML. 

Refer also to DBCP session agenda item number 7.3 (Argos system) for the issue of distributing PALACE 
data from Service Argos. 

2.3. User assistance 

User assistance deals mainly with assisting in the insertion of buoy data on GTS, answering question, solving 
problems, or providing users with information. I listed a few typical examples below: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Etc. 

2.4. 

Scrgey Motyzhev, MHI, Ukraine: Propose technical solutions for Argos message format. Check the 
data. Receive publications from Sergey and pass it to the DBCP for publication. Assist him for 
accessing Argos data via Internet. 
Linda Mangum, TAO: Study feasibility of disseminating relative humidity and SST daily data on 
GTS for ATLAS buoys. 
inform Ming Ji of NCEP that he could obtain a TESAC code decoder via ECMWF. 
Inform Alaor Moacyr DalfAntonia (DHN, Brazil) of bulletin headers used with the PIRATA buoys 
(SSVX40). Provide him with information on SVPB, including SVPB construction manual. 
Tony Baxter, BOM, assist in making BOM shipboard Argos instruments report in SHIP code 
instead of BUOY code. Monitor the data, investigate data loss problem. 
Mark Bushnell, GDC, resolve specific problems regarding GTS distribution of the data. 
Pierre Blouch, M&o France, provide him with satellite pass duration simulations and investigate 
new proposed Argos message format. 
JAMSTEC: GTS distribution of TRITON moored buoys (TAO). 
Debbie Bird, Naval Oceanographic Office, add salinity measurements from buoys on GTS 
Fernando Carvalho, Instituto de Meteorologia, Portugal, assist in initiating buoy programme and 
inserting buoys on GTS 
Henrik Hartman, DMI, Denmark, assist in obtaining format of NOAA-K satellite for Sondre 
Strom@ord LUT 
Charlotte O’Kelly, Marine Informatics, Ireland, provide DBCP publications 
Alexander Keplikov, AARI, Russia: provide him with information on how to obtain drifting buoy 
data. 

User requirements 

Argos data on CD-Roms are available to Argos users since May 1998. 

Refer to DBCP session agenda item number 7.3 (Argos System) for details. 

2.5. Quality Control guidelines 

I coordinated QC guidelines and redirected QC messages to buoy operators. 

Refer to DBCP session agenda item number 7.1 (Quality Control) for details. 
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2.6. Global and regional actions 

2.6.1. Global implementation 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2.6.2. 

I provided WMO and IOC Secretariats with my comments regarding DBCP implementation strategy 
plan prepared by David Meldrum. 
I provided WMO Secretariat with a document regarding DBCP Existing Operational Implementation 
Mechanism. 
I presented DBCP Implementation Plan at the Action Group meetings I attended and called for 
comments prior to DBCP 14* session. Draft DBPC Implementation Plan is also available on the 
DBCP web site. 
GCOS/GOOS Implementation Workshop on Ocean Observations, 3-6 March 1998, Sydney, 
Australia, has been a success. An action plan is being prepared and rationalisation is underway for 
integrating all in situ surface and sub-surface ocean data within GOOS. It is being proposed to 
merge IGOSS and CMM into a Joint WMO/IOC Committee for Oceanography and Meteorology 
(JCOM) which would be regarded as the primary implementation body for GOOS. DBCP should 
in this context report to JCOM. 
I accepted participating in the GOOS Implementation advisory group. 

DBCP Action Groups 

I prepared DBCP reports for the DBCP Action Group meetings (either for myself or officers representing the 
DBCP): TIP, EGOS, IPAB, IABP, IBPIO, ISABP. 

I represented the Panel at the following meetings: 

0 4-6 November 1997, Reading, UK, 6th session of the TAO Implementation Panel (TIP); 
0 2-3 December 97, Paris, EGOS Management Committee and Technical Sub-Group meetings; 
0 1 1 - 13 May 1998, Naples, Italy 2nd session of the IPAB; 
0 29-3 1 July 1998, Seattle, Washington, USA, 8th session of the IABP; 
0 3-4 August 1998, Seattle, Washington, USA, The Arctic Buoy Program: Scientific Achievements 

from the first 20 years (conference sponsored by the DBCP). 

Pierre Blouch represented the Panel at the following meetings: 

0 18- 19 June 1998, Reykjavik, Iceland, EGOS Management Committee & Technical sub-group 
meetings; 

0 7-9 July 98, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 3rd meeting of the IBPIO. 

Bill Woodward represented the Panel at the following meeting: 

0 lo-14 August 98, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 5th session of the International South Atlantic Buoy 
Programme. 

2.6.2. I. Global Drifter Program (GDP). 

I assisted GDP for data processing of SVPB and Wind drifters and fixing a few problems with GTS 
distribution of the data. 

SVPBs using WOTAN technique to measure wind speed (Wind Observation Through Ambient Noise) have 
been tested and deployed at sea by the Global Drifter Design Center (GDEC) at Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography (SIO) and by the M&o France, Centre de Mettorologie Marine, Brest, France. 

I visited Scripps Institution of Oceanography in June 1998 and worked in conjunction with Andy Sybrandy 
for updating SVPB construction manual and making it available via the web (see paragraph 2.1.16). 
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As suggested at the 13”’ session of the DBCP, Mark Bushnell provided me with a meta-data-base containing 
useful information to tentatively identify the cause of the SVPB early failures. I had to obtain copy of 
FileMaker Pro 3.0 in order to access the data base. 

Meanwhile, Mark had identified 6 problems with the SVPBs so far (1 quote from his reply): 

Quote 

Barometer port Gore-Tex retainer - Clearwater. The Gore-Tex membrane rotation problem, 
identified by New Zealand in February 1996, was corrected by fastening the filter assembly with 
screws. The screw heads prevented 0 rings from seating. The repair kit distributed included a 
countersunk Gore-Tex filter retainer and screws with heads that have been ground short. 
Barometer port 0 ring seals - Clearwater, Technocean Machined barometer port components out of 
tolerance, causing 0 ring seals to fail. Temporary repair is to seal components and 0 rings with a 
hig grade marine adhesive/sealant (3M 5200) 
Barometer sensor/controller. <lo00 hPa - Technocean. The Pacific Gyre controller incorrectly reads 
the AIR barometer sensor output whenever the pressure falls below 1000 hPa. The symptom is a 
large number of raw barometer counts equal to 0193, which are trapped at Argos before GTS 
distribution. The repair is new firmware now available from Pacific Gyre. 
Barometer lockup - Technocean. Some AIR barometer/controllers fail to restart after being pokvered 
down between samples. This lochup results in all zero barometer counts. The solution is to place 
a 10K resistor between power and ground of the AIR and a daughter board interface between the 
controller and the AIR power supply. 
120 day dritlcr failure - Clearwater. A programming problem causes the AIR barometer to become 
a large battery drain, leading to the premature failure of the drifter after 120 days. New 
programming solves the problem. 
Transmitter problem - Technocean SOREP transmitters may perform satisfactorily prior to 
deployment but many become unstable aRer deployment. The result is most positions are Argos 
class 0. The solution was to switch to Seimac transmitters. 

Unquote 

2.6.2.2. TAO implementation Panel (‘TIP): 

At the TIP meeting in Reading, November 1997, I advocated TIP joining the DBCP as one of its action 
groups. The TAO Implementation Panel then formally applied for being an Action Group. This was formally 
accepted by the Chairman of the DBCP in February 1998. 

Air Relative humidity data horn TAO buoys are now being distributed on GTS. SST daily data (OOUTC) are 
now also included in the subsurface reports from TAO buoys. 

Set also paragraph 2. I .4. 

2.6.2.3. EGOS: 

Torleif Lothe (Christian Michelsen Research, Norway) is the new EGOS Technical Secretary replacing Lam 
Golmen. I provided him with a Geomagnetic Variation matrix for implementation of an automatic correction 
at Oslo and Sondre Stromtjord LUTs for wind measuring buoys. 

At the June 1998 EGGS meeting in Reykjavik, Pierre Blouch presented the report I prepared on advantages 
of connecting LUTs to the Argos Global Processing Centres (see annex A). 

See also paragraph 2.1.5. 
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2.6.2.3. L4BP: 

I liaised with Roger colony regarding the DBCP sponsoring the 1998 IABP Arctic buoy conference. See also 
paragraph 2.1.18. 

2.6.2.5. IPAP: 

DBCP used to maintain a web page on behalf of the IPAB. IPAB developed it own web page 
Olttp://~~~~~v.antcrc.u~.edu.aus~ at the Australian Antarctic Division. DBCP server is now therefore linked 
to this site. See also paragraph 2.1.14. 

2.6.2.6. ISABP: 

I provided Louis Vermaak, SAWB, with access to the DBCP server for updating ISABP web. pages 

2.6.2.7. IBPIO: 

Indian Ocean programme is benefiting from installation of an LUT in Cape Town and its connection to the 
Argos Global Processing Centres. 

India deployed 12 moored buoys in the Indian Ocean, 8 off the shores of India, 2 in the Arabian Sea, and 2 
in the Bay of Bengal. Buoys are SEAWATCH and WAVESCAN buoys (OCEANOR). 

2.6.3. National Programmes 

A few countries are initiating new drifting or moored buoy programmes or seem to gain interest in buo! 
deployment activities: 

2.6.3.1. Qatar: 

Qatar Petroleum Corporation is sponsoring a project to the Department of Meteorology to deploy 3 to 4 
moored buoys in the Gulf. 

2.6.3.2. ha&: 

Servizio Idrografico e Mareografico nazionale will deploy 4 meteorological and oceanographic buoys in the 
Mcditcrranean and/or the Adriatic seas and wants to participate in DBCP activities. 

Dr. Antonio Siccardi, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Istituto per I’Automazione Navale. Genova. via 
a letter &om Prof. C. Morelli, Italian Representative on the IOC Esecutive Council, expressed the desire in 
participating in DBCP activities. 

2.6.3.3. Greece: 

POSEIDON project, 12 moored buoys (via INMARSAT-C) 

2.6.3.3. Porttrgal: 

New project by the Meteorological Institute to deploy some 45 drifting buoys in 3 years 

New drifting buoy programme is being initiated by the Dpt. Ambiente Aquatico (DAA)/Oceanografia. Some 
10 to 20 buoys are planned for deployment. 
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2.6.3.5. Spain: 

Puertos de1 Estado with assistance from the National Meteorological Institute is managing RAY0 project 
(Warning and Observation Marine Monitoring Network in the Spanish Coastal Waters) to deploy some 9 
moored buoys near the shores of Spain (data collection via INMARSAT). 

2.6.3.6. Brazil. 

Brazilian National Buoy Programme (PNBOIA). Deployment of 20 SVP drifters (INPE) off East coast of 
Brazil started in July 97 (9 drifters deployed in November 97). DHN is deploying 3 ATLAS Buoys in the 
Tropical Atlantic as Brazilian participation in the PIRATA Programme. In 1998/ 1999, DHN will co-ordinate 
deployment of some 13 SVP drifters off East Coast of Brazil and 1 pilot moored buoy at Cabo Frio, 
Southeast Coast. 

2.6.3.7. Ukraine: 

Hydrophysical Institute (Sergey Motyzhev) is now making SVPB drifters and provided South African 
Weather Bureau with 3 prototypes. 

2.7. DBCP 

2.7.1. 14’h DBCP session 

I prepared a few DBCP session preparatory documents plus series of transparencies for DBCP- 14: 

0 TC Report 
0 Quality Control 
0 Argos System and GTS sub-system 
0 Code matters 
a Information exchange 

2.7.2. Information exchange 

2.7.2.1. DBCP Brochure 

I worked in conjunction with Nigel Greenwood and Peter Dexter on a draft DBCP brochure which is 
available for discussion at the 14”’ DBCP session (refer to DBCP session agenda item number 6.2 for details). 

2.7.2.2. DBCP Publications 

I have been providing many individuals, mainly potentially new buoy manufacturers with DBCP publications 
and especially with publication No. 4 (SVPB construction manual). DBCP publications number 2 and 3 are 
now available via the web. 

I worked with Andy Sybrandy on updating DBCP publication No. 4, SVPB construction manual 

Refer to DBCP session agenda item number 6.2 (information exchange) for details 

2.7.2.3. DBCP web server 

DBCP web server has been substantially updated. New information and tools have been added Below are 
examples of specific work of the Technical Co-ordinator concerning the DBCP web. Server: 

0 Updating the DBCP server and rewriting a number of pages: 
l Upgrading data flow monitoring tools since AOML switched to a more powerful computer. New 

system now uses Relational Data Base Management System: 
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Adding application of buoy data menu item; 
Description of the various kind of buoys; 
Information on GTS and report on why and how inserting buoy data on GTS: 
Adding many status graphics; 
Adding Action Group and National reports under Global Implementation menu item; 
Adding deployment methods and recovery methods menu items; 
Report on buoy monitoring statistics; 
DBCP publications No. 2 and 3 are available in electronic form; 
Update DBCP list of National Focal Points for logistic support: 
Thinking of possible future improvements. 

Refer to DBCP session agenda item number 6.2 (information exchange) for details. 

2.7.2.4. DBCP annual report, GOOS annual status report 

I provided Yves Triglos with documents and graphs for inclusion in the 1997 DBCP and GOOS status 
annual reports. 

2.8. Argos 

NOAA-K was successfully launched on 13 May 1998. Refer to DBCP session agenda item number 7.3 
(Argos System) for details. 

2.8.1. CLS 

I liaised and/or provided assistance to CLS for following specific issues: 

Processing of the TRITON JAMSTEC moored buoys through the GTS sub system: 
Developing requirements expressed by buoy users; 
Article dealing with DBCP web server in Argos Newsletter. 

2.8.2. Service Argos, Inc. 

I liaised and/or provided assistance to SAI for following specific issues: 

0 Specific issues regarding GTS distribution of buoy data. 
0 Counting GTS reports at various points in the data processing scheme; 
0 GTS technical tile access; 
0 Documentation on GTS technical file access on the SAI Web. site. 

2.8.3. CLSIDBCP agreement regarding TC DBCP work: 

At its 13” session, the DBCP discussed the issue of the Technical Coordinator working part time on Argos 
development projects while CLS in exchange would take over certain routine monitoring and related activities 
of the Coordinator. In this context, it noted with interest a formal proposal to this effect which had been sent 
bv the Director-General of CLS to the chairman of the DBCP prior to the DBCP session. During the ensuing 
discussion a number of concerns were raised with the proposal, relating to issues such as potential 
inequalities in the exchange, supervisory and oversight responsibilities, accountability, training of Argos 
personnel, and ultimate value to the Panel, Overall, however, it was recognised that such work for the panel 
would indeed directly benefit buoy operators, and help to ensure that future Argos developments were in line 
with Panel requirements. The Panel therefore agreed to the proposal, with the provision that: 

(4 

(b) 

It would be initially for a one year trial period only, to be reviewed at DBCP- 14. and that 
the two week opt-out clause be retained, as noted in the proposal: 
Full training of Argos staff in the routine tasks be undertaken but that user contact on 
monitoring issues continue to be through the Technical Coordinator; 
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(cl 

Cd) 

The Technical Coordinator b&monthly reports to the chairman of the DBCP clearly show 
the developing division of tasks with CLS staff; 
The Technical Coordinator should continue to remain under the direct supervision of the 
Panel chairman and Secretariats in all 

During the intersessional period, 1 tried to keep a balance between what was provided by Service Argos and 
what 1 actually did for CLS. CLS offered training sessions on software development, programming, and 
Oracle data-base management system. Those training sessions are counted as TC participation to CLS 
projects. Since only limited staff support was provided to me during the period January 1998 to July 1998, 
1 did not spend much time (13 days) on CLS projects during the period October 1997 to August 1998. 
However, since training sessions during the period were fnmIy scheduled and CLS did actually pay for them, 
1 attended those anyway. So the balance was initially well in favour of the DBCP and 1 could not reasonably 
spend more time on CLS projects. 

In August, and September 1998, substantial staff support could be provided by CLS. Femand Cid, is now 
working halftime on DBCP issues. 1 therefore anticipated further support from CLS afterwards and started 
to substantially work on CLS projects in September 1998 when 1 spent about 10 working days. As of 30 
September 1998, balance is however still in favour of the DBCP by 20 days (i.e. CLS owes 20 days to 
DBCP). 

Assistance actually provided by CLS during the period: 

0 Monitoring of my tools on the Argos computers: 4.5 days. 
0 Assistance with DBCP brochure: 4 days. 
0 Femand Cid (CLS): 23.5 days (4 days in June 1998,8 days in August, 11.5 days in September). 1 

trained Femand with a few simple monitoring activities and asked him to start preparing lists of 
wind buoys and land stations reporting in BUOY code. 

Summary since September 1997 (days): 

I Training 1 2 9 I f I 
I Areas 2001 I 23 I I I 
I Brochure I I I 4 I 
I Monitoring I I I 4.5 I 
I Staff suooort I / I 23.5 I 

I Total I 52 I 32 I 

2.9. Other Systems 

Mark Bushnell (GDC) has been testing 3 SVP buovs (Seimac) reporting via Orbcomm. Buq\.s are reporting 
once a day and record historical data. Data are delivered to GDC via Email. 

GDC is also studying feasibility of a drifter reporting via Iridium. 

2.10. MCtCo France 

At its eleventh session, the Panel discussed the issue of the Technical Co-ordinator of the DBCP working 
part time at Mttdo France for the DBCP. It agreed that this would be in the best interest of the DBCP, of 
WMO and IOC. and of all Member States: in particular in facilitating monitoring and simulation studies b? 
the Technical Co-ordinator using data in the M&to France data banks. In Februaq 1996. Mitto France 
offered the TC DBCP an oflice with full computer access. The NOAA National Ocean Service offered a 
Personal Computer for realising this access (90 MHz Pentium PC). 1 received the PC in mid March 1996 and 
since then am tentatively spending every Tuesday at M&Co France (i.e. about 20% of m!; time) except of 
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course while I am in mission or vacation. or when my regular TC DBCP workload is too heavy (c.g. user 
assistance, preparation of DBCP session). 

Because of substantial reorganisation within the Service Central d’Exploitation de la MCtkorologie t’SCE,M). 
I have been asked to mope to another office at MCtCo France. I have basically same sort of computer access. 
1 am now located within the central forecasting office. 

At M&o France, 1 have basically been working on two issues, (i) scnsitiviQ/case studies. and iii) accessing 
GTS buo>. data issues. 

I spent less time at Mttko France during this intersessional period (5%) than during .the prc\ious one ( 12% j 
because (i) considering that I spend less than a day a week at Mktko France, I spend substantial amount of 
time upgading m?; scripts to deal \vith data assimilation and model upgrades lca\ing not enough time to 
actually run those scripts and stud\; the results (scripts run at nightj, and (ii) tools I dexlopcd for accessing 
GTS buoy data are working well, not evolving very much. and are accessible directly from my office at CLS 
via the Internet (telnet, l?p). For being effkient in sensitivit\:/case-studies. I would for example ha1.e to spend 
at least 2 da\.s per week at M&o France: I day to prepare scripts, launch scripts and draw initial results: 
since scripts run at night and results are usually available on the morning, the nest da!. would be spent on 
reading and interpretation of the results. I belie\,e that the DBCP cannot afford its TC spending 110% of his 
time on such issues. I am therefore suggesting to stop my actkitics in sensitivit!./casc-studies. 

Ha\,ing an office at M@teo France remains however important (i) because of the contacts 1 keep there \\ith 
people involved with drifting and moored buoy matters, and (ii) because of numerous tools a\ ailable to access 
buov data or other meteorological products. It is also feasible that I spend more time at M&Co France for 
DBt?P issues which do not require Service Argos computer access. 

2.10.1. Sensitivity/case studies 

Since Ma!. 1996. M&o France is running a 3D Variational analysis. I had to modif\; sokvarc and scripts 
accordingi!- in order to run cases valid after this date. 

I tested a couple of new meteorological situations in North and south Atlantic but did not come \vith an! 
positive conclusion so far regarding impact of drifting buo!,s upon quality of weather forecast. 

The proceedings of the CGC/WMO Workshop on Impact of various observing systems on numerical wcathcr 
prediction. Geneva. 7-Y April 1997 have been published as WWW Technical Report No. 18 (WMO/TD No. 
868). Although I did not attend the meeting, Bnmo Lacroix of MCtko France who attended the meeting 
reported on impact study I conducted on the UK case of 29 September 1995. Although general conclusions 
from the report Iegitimatel~ give a predominant place to profile t\pe information and calls for a more uniform 
radiosonde coserage. it -is being stated that “some significant benefits could also be drawn from an 
impro\cment of the surface network over the data sparse areas of the oceans (for example b!, dcplo!,ing more 
buoys). although the priority should be given to the upper air \vhene\cr possible”. 

In October 1997. a new Fujitsu VPP 700E computer was installed at M&o France for replacing the Cra!- 
C98 opcrationall\; in August 1998. 1 did not work on upgrading rn!. scripts to run with the Fujitsu !ct. 

2.10.2. Data-flow control 

Maintenance of related tools 
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3. Regular or normal tasks 

3.1. Monitoring 

Below are detailed the different monitoring activities that the TC DBCP undertook during this intersessional 
period: 

3.1.1. Quality Control Guidelines 

To read the QC messages from the BUOY-QC Internet mailing list as posted by the Principal Meteorological 
or Oceanographic Centres responsible for buoy data quality control (PMOC). For rationalisation purposes, 
all the proposals are stored and archived in a data base. 

3.1.1.2. C’ontactingPGCs 

To contact.the PGCs: The QC guidelines have been automated. so status change proposals are automaticall!. 
being forwarded to the Principal GTS Co-ordinator (PGC) when the latter can be automatically identified and 
has an Email address. In the contrary. the TC DBCP contacts the PGC directly, and suggests him to 
implement the proposed change. The PGC should normally contact Service Argos and/or Local User 
Terminal (LUT) operators and request implementation of the proposed change. In case the PGC disagrees. 
the TC DBCP immediateI!. deposits a denial message on the bulletin board. 

3.1. I. 3. Chching Argos j2les 

To check Argos files and/or GTS data in order to ascertain whether suggested modifications have actuall! 
been implemented or not. 

3. I. I. 4. Feed back 

Possibly to deposit feed back information on the bulletin board on behalf of Service Argos for sensors 
actually recalibrated. 

3.1.2. Specific problems. 

To resolve specific problems related to GTS for given buoys. such as looking carefully at the data and the 
transfer functions. For example. I could be imestigating why no or only a few messages are received at 
Meteorological Centres.. 

3.1.3. TC DBCP files. 

To update TC files: list of the operational platforms and programs (on GTS or not). new programs. WMO 
numbers. monitoring statistics... 

3.2. User assistance 

As usual. I answered specific questions and resolved specific problems as needed or requested by users 

3.2.1. Principal Investigators (PI) or buoy programme managers: 

Pls regulari!- request the TC DBCP to look at specific problems regarding their buoy data or request 
assistance for GTS distribution of the data. For example, I could be studying in detail Argos message formats 
and sensor transfer functions or I could obtain WMO numbers on their behalf. I could also simulate satellite 
orbits in order to estimate orbital delays. 
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3.2.2. Local User Terminals (LUT): 

From tune to time. LUT operators ask me to provide them with the transfer functions used with specific 
platforms so that the!. can also report to the GTS via their LUT. 

3.2.3. Meteorological Centres 

Meteorological Centres may contact me when they need information on given platforms drifting in an area 
of interest. 

3.2.4. Secretariats: 

Upon request. 1 provided WMO or IOC secretariats with graphs and documentation 

3.2.5. Buoy manufacturers. 

Buoy manufacturers regularl!; contact me to be included in the DBCP list of drifting buo!; manufacturers. I 
may also discuss technical issues with them. 

3.2.6. Individual users 

Individual users contact me to obtain information of drifting buoys and seek information on how to obtain 
buoy data. 1 would redirect them to adequate institutions in that case (e.g. RNODC/DB). 

3.2.7. Acting as a Principal GTS Co-ordinator 

e.g. the regular PGC is in \.acation. 

3.2.8. Focal point. 

Directly or through the BUOY-QC Internet mailing list. I am acting as a focal point between the 
Meteorological Centres and the Principal Imestigators when a specilic action is required for a buo!. reporting 
onto the GTS (e.g. remo\-e the data from the GTS. recalibrate a sensor...). 

3.2.9. Investigate various data loss problems. 

3.3. Drifting Buoy Quarterly Report 

The Drifting Buo!; QuarterI!, Report \vas issued . and distributed widely b!. CLS. Service -4rgos. 

3.4. 

3.4.1 

l 

0 

l 

0 

l 

l 

Global Telecommunication System (GTS) 

. Status for drifting buoys reporting onto the GTS: 

In JL$- 1991. 718 drifting buoys were operational. 264 of these reporting on GTS (i.c. 36.8%). 
In Jul!. 1992. 1162 drifting buoys were operational. 474 of these reporting on GTS (i.e. 40.8%). 
In earl\; August 1993: 1269 drrfting buoys were operational. 548 of these reporting on GTS (i.e. 
43.2%). 
ln early September 1994, 1246 drifting buoys were operational, 587 of these reporting on GTS (i.e. 
47.1%). 
In early September 195. 1429 drifting buoys were operational. 63 1 of these reporting on GTS (i.e. 
44.2 %). 
In earl\; September 1996. 1180 drifting buoys were operational. 638 of these reporting on GTS (i.e. 
54.1%). 
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0 In September 1997. 1 I59 drifting bu0J.s were operational. 58 1 of these reporting on GTS (i.c. 
50.1%). 

0 In August 1998. 1230 drifting buo!:s were operational. 543 of thcsc reporting on GTS (i.e.44.1%) 

See also Jigurc 2.1 (distribution of acti\ c buoys b!, county ). figure 2.2 (distribution of GTS buo! reports b! 
COINI@. and \ ariable). figure 5 (,evolution of the number of buo!. GTS air pressure reports since 1987 ). and 
figure 6 (c\,olution of mean RMS (Ohs.-FG) for GTS air pressure data since 1987. 

Mktko-France pro\,idcd me \sith Data A\ ailability Index Maps on a monthI! basis. The maps arc useful to 
idcntilj. the data sparse ocean area for each kind of geo-ph!,sical \ ariable and therefore to assist the \ arious 
data buo! programmes in adjusting dcplo! men1 strategies. A set of thcsc maps i,alid for Jul! 1998 is sho\+n 
in ligure I. The maps show clcarl!. the impact of the T.40 arra!- ATLAS moored buo!-s (wnd) or of DBCP 
regional action groups swh as the ISABP (,air prcssurc;). 

3.42. GTS bulletin headers: 

All Local User Tcmlinal sources compl!, with WMO regulations regarding GTS bulletin headers 

SK Table I for a complete list of GTS bulletin hcadcrs used lo date 

3.4.3. Quality Control. 

The work of the TC DBCP concerning Buo! data Qualit\’ Control \vas related to the follo\*ing topics: 

a ~4ctuall!~ monitor the lntcrnet Mailing List. and contact PGCs accordingI!- when those camlot be 
rcachcd automaticall! 

0 .4ct as a PGC upon request. 

Refer to DBCP session agenda item number 7.1 (Qualit?. Control of buo! data) for details. 

3.4.4. Non-standard wind sensor heights: 

I keep up to date the list of drifting buo!-s mabing \\ing measurcmcnts and reporting on GTS using the 
BUOY code. The list includes the WMO and Argos LD numbers. the height of the ancmomcters and \\hcther 
or not a correction to 10 meters is applied. 

3.4.5. Non-standard air pressure measurements for stations in altitude. 

.4 fx land stations reporting via Argos continue to report on GTS in BUOY code instead of SYNOP. I am 
thcrcfors &pin, 0 up to date the list of such stations. This list includes the WMO. and Argos ID numbers. 
the Position and Altitude of the stations and whether or not .4ir Pressure is rcduccd to sea lw.zl 

3.4.6. New buoys on GTS 

I am rcgularl!, contacting buo! programme managers of new programmes in order (i) to con\ incc them to 
authorise GTS distribution of their buo! data. and (ii) to offer assistance for that purpose. Programme 
managers who spontaneousl! authorise GTS distribution of their buo! data. ma! rcgularl! contact mc for 
assistance. 

The nw GTS sub-s!.stem permits to process the data provided that adequate information is prcciscl>, 
implemented in the s~stcm. I am thcrcforc stud+g in details technical files of buo!,s \\ith complicated Argos 
message formats. In some instances I obtain WMO numbers from National Focal Points or WMO sccrctariat 
on behalf of the programme managers. 
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3.5. Argos GTS Sub-System 

The regular work ofthc Technical Co-ordinator concerning the Argos GTS Sub-S$cm is mosti! related fo 
the folloning topics: 

0 Monitor the s! stem and look for possible problems. 
0 Make sure the problems arc corrected. 
0 Training of the Argos Users’ Guidance Office and \\ork in conjunction \\ith it regarding complex 

problems. 
0 Refer to DBCP session agenda item number 7.3 (Argos) for details. 

3.6. DBCP World Wide Web Internet server 

The regular work of the Technical Co-ordinator conccming the IV+ established DBCP U’orld \h:idc LYcb 
(W3) ser\ er is mostI! rclatcd to the f’ollo\\ing topics: 

l Keep regular files on the Web. Seri cr up to date (transfer files). 
l Tcntati~cl!~ keep links to other servers up to date. 
0 Refer to DBCP session agenda item number 6.2 (lnfomlalion exchange) for details 

3.7. TC statistics and graphs. 

3.7.1. Active drifting buoys. 

Using Argos files and data provided b;, LUT operators. I computed on a monthly- basis. b! country and b! 
organisation. graphs sho\ving the distnbution of acti\ c GTS and non-GTS drifting buo!-s. It is particularl! 
us&l to SIX the evolution of the total number of drifting bu0J.s deplo: cd b! the \-arious countries in\ oh cd. 
and the percentage of thcsc reporting to the GTS. See figure 2.1 (distribution of acti\ e buq\ s b! county ). 
figure 2.2 (distribution of tiTS buo! data b! count? and \,ariable). and figure 5 ic\ olution of the number 
of buo>, air pressure data distributed on GTS since 1987). 

3.7.2. Quality of air pressure. 

1 Computed on a mot&l! basis. the graph showing the distribution of the RMS !of Obscrl ation minus Fuxr 
Guess Field) of Air Prcssurc data according to ECMWF monthl! monitoring statistics. This graph. \~hich 
uses 6 months ofdata. gi\cs a good estimate of the qualit!. of the drifting buo!; Air Prcssurc data. The graph 
is included in the TC monthI!. report. See figure 3. See also figure 6 (c\ olutlon of mean RMS i Obs. - FG:I 
for GTS air pressure data since 1987. 

3.7.3. Air pressure from drifting buoy life time. 

I Computed the graphs sho\\ing the distribution of life times of Air Prcssurc measurements. using the 
ECM%‘F monitoring statistics. See figure 4. 

3.8. Action Groups, Regional actions. 

3.8.1. Action Groups. 

I liaise \\ith DBCP .4ction Group co-ordinators and repl! questions from them. prcparc DBCP reports for 
AG meetings (to be prcscntcd b! the DBCP rcprescntati~e at the meeting). and possibt! attend those 
meetings on bchall’of‘ the DBCP. 
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3.9. Miscellaneous 

3.9.1. Drifting Buoy Quarterly Report. 

I chcckcd the Quartcrl~ Report on Drifting Buoy- and ga1.c approt al bcforc CLS could send it to WhlO and 
IOC 

3.92. Argos monthly status report. 

1 chcckcd the Argos monthi! status report to WMO \vhich \vas prcparcd b> CLS. Scr\ ice :4rgos 

3.9.3. TC DBCP files. 

I updated nl! lilts on a PC. using a data base managcmcnt s!-stem (Parado\) and getting the data from Argos 
files and \ arious status reports. 

3.9.4. WMO/Argos number cross reference list and PGC list. 

I issued. on a monthI! basis. the WhllOlArgos number cross rcfcrcncc list. and sent it \ ia the BUOY-QC 
wailing list to \ arious Mctcorological Ccntrcs and intcrcstcd indi\ iduals. The IS list no more distributed b!- 
regular mail The list also includes the WMO nunlbcrs managed b! the Oslo and Edmonton Local User 
TcmUnals (LUT) and indicates for each WMO number. the Argos number. the drifting buo! owner. and the 
dates the U’MO numbers ha\ e been introduced and rcmo\ ed from the SJ stem (,Argos or LUT ). Attached to 
It is also included the list of Principal GTS Co-ordinators (PGC) designated b\ Principal 1111 cstigators for 
nshlg Scr\ ice .kgos to implcmcnt status clx~ngcs 011 buo!,s reporting onto tl& GTS. 

3.9.5. TC DBCP bimonthly report. 

1 provided the Chaim~an of the DBCP as \vcll as the WMO and 1OC Sccrctariats \tith nl! bimonthl\ report. 

3.9.6. List of buoy user requirements. 

I am hceping this list up to date according to comments or inlbrmation from buo!. users 

3.9.7. Documentation, assistance. 

I pro\ idcd users Itit documentation or status reports concerning specific programs or cupcrimcnts: 1 
ans\+ crcd specifk questions regarding the Argos S>skm. 

3.9.8. TC DBCP missions. 

1 prcparcd the \ arious missions or tncctings 1 had to attend 

3.9.9. Preparation of the DBCP session. 

1 prepared specific documents and the TC report for the DBCP annual session: 

0 Report of the Technical Co-ordinator: 
0 Report on drifting buo! data Qualit!. Control: 
l Report on Argos dcxlopmcnts (user rcquircmcnts): 
0 Code matters (BUFR. BUOY): 
0 Infomiation cxhangc. 
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Table 1. List of GTS bulletin headers being used for drifting buoy data 

T,T,A,A,ii Approximate region of deployment or Programme 

USGPC (Service Argos Inc., Landover, USA): 

SSVX04 KARS North Atlantic Ocean; 
SSVX06 KARS Northern Hemisphere; 
S SVX 10 KARS Southern Hemisphere; 
SSVX12 KARS Arctic Ocean; 
SSVX14 KARS Antarctic area; 
SSVXI 6 KARS Specific experiments. Buoys from various ocean area; 
SSVX18 KARS NWS GLDB drifters for NE Pacific Ocean ; 
SSVX40 KARS ATLAS moored buoys in the Equatorial Pacific Ocean; 
SSVX96 KARS Specific experiment conducted by the NDBC. 

QC by NDBC (Mississippi, USA) based on data from the USGPC: 

SSVX02 KWBC 
SSVXO8 KWBC 

Southern Hemisphere; 
Northern Hemisphere. 

MC (Washineton-DC, USA) based on data received from the USGPC: 

SSVX18 KWBC Arctic Ocean. 

FRGPC. (CLS, Service Argos, Toulouse, France): 

SSVXO 1 LFPW 
SSVX03 LFPW 
SSVXOS LFPW 
SSVX07 LFPW 

North Atlantic Ocean; 
Southern Hemisphere; 
Northern Hemisphere; 
Arctic Ocean; 

Oslo LUT (NMI, Oslo, Norwav): 

SSVXO 1 ENMI North Atlantic Ocean (for the EGOS Programme); 

Sondre Stromiiord LUT (DMI, Greenland): 

SSVXO 1 BGSF North Atlantic Ocean (for the EGOS programme); 

Halifax LUT (Environment Canada): 

ssvxo1 CWHX North-West Atlantic Ocean. 

Edmonton LUT lEnvironment Canada): 

SSVX02 CWEG 
SSVX03 CWEG 
SSVX04 CWEG 

Arctic Ocean; 
Hudson Bay; 
North-East Pacific Ocean. 
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APPENDIX A 

Advantages of connecting Local User Terminals to 
the Argos Global Processing Centres 

Introduction 

Argos data are collected via global receiving stations and regional receiving station (see figure 1) 

Receiving stations receive Argos data from the satellites approaching the station. Those data are either 
regional data or global data: 

0 Regional data are those collected by the satellite while in view of the PTT and the receiving station 
at the same time. Basically, 50% of the regional data are delivered within 1 hour, 90% within 30 
minutes. 

0 Global data are data collected by the satellite before being is view of a Global receiving station, 
recorded onboard, and then downloaded when the satellite approaches the station. Hence substantial 
orbital delays exist for global data. Delivery times vary from a few minutes to several hours (30% 
of the global data are received within 1 hour, 60% within 2 hours, 83% within 3 hours). 

Global receiving stations are capable of receiving both regional and global data. There are presently 3 global 
receiving stations in the Argos system: 

0 Wallops Island, Virginia, USA 
0 Fairbanks, Alaska, USA 
a Lannion, Brittany, France 

Regional receiving station also called Local User Terminals (LUT) are only capable of receiving regional 
data. There are presently many LUTs in use: 

0 Some are connected to the Argos Global Processing Centres (GPC) and the data delivered in real 
time for data processing and distribution to the users with minimal delays: 
. Hawaii 
. Darwin, Northern Australia 
. Perth, South Western Australia 
. Melbourne, South Eastern Australia 
. Casey, Antarctica 
. Wellington: New Zealand 
l Cape Town, South Africa 
l Halifax, Canada 
. Monterey, USA 
. La Reunion Island, Indian Ocean 

0 Some are not connected to the GPCs. In that case the data are processed directly by the LUT 
independently from the GPCs. Location are performed, Argos messages decommuted and decoded, 
sensor data processed in geo-physical units, GTS reports encoded and finally distributed to the users 
with minima1 delays : 
l Oslo, Norway 
. Sondre Strornflord, Greenland 
l Edmonton, Canada (connection to USGPC is planned) 
. 
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Local User Terminals are crucial because they speed up availability of GTS data. 

182 0 
Figure 1: Regional and global receiving station zverage. Global stations are L-ion, Fairbar& and 

Wallops Island. Circle indicates area where 30% of the data received through the global network are also 
received in real time through the LUT. 

Advantages of connecting Local User Terminals to the GPCs 

We are here discussing advantages of connecting LUTs to the Argos Global Processing Centres in order to 
process Argos platform data for GTS distribution (i.e. we are not considering non GTS platforms). Those 
LUTs are operated by independent institutions. 

It is only recently that it has become practicable to connect a number of LUTs to the GPCs because of 
substantial decrease in telecommunication costs. With Internet (e.g. ftp), Argos data can now be sent with 
minimal delays to the GPCs. Commercial telecommunication link can be used on a case by case basis as a 
backup of l&met when delays are estimated too important. In fact, all the LUTs presently connected to the 
GPCs operate on this mode. Institutions operating the LUTs provide Service Argos with the data free of 
charge because they understood very well the all the advantages of connecting their antennae to the GPCs. 

Those advantages are listed below: 

1. No addition cost. For PTTs processed through LUTs which are not connected to the GPCs but are 
also processed via the GPCs there would be no additional cost involved for the buoy owner to connect the 
LUTs because (i) he already pays adequate service for Argos service, and (ii) there is no additional fee for 
GTS data processing at Service Argos. It is now rare that LUTs are solely used to save Argos costs by placing 
PTTs in backup mode. ln that latter case: I realise it would be harder to convince users to have their platform 
processed via Service Argos. 

2. Better location. Locations performed by Service Argos at the GPCs are better because they use a 
substantial network of orbitography platforms with excellent oscillator stability to obtain a better knowledge 
of the satellite orbits. Chbitography is corrected to take ionospheric effects into account. Location algorithms 
have been regularly improved and include classification of locations produced: 

0: Radius of 66% confidence >= 1500 m 
1: Radius of 66% confidence = 500 m and < 1500 m 
2: Radius of 66% confidence = 250 m and < 500 m 
3: Radius of 66% confidence < 250 m 
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In practice, classification is not available with LUTs. Location quality depends upon PTT oscillator stability 
plus some other factors, but in average, most of Service Argos processed data reached a location precision 
better than 500 metres. Location performed by LUTs is usually in the order to 10 to 15 Km. Although lo- 15 
Km is still acceptable for meteorological purposes considering a synoptic scale in the order of 15.0 Km, as 
shown on the example below this may also lead to higher RMS values when estimating sensor data quality 
by comparing model first guess field with observed data. 

Example: January 1998 air temperature buoy monitoring statistics from M&lo France (CMM) show that 
although bias values are almost identical for all 3 sources (BGSF = Sondre Stromfjord LUT, ENMI = Oslo 
LUT, LFPW = Toulouse GPC) and in the order of -0.8 degrees, RMS is much higher for data originating 
from Oslo LUT: 

Date##,WMO##,Sns,Orig,C,Cntr#,Lat##,Long##,Rcei,Acpt,GE#,Bias#,SD##,~S#,Rate,F 
980124,65596, AT,BGSF,B, CMM, 49.3, -29.7, 64, , 0, -0.8, l-1, 1.4, ,B 
980123,65596, AT,ENMI,B, CMM, 49.2, -29.7, 58, , 2, -0.8, 3.0, 3.1, ,B 
980123,65596, AT,LFPW,B, CMM, 49.2, -29.7, 115, , 0, -0.9, 1.2, 1.5, ,B 

3. No duplicates on GTS. When platforms are processed at both not connected LUTs and Argos 
GPCs, GTS reports with same date of observation and same WMO number are distributed via different 
sources using different GTS bulletin headers. Besides, locations are different since different algorithms are 
used. This leads to confusion. In addition, since LUT data usually arrive before GPC data (i.e. local coverage 
versus global coverage), LUT data will preferably be inserted by the models while duplicate reports arriving 
later from GPC will be rejected although including better quality location. If all data were processed via GPCs 
we would avoid duplicates and inconsistency in Argos location, and make sure that better locations are being 
assimilated by the models. 

4. Calibration curve consistency. Similarly, different calibration curves (i.e. coefficients), or even 
different algorithms to decode Argos messages might be applied at the LUTs and the GPCs. Although this 
should not be the case, experience shows that this actually happens as seen on the example below from the 
UK Met. Off%ze 44* quarterly report on drifting buoys in the North Atlantic (October to December 1997): 

62697 SER SURFBCE TEtiPERRIURE _ 06 - ORCKGROUNU, 

Figure 2: Difl&ncc between first guess field and observed SST for buoy WMO 62697 (UKMO buoy 2959) 
for the period October to December 1997. Curve typically shows two distinct sources of data, one being 
biased of about 2 degrees. 

October 1997 Meteo France (CMM) buoy monitoring statistics for the same buoy show that data from 
Sondre Stromfjord LUT (BGSF) are biased of about 1.5 degrees (i.e. 1.1 + 0.4) when compared with Oslo 
LUT (ENMI) and Toulouse GPC (LFPW): 

Date##,WMO##,Sns,Orig,C,Cntr#,Lat##,Long##,Rcei,Acpt,GE#,Bias#,SD##,~S#,Rate,F 
971130,62697,SST,BGSF,B, CMM, 47.4, -24.7, 300, , 0, 1.1, 0.5, 1.2, ,B 
971130,62697,SST,ENMI,B, CMM, 47.5, -24.8, 166, , 1, -0.3, 0.6, 0.7, ,B 
971130,62697,SST,LFPW,B, CMM, 47.5, -24.7, 359, , 5, -0.4, 0.6, 0.7, ,B 
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5. Advanced sensor data processing. Flexibility of the Argos GTS sub-system at GPCs is such that 
even for complicated Argos message formats and calibration curves: there is basically no software 
development required when implementing a new buoy in the system for GTS distribution of the data. This 
might not be the case for platform data processed at LUTs. 

6. Quality control checks. Data processed via the Argos GTS sub-system at GPCs pass through a 
range of automatic quality control checks. Data that fail either test are rejected from GTS distribution. Those 
tests include the following: 

(4 Gross Error check. For each type of probe, sensor data are compared with constant limits. For 
example Atmospheric Pressure must be comprised between 800 and 1080 hPa. 

@I User Limits check. The limits are provided by the owner of the platform for each sensor on each 
platform (also called climatological limits): 

(cl Sensor blockage test. Same sensor value reported consecutively a certain number of times during a 
certain period (this test is normally used only for Air Pressure sensors); 

(4 All bits identical test. Sensor data rejected if all the bits of the sensor biruuy output are ones or zeros 
(this test is usually used only for Wind Speed, Wind Direction or Pressure Tendency); 

(4 Compression Index by sensor. This is to avoid altered sensor data (i.e. bits corrupted) to be 
distributed on GTS. Alteration can happen in the transmission link between the platform, the satellite, the 
ground station and the processing centres. Considering high level of redundancy with Argos, compression 
permits to reject data containing bit errors (it is unlikely that bit errors appear at the same place in distinct 
Argos messages from a satellite pass). Identical sensor measurements from all the messages collected for a 
given satellite pass and platform are grouped together provided that the considered sensor is the same (i.e. 
same place in the Argos message), the level of the probe is the same: and the computed time of observation 
is the same. The number of identical sensor measurements is called the Compression index by Sensor (CIS). 
Only sensor measurements with the highest compression index by sensor are stored and distributed on GTS. 
At least two identical sensor values for a satellite pass must be received (values don’t have to be from 
consecutive Argos messages). 

t f) Checksums. Checksums serve the same purpose as compression: checksums are used in order to 
validate Argos message integrity upon reception at the processing centres. For validating the data, the sum 
calculated by, the platform based on binary words from the Argos message and then encoded in the Argos 
message must match the one recomputed at the Argos GTS sub-system. If not consistent it means that the 
message is corrupted and the data are therefore not distributed on the GTS. Checksums are optional. When 
used, compression index by sensor is ignored if checksum test validates the Argos message. 

(59 Associated Level. For XBT stations, if the associated depth of a temperature measurement is not 
valid, then the temperature measurement will not be considered as valid either. 

In addition, the follow-ing procedures are applied: 

ta) Only the location with the highest probability of being correct is transmitted: 

tb) When location processing is not performed during a satellite pass: the last known location is 
provided; 

(c) For drifting buoys, data with location more than 48 hours old are not transmitted via the GTS (24 
hours for ships, longer periods or no limit for other types of platforms). 

7. Geomagnetic variation correction can be automatically applied if required for buoy measuring 
wind direction using a compass. Wind direction is measured as compared to the magnetic North instead of 
the geographic North. Hence a gco-magnetic variation correction is required. Correction depends upon buoy 
position and time of observation. Standard NOAA/NGDC IGRF model is used for that purpose. The 
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International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) is a series of mathematical models of the main 
geomagnetic field and its secular variation. A 7th generation (1995) revision of IGRF was adopted by the 
International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) during the XXI General Assembly of the 
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics held in Boulder, USA, in July 1995. This 1995 version of 
the IGRF model valid until year 2000 has been implemented within the Argos GTS sub-system. 

8. Variety of GTS codes. Data processed via the Argos GTS sub-system can be encoded using a 
variety of WMO codes depending upon station type: BUOY, SYNOP, SHIP, BATHY, TESAC, HYDRA, 
Codes are regularly being upgraded to reflect code changes. 

9. Simplification for program managers when having to deal with several LUTs and Argos GPCs. 
When a program manager in charge of tens of Argos platforms has to deal with many LUTs plus Argos GPC, 
it may happen that required status change modifications are not implemented at the same time or are not 
implemented at all at one of the LUT or GPC. It may even happen that different modifications are actually 
implemented at dif&ent sources. lf LUTs are connected to the GPCs, this problem disappears since program 
manager would only have to deal with one GPC. Errors are more easily detected and identified using usual 
tools (e.g. buoy monitoring statistics) when there is only one source of GTS data. 

10. No software maintenance at the LUT to process Argos data, compute location, decode Argos 
messages, convert binary data into geo-physical units (calibration curves), time tag the data, encode the data 
according to WMO standards, and distribute the data onto the GTS. 

11. No software upgrade at the LUI when GTS code is upgraded. This happens horn time to time. For 
example, in November 1997, a field Q, was added in Section 0 of group 6 of BUOY code to indicate Argos 
location class. 

12. Status change modifications (e.g. remove a buoy from GTS or recalibrating a sensor) are 
automatically redirected onto the BUOY-QC mailing list so that all GTS users on the mailing list are 
informed that a modification has been done and at what time. 

i3. Service Argos support in case data are not being received. When for some reason platform data are 
not being received Service Argos can offer its services to investigate the problem which can be due to various 
causes (e.g. buoy not transmitting, buoy not located because unstable oscillator, data rejected by QC 
checks...). 
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Marsden square distribution chart of mean monthly data availability index (top) 
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Marsden square distribution chart of mean monthly data availability index (top) 
(Index 100 = 8 obs. per day per 500kM * 500kM area of SHIP and BUOY reports) 

and 
Percentage of BUOY reports compared to SHIP+BUOY reports (bottom) 
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Marsden square distribution chart of mean monthly data availability index (top) 
(Index 100 = 8 obs. per day per 500kM * 500kM area of SHIP and BUOY reports) 

and 
Percentage of BUOY reports compared to SHIP+BUOY reports (bottom) 
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Figure 2.1. Distribution of GTS and non-GTS platforms by country 
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Figure 2.2: Distribution of GTS buoy reports by country and variable 
(cut off time 3 hours): 
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Figure 3. Distribution of RMS (Obs. - First Guess Field) for Air Pressure data 
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ANNEX III 

OBSERVATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF WWW AND GCOS/GOOS OOSDP 
THAT COULD BE ADDRESSED BY DRIFTING BUOY NETWORKS 

1. Ocean Observing System for Weather Forecasting (World Weather Watch) 

Variable 
- 

I Spatial resolution I Temporal resolution I Accuracy 

Atmospheric pressure I 1ookm I lh I 0.5 hPa 

Wind I 1ookm I lh I 2 ms’ 

Air temperature 

Integrated precipitation 

1ookm 

lookm 

lh 

3h 

1K 

0.1 mm 

Sea surface temperature I 1ookm I 1 day I 0.5 K 

Wave height lh 
- 

I 0.5 m 

(from the WMO World Weather Watch Fourth Long Term Plan, 1996-2005) 

2. Ocean Observing System for Climate (OOSDP) 

Variable 

Sea surface temperature 

Wind 

Atmospheric pressure 

Integrated precipitation 

Integrated heat flux 

Surface velocity 

Sea ice velocity 

CO,, fluorescence 

Spatial resolution Temporal resolution 

500 km 1 week 

250 km 1 month 

250 km 1 day 

250 km 1 month 

250 km 1 month 

50 - 500 km 1 month 

250 km 1 month 

for ocean colour satellite calibration 

Accuracy 

0.1 K 

0.5 ms’ 

1 hPa 

5 cm 

5 Wm.’ 

2 ems’ 

2 cm? 

(adapted from the Final Report of the OOSDP, 1995 - ‘Scientific Design for the Common Module of the 
Global Ocean Observing System and the Global Climate Observing System: an Ocean Observing System 
for Climate’) 
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ANNEX IV 

SAMPLING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE GLOBAL OCEAN 

The table below contains a summary of the sampling requirements for the global ocean, 
based largely on OOSD (1995), but with revisions as appropriate. These are a statement of the required 
measurement network characteristics, not the characteristics of the derived field. The field estimates must 
factor in geophysical noise and unsampled signal. Some projections (largely unverified) have been included 
for GODAE. 

Code Application Variable HOI-. Res. Vert. Res. Time Res. #samples Accuracy 

A NWP. climate. Remote SST 1Oliml 6h 1 O.l-0.3”K 
mesoscale ocean 

B Bias correction. trends In situ SST 500 km* 1 week 25 0.2-0.5’C 

C Climate variability Sea surface 200 km’ lOday 1 0.1 PSU 
SElhiQ 

D Climate prediction and Surface wind 2” x2” 1-2 da) I-4 Dim: 20% 
variability 2ll.h 

E Mesoscale. coastal Surface wind 50 km* 1 day 1 l-2 mls 

F Climate Heat flux 2” x5” month 50 Net: 10 W/m’ 

G Climate Precip. 2” x5” MY several 5 cm/month 

H Climate change trends Sea level 50-l 000 km* - monthly means 30-50 gauges 1 cm, giving 
+ GPS with several * 0.1 
altimetry or nldy 

several 100s + accuracy 
GPS trends over l -: 

decades 

I Climate variability Sea level 100-200 km* - month - 10 2cm 
anomalies 

J Mesoscale variability Sea level 25-50 km* 2 days 1 24em 
anomalies 

K Climate. short-range sea ice extent. -3okm 1 day 1 10-30 km 
prediction concen. 2-50~ 

L Climate. short-range sea ice velocity 200 lid? Daily 1 cm/s? 
prediction 

M Climate sea ice volume 500 km* monthly 1 -3Ocm 

N Climate surface pC0, 25-l 00 km* daily 1 0.2-0.3 patm 

0 ENS0 prediction T(z) 1.5” x 15” 15 m over 500 5 days 4 o.2cc 
m 

P Climate variability T(z) 1.5” x5” -5vert. 1 month 1 0.2’C 
Modes 

Q Mesoscale ocean T(z) for large- 
scale 

500 km* - 5 modes 10 days 1 0.2”C 

R Climate S(z) large-scale -3Om monthly 1 0.1 PSU 

S Climate, short-range ~(surface) 600 km2 month 1 2 cm/s 
pXliCtiOIl 

T Climate model valid. u(z) a few places 30 m? Mon. means 30 2CIdS 
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ANNEXV 

DEVELOPMENTS IN SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

An update for October1 998 

(David Meklrum and Oli Pcppe, Dunstaffhage Marine Laboratory, PO Box 3, Oban, Argyll, Scotland) 

1. INTRODUCHON 

Mobile satellite systems (MSS) may be classified according to orbit altitude as follows: 

0 GE0 - gcostationary earth orbit, approx altitude: 3.5 000 km 

0 ME0 - mid-altitude earth orbit, approx altitude: 10 000 km 

0 LEO - low earth orbit, approx altitude: <l 000 km 

LEOs can be further sub-divided into Big LEO and Little LEO categories. Big LEOs will offer voice: fax, 
telex, paging and data capability, whereas little LEOs will offer data capability only, either on a real-time 
direct readout (‘bent pipe’) basis, or as a store-and-forward service. 

Since the satellite footprint decreases in size as the orbit gets lower, LEO and ME0 systems require larger 
constellations than GE0 satellites in order to achieve global coverage and avoid data delays. Less energy is, 
however, generally required for LEO and ME0 satellite communication because of the shorter average 
distance between transmitter and satellite. Some systems implement several high-gain antennas to generate 
‘spot beams’ and so reduce the requirement of the mobile to have a complex antenna and/or high output 
power. A key feature of several MSS currently under development will be their inter-operability with existing 
public switched telephone and cellular networks, using a dual-mode handset, for example. 

Because of the commercial forces which are driving the implementation of the new systems, many will 
primarily focus on land masses and centres of population, and will not offer truly global or polar coverage. 
These systems will not in general be acceptable for global ocean monitoring. Furthermore, while the 
technical capabilities for the new MSS do currently exist, delays are inevitable due to problems with spectrum 
allocation, licensing (in each country where the service will be offered), company financing, and availability 
of launch vehicles and ground stations. It is unlikely that all of the planned systems will overcome all of 
these hurdles. 

Some systems do offer significantly enhanced capabilities compared with existing methods. Potential 
advantages include two-way communication, more timely observations, and greater data rates and volumes. 
Some systems may also prove to be considerably less expensive than existing channels, although this is as 
yet unclear. However, dangers will exist for data buoy users of most MSS, in that they will generally be small 
minority users of the system, with consequent lack of influence in regard to pricing. The arrangements for 
data distribution are also unlikely to be tailored towards data buoy applications, in particular those that 
require data insertion on the GTS 

A number of sources, including presentations to the DBCP Technical Workshops, give good overviews of 
the topic, and these are listed in the Reference section. 
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2. LITTLE LEOS 

2.1 ARGOS 

Planned enhancements to the Argos on board equipment (‘Argos-2’) include increased bandwidth and 
sensitivity, and two-way communication. Future Argos equipment will fly on the Japanese ADEOS-II and 
European METOPS satellites in addition to a continuing programme of launches on board NOAA satellites. 
The system is one of the few that offers true global coverage, and currently has no commercial requirement 
to recover the cost of the launch or space segment equipment. Proposed changes to the rules within the US 
regarding fair competition by fully commercial MSS may impact the service that CLS/Service Argos will 
ultimately be able to offer. 

The first of the Argos-2 satellites, NOAA-K (NOAA-15) was launched in May 1998 and is expected to 
become operational soon, replacing NOAA-D (NOAA- 12) as the morning satellite. Two new direct readout 
stations (Halifax and Edmonton) were added at the end of 1997, and two more (Cape Town and Reunion) 
are due to become fully operational this year. This continues the programme of improving data timeliness 
by exploiting use of Argos in bent-pipe’ mode. Further enhancements to the on board equipment (Argos-3) 
and to the ground processing centres are at the planning stage. 

2.2 ORBCOMM 

This company was awarded the first FCC Little-LEO licence in late 1994. Satellites consist of discs about 
one metre in diameter prior to deployment of solar panels and antenna. Two satellites were launched into 
polar orbit during 1995, using a Pegasus rocket piggy-backed on to a Lockheed L-101 1 aircraft. After a 
prolonged period of launcher problems the last 12 months have seen considerable progress, with 28 satellites 
(more or less the complete const.clIation) now in orbit. Of those, 20 have been declared operational, although 
the dispersion of the B-plane satellites launched in August 1998 is not yet optimal. The C-plane satellites 
launched in late September 1998 are not yet available for commercial traffic. The A, B and C planes are at 
45 ’ inclination and therefore have poor coverage at high latitudes: only three satellites, in the F and G planes, 
offer a near-polar service. 

The system offers both bent-pipe and store-and-forward two-way messaging capabilities, operating in the 
VHF (138-148 MHZ) band. Although there have been significant problems with interference close to urban 
areas: this is not expected to impact offshore operations, and some early trials of the system have been 
encouraging. Many more trials have now taken place, notably by Mark Bushnell at AOML, and operational 
confidence in the system is starting to grow. 

The message structure curmntly consists of packets transmitted at 2400 bps (scheduled to rise to 4800 bps), 
and coverage will be global and near-continuous when the full constellation is in place. Messages are 
acknowledged by the system when correctly received. The platform position is determined, if required, using 
propagation delay data and doppler shift, or by an on-board GPS receiver. Position accuracy without GPS 
is expected to be similar to that offered by Argos. 

Authorised transceiver manufacturers include Panasonic, Elisra (Stellar), Torrey Science, Magellan and 
Scientific Atlanta, Elisra, who are featured in the AOML. buoys, are the first to offer a transceiver with a 
fulIy integrated GPS engine, while Scientific Atlanta have made a chip-set available to third-party integrators. 
CT1 are about to enter the scene and are planning a hand-held communicator with a price tag of less than 
$200. 

The ground segment has started to expand, with the commissioning of a station in Italy in addition to the four 
in the US. Further stations are planned for Argentina, Japan and Malaysia, and 16 international service 
distribution partners have been licensed. Non-US customers still face considerable difficulties because of 
the absence of ground stations, lack of spectrum licensing and the presence of other in-band users. Many 
operational details, and the costs of using the system, which will mainly bc available to users through service 
providers (‘resellers’), are only now starting to become known. 
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2.3 SAFIR 

This is a two-way store-and-forward communication system comprising a number of LEO satellites. Two 
satellites are currently in orbit, but little operational experience has been reported. 

Two types of platforms were initially offered: a microstation communicating at 300 bps, and a macrostation 
permitting transfer rates of 9600 bps. The microstation has since been withdrawn. Position determination 
is achieved by analysis of doppler shift data at the processing centre, or by inclusion of a GPS receiver. Data 
transfer takes place in response to a command from the satellite, and is unique in that the capability exists 
for transfers between platforms. For example, one platform may be incorporated within a data buoy, while 
the other is sited at the operator’s home institute. There is no explicit limitation on message length. 

2.4 STARSYS 

This system was to have been broadly similar to ORBCOMM, except that it was ‘bent pipe’ only- thus 
limiting its usefulness to coastal areas. Further work on the system, in which CLS/Service Argos have been 
closely involved, has been suspended because of difficulties in securing financial backing. The FCC licence 
was returned in late 1997. 

2.5 IRWLLMS 

This European-led system appears to be similar to Argos, using two polar-orbiting satellites with store-and- 
forward capability. However, terminals are alerted by the satellite downlink signal, and two-way 
communications and message acknowledgement are supported. Location is by doppler and ranging, and 
message lengths of up to a few kilobytes are permitted. Some provision is planned for terminal-terminal 
communication within the satellite footprint. No launches have yet been reported, although an ‘attached 
payload test system was to have been deployed in early 1998. 

2.6 VITASAT/GEMNET 

This was a 36 + 2 satellite constellation proposed by CTA Commercial systems. Their experimental satellite 
was the failed VITASAT launch in 1995. CTA is reported to have been taken over by Orbital Science 
Corporation, the parent organisation of ORBCOMM. Currently there are two satellites in orbit, with two 
more planned. The 36-satellite GEMNET component has been cancelled. 

2.7 FAISAT 

This will use FAISAT-2 (also known as VITASAT- 1) for initial commercial trials. The operational status 
of this satellite is unclear. FA’s main constellation of 26 satellites is to be deployed in four launches by AK0 
Polyot, with scheduled service commencement in 2000. 

2.8 LEO ONE 

This consists of a planned 48 satellite constellation offering store-and-forward two-way messaging at 9600 
bps and above. No further details about the launch schedule, except that a spectrum sharing agreement has 
apparently been signed. 

2.9 GONETS 

Two GONETS LEO messaging systems have been proposed by the former Soviet Union using both UHF 
and L/S-band communications channels. Both will offer true global coverage from high inclination 1400 km 
orbits. One system, GONETS-D already has 8 satellites in orbit with a further 36 planned. No operational 
experience has been reported to date. 
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2.10 OTHER SYSTEMS 

Six E-Sat satellites are planned, three to be launched in mid 1999. The system is aimed principally at the US 
utili~ industrv for remote metering. Other planned systems include Tern&at and Courier, both of which are 
intended to offer global coverage. 

3. BIG LEOS 

3.1 IRIDIUM 

This system now has 72 satellites in orbit and the constellation, offering true global coverage, is essentially 
complete. The service was to have been launched in late September but has now been put back until 
sometime in November to allow technical problems with the inter-satellite communications traflic to be 
resolved. Of particular inter& to data buoy operators is the Motorola L-band transceiver module, which may’ 
be integrated with sensor electronics in the same way as an Argos PTT. A data service using this module is 
expected to bc available in 1999. The costs of using the system are expected to be broadly similar to Argos, 
but with the potential for much higher data volumes. The system may prove to be relatively costly for users 
sending only short data messages, but operational experience is needed before a true assessment can be made. 

3.2 TELEDESIC 

This ‘Internet in the Sky’ system plans to use 288 satellites to carry global broadband services such as video 
conferencing, the Internet and so on. It has received FCC licensing for operations in the USA. 

3.3 GLOBALSTAR 

This system has experienced a major setback following a catastrophic launch failure on 9 September 1998. 
All 12 satellites on board a Ukrainian Zenit- launcher were lost shortly after lift-off. This represents one 
quarter of the intended constellation and the company and its backers are now considering their options. 

3.4 OTHER SYSTEMS 

Other planned big LEOs include Ecco (by the owners of Orbcomm), Ellipso, Signal and ShyBridge. 

4. MEOS 

4.1 ICO 

This system, formerly known as Inmarsat-P but now fully autonomous, will use a constellation of 12 ME0 
satellites backed by a 12-station ground segment to provide a truly global voice, fax, data and messaging 
service. The aim is to complement and be inter-operable with existing digital cellular telephone networks. 
The first launch is scheduled for January 1999, with constellation completion planned for the year 2000. 
Thenceforth, two satellites will always be visible from any point on the earth’s surface. The space segment 
is being built by the Hughes Corporation. Data rate will be 9600 bps. Many large manufacturers are 
engaged in developing dual mode ICO/cellphone handsets. An ICO ‘engine’ is to be defined for the benefit 
of third-party equipment manufacturers. 

4.2 WEST 

9 satellites are planned, with service scheduled to begin in Europe in 2003. 
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5. GEOS 

5.1 INMARSAT D+. 

This is an extension of the Inmarsat D service using the new (spot-beam) Imnarsat Phase 3 satellites and 
small, low-power user terminals. The system was initially designed as a global pager or data broadcast 
service, with the return path from the mobile used only as an acknowledgement. D+ permits greater 
flexibility, with uplink packets of up to 128 bits. The first ground station has been implemented in the 
Netherlands by the existing barsat service provider (Station 12), but useful technical information has been 
difficult to obtain. 

Transceiver manufacturers include JRC, Calian and STK-Atlas. The JRC unit features an integral GPS 
receiver and combined GPS/Inmarsat antenna, and is the first to receive type approval. The initial batch of 
500 units have all been allocated, and no further production is currently planned. 

The service may prove particularly attractive to national meteorological services as protocols already exist 
with Inmarsat service providers for the free transmission of observational data to meteorological centres for 
quality control and insertion on to the GTS. Inmarsat, given its assured multinational backing and 
established infrastructure, is also extremely unlikely to disappear. 

6. REFERENCES 

Hanlon, J (1996). Overview of mobile satellite systems. In: Proceedings of the DBCP Technical Workshop. 
Henley on Thames, October 1996. DBCP Technical Document No 10, WMO, Geneva. 

Hoang, N (in press). Data relay systems for drifting buoys utilizing low-earth orbit satellites. In: 
Proceedings of the DBCP Technical Workshop, Hawk’s Cay, October 1998. DBCP Technical Document 
No x.., WMO, Geneva. 

Many interesting articles and status reports may be found in: International Space Industry Report, 
Launchspace Publications, Washington (see below). 

7. USEFUL WEB SITES 

7.1 General information 

http:,~,~www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/CSER./UOSAT/SSHPii’const_list.html little LEO status, launch dates 
http:::‘www.launchspace.com International Space Industry Report newspaper 
http://www.arrl,org/fcc/wrc97/players.html summary of little LEO competitors 
http: ~www.newspace.com,~eature.newslinchome.htmI small satellite newsletter 
http: www. TELE-satellitcom,4se satellite encyclopaedia 

7.2 Specific operators 

http: ,.iuww.argosinc.comi 
http: ~www.orbcomm.com,’ 
http:” www.inmarsat.org 
http: www.vita.org~ 
http:~,~www.finalanalysis.com/communication~senices.htm 
http: www.leoone.com/overview.html 
http: ‘:~www.ellipso.com&~tem.htm 
http: ‘www.globalstar.com,+ndex.htm 
http:’ www.iridium.com 
http: www.ico.com 
http: ~www.saitrh.com~divland~.~aits~llm.~.a.~p 

http://www.arrl,org/fcc/wrc97/players.html


Overview of mobile satellite systems with possible data buoy applications 

System Implementation Orbit Buoy Message type Terminal size Power Comments -u 

type cg position (watts) 
“T 

?4 ARGOS Operational 1 .ittle Doppler data: 32 bytes handheld 1 various enhancements. incl2-way messaging, 
l.I<O 

< 
shift are scheduled & 

CourierlKonvert Planned Little data TBD up to 12 satellites planned E 
LEO a 

< 

ECCO Planned Big GPS voice/data handheld TBD 46 satellites plamxd by 2003 
LEO required 

ELLIPSO Planned Big GPS required voice/data handheld TBD 17 satellites in highly elliptical orbits. 
LEO serving mqjor land masses in 2000 

EYESAT Planned Little GPS data: 60 bytes handheld 5 1 satellite 1995. principally for radio amateurs 
1995+ LEO required 

E-SAT Planned Little Gl’S data: TBD TBD 6 satellites for utility metering 
1999+ LEO required 

FAISAT Planned Little GPS data: 128 bytes handheld 1 0 38 satellites 2000+ 
2000+ LEO required 

GEMNET Cancelled Little GPS data: no maximum laptop’ 10 I st satellite 1995 - launch failure 
LEO required 36 satellites by ??? 

Globalstar Planned Big GPS voice/data: handheld 1 Major launch failure in 1998 
1999+ LEO required no maximum 48 satellites 1999+ 

GOES. Meteosat. GMS Operational GE0 GPS required data: various ‘laptop’ 10 4 satellites: directional antenna desirable 
options 

GONIITS-D Planned Little GPSI data handheld TBD 8 satellites in orbit. 36 more planned 
LEO Glonass 

GONE-WK Planned Little GPSI data handheld TBD 48 satellites plarmed 
LEO Glonass 

INMARSAT-C OFrational GliO Gl’S data, no maximum 5.5 kg 15 steered antenna not required 
required 

INMAKSAT-I)+ Prc-operational GE0 GPS rcquircd data: up to 1-w handheld I global paper using existing Imnarsat-3 satellites 
kbytes 



System Implementation Orbit Buoy Message type Terminal size Power Comments 

type position waw 

ICO Planned ME0 GPS voice/data: handheld 1 global cell-phone, inter-operable with terrestrial 
2000+ required no maximum cellular networks 

llidillm Pre-operational Big GPS voice/data: handheld I 72 satellites in orbit - 
LEO required no maximum constellation complete 

IRWLLMS Planned Little Doppler + data: up to few handheld 1 2 satellites 1999+ 
LEO m&u2 kbytes 

LEO One Planned Little GPS TBD 48 satellite constellation, store and forward 
LEO required 

OCEAN-NHT Planned GE0 Moored no maximum large uses moored buoys + Intelsat 

Odyssey Cancelled ME0 GPS voice/data: handheld 1 12 satellites were planned 
required no maximum 

OhCOIlllll Operational Little Doppler data: no maximum handheld 5 28 satellites in orbit 
LEO or GPS 

SAFIR Pre-operational Little Doppler data: no maximum ‘laptop’ 5 2 satellites in orbit 
LEO or GPS 

Signal Planned Big voice/data 48 satellites planned 
LEO 

SlcyBridge Planned Big GPS broadband 80 satellites planned by 2002 
LEO required 

starsys Cancelled I Ale Doppler + data: 27 bytes handheld 2 12 satellites .1998+ -0 
LEO rw&e multiple msgs 24 satellites 2000+ fig 

-‘T 
Teledesic Planned Big GPS required broadband 288 satellites planned by 2003 

$ LEO FCC licence granted 3 

Temisat Planned Little data 7 satellites planned ii 
LEO 2 

< 

Vitasat l’lanncd Little GPS data 2 satellites in orbit, 
LEO required 2 more planned 

WEST Planned ME0 GPS broadband 9 satellites planned by 2003 
required 
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-ZARGOS 
ANNEX VI 

Argos System Use Agreement 
Accord d’Utilisation du Systeme Argos 

In order to use the Argos Data Collecrion System fArgos DCS) you must complue the System Use Agreement and sign it. After reviewing the 

completed agreemenr. the Argos Operations Committee co-chairs will sign and approve the agreement. as appropriate. The agreement will go wuo 

effect at the time of mltial deployment of the platforms. The policies governing the use of the Argos DCS are printed on pages 4 to 6. 

Pour utiliser le Systkme de Localisation et de Collecte de Do&es Argos (Systkme Argos). vous devez complbter et signer I’accord d’utilisation du 
systime. Aprks examen de I’accord. les co-phidents du Cornit. des Opkrations le signeront et I’approuveront en conskquence. Cet accord prendra 
effet g la date de premiere misc en service des plates-fotmes. Les rkgles d’utihsation du Systkme Argos sent donnees dam les pages 4 h 6. 

Name of the program: 
Nom du programme : 

Program Administrator (User): 
Responsable du programme (Utilisateur) : 

Last name: 
Nom : 

First name: 
P&nom : 

Organization: 
Organisme : 

Department: 
Service : _. 

Mailing Address: 
Adresse postale : 

- 

City: State/Province: 
Vi& : ~ Dkpartement : 

ZIP Code: Counhy: 
Code postal : Pays : 

Telephone: E-mail: Fax: 

The User certifies that he/she has read and understands the policies governing the use of the Argos DCS and hereby undertakes to follow 

them. The User also certifies that there are no commercial space-based sewices that meet the User’s requirements. 
L’utilisateur certifte avoir lu et comptis les r&les d’utilisation du systkme Argos et s’engage h les respecter. L’utilisateur certifie Qalemenr 

qu’il n’y a pas de services satellitaires commerciaux kpondant B ses besoins. 

User’s signature 
Signature de I’Utilisateur : 

Date: 

For Operations Committee use only Cadre rCserv6 au ComitC des Opbrations 

0 This agreement is approved and shall remain in force for up to months (see section 11.4) 
Cet Accord d’utilisation est approuvt! et valide pour me ptkiode de mois (voir section 11.4) 

q This agreement is not approved 

Cet Accord d’utilisation n’est pas approuv6 

Comments: 

Observations : 

Date 
Argos Operations Committee 

Co-Chair 

Categoy /Catt?gorie : NEW RENEW E/G 

Date 
Comitk des Opkrations Argos 
L.e Co-PrCsident 

ENGIGI NE/G NE/LL 
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Name of the program: 
Nom du programme : ~ 

Detailed description of Program objectives 

(This description must be sufficiently detailed to enable the 
Operations Committee to determine the aims and the main 
characteristics, these elements being essential for the 
approval or rejection of the program agreement). 

Description dttaillCe des objectifs du Programme 

(Cette description doit &tre suf%samment dCtaillCe pour que 
le Comitt des Opkrations puisse juger les objectifs du pro- 
gramme, en connaitre les principales caracthistiques et se 
prononcer sur I’admissibilite du programme). 

This Agreement is an: 0 Initial Agreement 
Cet Accord d’utilisation conceme un : Nouveau programme 

0 Renewal Agreement 
of Program Number: 
Renouvellement 
du programme N” : 

The organization which will operate this program is a (check all that apply): 
L’organisme qui exploitera ce programme est (cochez ce qui convient) : 

0 Government user 0 Non-profit user 0 Non-Government user 
Utilisateur gouvememental Utilisateur g but non lucratif Utilisateur non-gouvememental 

/Ph.se include oddrrronal rn@marion] [R&isez] 

If not a government agency, please include additional information, e.g. agency name and contract or grant number: 
S’il ne s’agit pas d’une agence gouvemementale, prkisez avec quelle administration il existe un contrat ou une subvention et 
donnez ses references : 

Govemmen~ L’rermeans qennes of mr~mar~onal govemmenral oqymr:orronr. nafrona/pvemmenr oran! orhersubdnrnon rhereof oran! ojrbose agenoes‘conrrocforr 

or grmees. so long as rhe conrmctor IS usrng the dam collected br the Argos DCS roju/fi// ils contracruol obbgormns to rhe govemmenr openn OI IR the coxe oJa gmnrre. 

rho/ these dam ore bang used VI accordance wrh the Sfaremenr ofWork for the Award. 

“Utihsateur gouvememental” slgntfie agence des orgamsarions mtemauonales gouvemementales. d’un gwvemetnent natronal ou subdtvismn quelconque de ceux-cI. 

contractant ou b&kficwre de subventton tan1 qtte les dot&es collectks par le systime Argos sent utilisCes pour rempiir leurs obhgaclons contactuelles et dans le cas d’une 

subvermon. pour serw les ObJecUfs do projet subventtonn.? 

Non-profir user memu CI nor-.for-pm/it ocademlc. research. or other non-govcmmenral orpm:onon, whrch is usrng lhese dola. for education on&or sc~en~$c. non- 

c0mmerc1o/purp*ser. 

“Uttltsateur B but non lucratif’ stgnrtie une orgatusation non-gouvemementale de formation. de recherche ou atttre qut utihse les donn&s B des fins sc~enutiqrts ou 

Iducatwes non-cotnmerclales 
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If not a Golpemment organisation. is there a government interest in the collection of the data ? 

Si I’orpanisme n’est pas gouvememental. y’a-t-i1 un intCrOt gouvememental dans la collecte des donrkes 7 

0 Yes (please explain) Cl NO 

Oui (merci de prkiser) Non 

Gowmment hererr meun~ rhar the use I.! deremwwd ,n adwnce ,o be ofmreres, m o prwemmemul m,,n ~fFrance. rhr Lmrrd Srawr. and once rhn heromr an ,4ry01 

Portrr,po~,np Aeenr~ Japan and rhe EL’METSAT member r,ae~. 

“lnlir.!l gouwmcmenlal” srplie que I’utrl~sat~on pr&enfe par avance de I’mtPr61 pour une ou plus~eun ent~t& pouxemementalec deq Etats-Cms. de Frannie ou du lapon o~i 

d’un pays membre d’EUMETSAT. lorsqu’ds dewendront Agencez parwpant B Argos. 

The purpose-for which this program HIill be operated is: 
L’objectif de ce programme est : 

c] Environmental El Non-emironmental 
Environnemental Non-environnemental 

Enumnmenral L;re n~eom the use offhe Arqos DCSJor the col/ec,,on oJemvonmenro1 dare rho,. I, relore IO lhe characrerrsrrrr ofthe Eanh and ,I( na,urol pho,nmro~~ ni 

heipmp ,o btvrer unders~ond. Ed aluate or mon,,or ,,s norural rerounes : or ?,relo,e ,o rhr tharac,er,r,,cc o/the Eanh and ,I( enrrronmen, ~tncludmp ,,\ e< ,i\ i \,c,,: on,: :t,< 

zprr,e.c H h,ch mhob,, rhem, In helpmq ro protec, oparns, on\ unreasonable adl~er.se efecrr rherero 

“Cr~hsa~~on en~uonnementak” s~gmfie l’ut~hsatmn du sydme Argos pour la collecie de donnCes d’enwonnement qul I I se rapportent au caractensuqw de la Tenr e! 

g ses phenomene\ naturels en aIdant B mieux comprendre. tuh~er et survedler ses ressourcec naturelles ou !) se rapponent aux caractinstlques de la T-em e: s ion 

enwonnement lmcluant res kosyskmes et les especes qui les hatntent) en aldam B les prol&!er centre toutes les attemtes ~JUSI~I~S 

If applying for Episodic Use, is there a significant possibilifi for the loss of lt$e? 
Pour une utilisation Cpisodique. y a-t-i1 un risque significatif de perte de vie ? 

0 Yes/Oui Cl No /Non 

Eprsodrc 1st. mmnr rhe use q-,he?\rqoc DCS.for shon ewn,s mhere there ,5 I] s,qnij<an, poss,h,l,n ofloss qf/,je such c~JorArc,,r expedmonr or ~trenrrfir camparrr!~ 

,n,o wmo,e are” i 

‘Uhsatlon eplsodlque.’ symt’ie I‘utlhsauon do systeme Argos pour der Wnements de coune durCe avec un risque s~yf~a~~l de perte de we humame. telc que lek 

expkhtlons pokes ou les campagw suentrfiquer en r@ons tsokes 

. Planned initial deplq\ment date of the PTTs: 
Date prkvue de premke mise en service des plates-formes : 

W’DNI 

. Planned duration of the program in months: 
Duke pr&ue du programme en mois : 

1 NOW rho, mrrrol oqreemenrs will be approved in accordance with secrion II 4 ] 

[ Les accords d’utillsarmn seront approuvts pour des durCes en accord avec ce qu! est mcntmnnk en section 11 J] 

. Please describe your requirements for use of the Argos System in terms of satellite coverage, accurac!: data 
throughput time. transmitter power consumption, size and weight, senice continuifi and reliability platjorm 
compatibility sjxtenz access mode, andfor governmental entities, cost-eflectiveness i ,%tlc II IS the iti,\ ,duoiogenc\ ,ho,de,em,ne\ 

H har IS cowqfecm e Jo, rhe,rpon,cuior ogenq 1. 

Veuillez d&-ire vos besoins d’utilisation du systkme Argos en ce qui conceme la couvenure satellitaire. la prkision 
de localisation et le temps d’accks aux don&es. la taille. le poids et la consommation de l’emetteur. la continuitk et 
la fiabilitk du service, la compatibilitk des plates-formes. les modes d’acch au systeme et pour les entirCs 
gouvemementales. I’OptiIIIkatiOtI des cotits I NOW : chaque agence deterrune ses proprec cnttres d’evaluauon des cobtsl. 

Return to. 
Renvoyer A : CLS, 8/10 rue Hermes, 31526 Ramonville Cedex, France 

Til. : (33) (0)s 61 39 47 00 - Fax : (33) (0)5 61 75 10 14 - E-mail : info@cls.cnes.fr 

All North American users are requested to send their Agreement to. 
Service Argos, Inc., 1801 McCormick Drive, Suite 10, LARGO, MD 20774 - U.S.A. 

Tel. : (1) 301925 44 II - Fax : (I) 301925 89 95 - E-mail : userofJice@argosinc.com 
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I Background I Prkambule 
The Ar,eos Dora Co,lierrrnn S>srem rArqos DCS, IX operared rhrou,qh o coopera,,wpro~rom 
beru een rhe L,nrred Srorer ‘hurronol Oreon~ and Atmospherrr Admrnrsrrarron (NOAA) and 
From e’v Cenrre ,VorronoldErude~ Spotrole, ICNESI TheAr8o.r DCS IS monoped b\ NOAA 

and CYES ~ornrl~ rhroueh rhe Arpov Operarrons Commrrree The swem contrary of 

rnsrrumenr~ prouded hx Ch’ES H hwh ore flom n aboard NOAA polar-orbumR rorellrres: uer 

rupphed plorform rmn’mrrrer rennrnolr 1P77rl. and plobol doro procesrrng cenrerx. Argos 
rn.~rrumen,x ore oh scheduled rof7, on Japanerr and European polar-orbrrrng sarelhres, 

when rhe x,zrem on rhese sorellrres ore o,warionol. NASDA and EUhfETSA7: respecrr,el\. 
)I III berome members of rhe Arqor Operarrons Commrrrec os tie// 

NO.44 IS ourhnrrred ro enrer rh/c o~rremenr under rhe ourhonn granred ro rr I” 15 I/SC 313 
“nd 49 L’SC 44730 

CVES II aurhorrxd ro enrer rht> oereemenr under rhe ourhorrn Rranred ro rr br Acr 61.1382 

of19 Derember I%/ 

II Argos System Use Policy 

1. Scope 
a, Thrs poirr> opplre> ro on\ person who operovs or propose, ,o operore dam collerrron 
~lorfonn.~ ,o be used n.,rh rhe Arqor DCS euher dlrerrl\ o, rhrough on afilrare o, subsrdron 
h, These polrrre5 oppl\ 10 u/i er,rr,np Arxos DCS use,1 ox meliar ollfurure ogreemenr1 f0, 
LSP qf rhe Ar8o.v DCS 

2. Definitions 
For purpose< of rhrc apreemm, ondpnlrr> 

G, Appmw,~ Aurhorrn meon < rhe Arqos Po~Kl~rIn~ A~encres. ,‘,o rhe Arpos Operarrons 
Commlrree 

by Ar~os DCS meon< rhe ~\srem L, hrch collecrs darafmmfired and moung platforms and 
pmwder plarform lo< onnn dorm Thhrr ~\srern ~onxsr~ ofplarfonnr. rheArgos French msrmmenr 

c’n the Polar-orbrrm;u Operarro~wl Em rnmmenrol Sarellrres (POESI andplanned ro,rl\ ohmrd 
rhe ADEOS II Japonere spocecrofi and rhe EL’METSAT UETOP spocccrafr (I ground 
,wa‘rssrn~ s~srem. ond relemern wound sro,,on.r 
c, Araos parrrc,porrn,e o,eenc,es meonx rhore ogmc,r~ rharponrcrpore rn rhe mano,,ynenr of 
rhe Argos DCS. rurrenrl! rhrr mrludes NO.44 and CNES. bur II H 111 also rnclude rhe Nanonol 

Spore DeLelopmenr Apenri I.V~SDAI of Japan and the European Orgon~xznon for the 
Erplo~rarron ofhfereorolnsicnl Sarellrrrr ,El’METSAT, once rhe A-o5 ,~~rrumen,~ commence 
oprrarronrfmm rherr rorell~rer c! (rem% 
a’~ Em.rmnmenrol dorm IIIEU~I em ~ronmenral mcoswemenr and enwmnmenrol pmrecrron 
darn 

PI Em rmnmenral meowremenr doro meonr dare rhar relore ro the chorocrensrrcs of rhe 
Eanh and rrs norurul phenomena h\ helpmy! ro berrer undersrond evalunre. or monrror rrx 
MlUWi reso”KeI 
f! Em !mnmenrol pmrerrron doro meom dam rhor relate ro rhe charocrerur~rz of rhe Earth 

and II em rmnmenr ~mcludrn~ irr CI ou srenu and rhe specres whrch rnhnbrr rheml b\ helpmg 
ro prorerr oqamw an\ unwaionahlr adi Erie eflecrs rherero. 

g I Enwonmenrol L’se meonr rhe use of rhe Arqos DCS for rhe collecrron of enwmnmenral 
““l‘i 

h) Epirod~r UYP meonr rhe ure of rhe Arqos DCS/or shon e\‘enrs where there IS o sr~nificonr 
posrrbrhn of 10s~ cf Irfi. such or for Arc,,< expedrrronr or sc~enrrfir comporpnr mro remore 
o,e”~ 
r I Govemmenr mre~esr meonr rho, rhe u(e IT derermrned m odvonce ro be ofrnrew~r ro one or 
more po, emmenrol enrrr!er ofrhc L’nrred Srares. France or. once rhn hove become on Argos 
F’an~ctpormg A pent!. Jopon or o EL’METSAT member srore 

11 Grwemmenr user meon< osencre~ oJmremorronol gcwemmenral or,ymirorrons. norionol 
xo’~ emmenr or oni rubdn rx,on rhereo/ or on! of rhose ogenrres’ con,,acrors or granrees, so 

lon,e OS rhe ~nnrm<rr~r IT u<rnq rhe dare co//erred b\ rhe Arqos DCS rofu!fill rrs conrrocruol 
oblrparaonv ro rhe emernmenr openc\ or rn rhe case “Jo gronree rho, these dam ore bernp 
used I” accordance “uh rhe sroremenr oftiorl for rhe award. 
!I, Non-pn$r user meom o nor-for-pmfir acodemrc. research. or orher non-govrmmenral 

orqamxrmn whrch 15 usme rhere dam. for edurorron and/or screnrrfic. non-commercrol 
purporrc 
II Operor~ond use means rhe use oJ dara I” o srruonon where rhc urilrn of rhe doro on 
r~,mrficonrl~ reduced !f nor collec-red or dell, ered ,n o specrfic rrme wndom~ Thrs rncludes 

sworwn~ inhere e~renxne prepororron korl IS m place and o de@ rn nrqursirron of dara 
M ould]eopordr:e rhe pmyrr 
m) Operarormeons the Arpos Operarum Commuree members elecredro wpresenrpan~rporrn~ 

o~enc”.~ for Amor user5 
n, P&form comporrbrlrn mean1 rhe romponhilrn of rhepla@vm wrh rhe spore re~menroj 

rhc SI rrem and rnciuder elemenrr surh (11 messo~e lengrh ond compoarron. r~~nal srren# 
and rron~mru,on pmro<rrl 1e.4 CO~IIRUOU~ I’PTXU( e,‘enr drwenl 

01 Tesrmq UIC mcan~ rhe u,e of rhe Arqnr DCS b! monuficrurers of plarfomu for use rn 
ron~uncrron w rrh rhe A rqoc DCS. for rhe Irmrredpurpose ofresrmx and 
cemfirnp rhe rompanb~lrn of Ned plorform! wrrh rhe rechnrrol requrremenrs offhe Arqos 
DC-S 
p, Llser mcunz rhe enrrn and/or or~onr:orron whrch own, or opemres u~erplaf/ormsfor rhe 
purpose of< oilerr~n~ and rronsmrrrrnq data rhmuxh rhr Arl(os DCS 
q I L:ser plarform meon< de, ,CPI derrpned rn accordance wrh rhe spec!ficorrons delineared 
and oppmied bi rhe Appro, rnp Aurhonn. used-for rhe in-srru rollecrron and subsequenr 
rronsm,,.~,on of da,” \ LO rhe Arqm DCS Those dewces whrch ore used m con,uncrron wrh 

rhe Avo( DCS ore referred ro os Plorfonn Tmnsmrrrer Termrnolr IP77) 
ri l’wr requrremenr meon\ rhe nqurremenr expressed and, erplarned m rhe S~srem L’,e 

Ayreemrnr 

Le systtme de Locahsauon et de Collectc de Dotics Argos (sysrtme Argos ou Argos DCS, 
es: explor,C au sern d’une cooperation franco-am&icamc enue la NOAA (N~+:IO~~I Oceamc 
and Armosphcnc Admmrstrauon ) e, le CNES VZcrme Naoonal d’F,nrdes SpaWdeSJ L rystime 
Argos es, girt par le CornI, der opCra,~ons Argos e, il es, compost d‘tqurpcmenti foumrr 
par le CNES et embarquCs sur les sa,ell,tes en orbnc polare de la NOAA des pla,es-forme< 
fourmcs par les utihsateurs e, Cqu@es d‘tmeneurs : c, de cenms de waemen, globaux II 
es, auw pr&u d’cmbarquer les tqu,pemen,s Argos SW Ies sa,elh,erJaponais e, europcens en 
orbr,e polarre Lorsque Ie sys,Cme sera op&auonnel sur ces sa,ell,,es. la NASDA C, 

EUMETSAT de\,endron, membres do Comr,C des O@rar~ons Arpo5 

La NOAA es, au,ons& k signer ce, accord en venu des pouvo,rs qu IUI on, Cti conftrCs par 
les documcn,s I5 USC 3 I3 e, 49 USC 44720 

Le CNES es: aulonst B stgner cc: accord en “en” des pouvoas qur IUI on, i,e confCr.5 lo,\ de 

sa crCa,~on par Ic D&e, 61.1382 du 19 dtccmbre l%l. 

II Rkgies d’utilisation du systlme Argos 

1. Objet 
al CCS r.$leq s‘appllquen, k ,o”,e personne q”’ explolte ou se propose d’explowr. so,, 
dwectemen, so011 par I‘mtermCdwre d’unc tihale ou d’un ayamdror,. des plares-former dc 
collecte de dorm&es compaubles avec le sysltme Argos 

bl Ces r@les son, apphcables aux uuhsavun actuels du syairne ainsr qtr.8 ,ou,e$ les demande\ 
future\ d‘u,rhsauon du rys,tme Arpos 

2. Whitions 
Dam le cadre de ce, accord e, des rtgles Ic concernan, : 

a) Au,on,C d’approbatron s,pn,lic les Agences paruc~pan, k Argos. v,a Ic Comr,C de< 
optra:10n\ 

bl Sys,tme Argos srpmfie le systime qui collecte des donnkr de plates-formes fixes ou 
mobrles et fourm, des locabsations. Cc systime es, cornpoe de plaus-forma. des Cqwpemeru 

fran&ars Argor B bord dcs sa,cll,,es amCrlcams POES (Polar-orbrung Opera,~onal 
En~ronmental Sa,elh,es, e, prokxwn.5 s”, les sarelhtcs Japonars ADEOS II e, eumpCenr 
METOP. d’un segrnen, sol de uarumen,. et de sra~ons sol de tilimcsure 
c J “Agences paroc~pan, a Argor” srgnifie les agcnces qw pamcrpen, B la gcstron do syrteme 
Areas actuellemcn, tea mclu, la NOAA et Ic CNES ma,< sera Clar&v & la NASDA tNa,~onal 
Space Daelopmen, Agent) I du Japan e, B EUMETSAT (European Orpamzat~on for the 
Explollarion of Me,eorologrcal sarelhtes) dts que les tqurpemems Arros seron, opCra,~onnel~ 
i bord de leurr sa,elh,e\. 
d) “Donnees d’em,ronncmen,” s~gmfie donntes de mesure de I‘env~ronnemcn, ou donnie~ 
de prorectron de I’enwronnemcnr. 

e) “Dorm&\ de rnesure de I‘en~ironnemen,” srgmfie donnCcs qur se npponen, aux 
carac,&rs,rquer de la Terse e, B ses phCnom&ne< narurels en aldan, B m,eux comprendre. 
Cvaluer c, surveiller ses ressources naturelIes 
fl “DonnCes de protectron de I’cnvwonnemen,” s~gmlie donnCes qur se rapponcn, aux 
caractinstrques de la Terre e, B son cnwronnemen, cmcluan, ses Ccosysvmes e, Its cspice\ 

q”l Ies habIten,, en aian, 2 les prot@er conwe ,o”,es Its a,,e,“,es l,,JUSU,iiCs 
g, U,d~sa,~on enwonnementalc rrgmfie I’utibsaoon du sys,.?me Argos pour la collecre de 
dorm&s d‘enwronncmen, 
h) “LJ,~l,sauon Cpwdrque” sigrufie I‘u,~hsauon du sys,&ne Argos pour des Cv&-amen,s de 
courte durte avec on nsque srgnifica,,f de pene de we humane. vls que Its ex.pMmons 
pola,res 0” les campagnes sclenrlfiques en tig1ons IsolCes. 
il “lnt&+, gouvcmemenral” s~gmfie que lutihsauon pr&nv par avancc de l‘m,trC, pour 
one ou plusleurs en,~,Cs gouvemememalcs des Eta,.+Unis. de la France ou ullCncuremcn, do 
Japon ou d’un pays membre d‘EUMETSAT 
J) “Urihsaleur gouvernemenlal” slgmfle agence des organrsations m,erna,~onales 
gouvemementales. d’un gowernemen, na,,onal ou subd~v,s,on quelconque de ceux-CI. 
contractant au btntficm~rc de subvention ran, que Its donntes collecttes par Ie sysltme Area\ 
son, ut,bs~en pour remphr leun obhgauons conwac,uclles e, dam le cas d‘une subvermon. 
pour serw Its ObJectifs do prose, subven,ronnC 

k I -Urihsa,eur g but non lucrauf‘ s~gnifie one ogamsa,,on non-pourcmementale de formauon. 
de rechcrche o” auue qu, u,,l~se Ies dormCes k des tins wcnt,fiques o” Muca,,vcs non- 
commcraales 
II “U,d~sauon opCrauonnelle” srgmfie I’u,tl,sa,~on de donnCes dam one s,,ua,ron air I’u,ih,C 
des donnCe3 es, cons,dCrablemen, rCdui,e 61 elles ne son, pas collec,Ces ou distnbutes dam 

un crtneau de temps spicifique. CCCI mclu, Ier sm~a,rons oh un mvail de p+-a,,on mrpnun, 
es, dtJi r&hse e, 00 un rc&rd dans I’acqustlion dcs donn&s rendrai, le proje, caduc 
ml “OpCrateur” s~gn,fie ler mcmbro do Comr,C des OpCrauons Argos dCsrgnt$ pour 
reprtsenter les apences pamapan, B Aeos auprts des u,,hra,eur~ 
nI”Compatibih,C des plarec-formec” s~gmtie la compaubihrt des plates-formes avex le segment 

spatial du sysrtme e, mclu, des tltmems ,els que la longucur et la composmon du message. 
pussance du s~pnal. sva,Cg~e d‘Cmrsslon (par exemple pcrmanen,e ou sur CvCnemencr) 
al “Ut~hsar~on en ,esi’ s~grmic I’u,~hsa,~on du systkme Argos par des conswc,eurs de pla,es- 
former afin de ,es,er ou de cemher la compa,rbdr,i de nowelle~ pla,e+fomw WCC Ies 
ex~gcnce~ ,echruques du sy$,Lme Argo, 
p, “Udhsa,eur” s,gmfie I‘en,,,~ el/ou I’or~amsatton qu, porstde o” expiorte der plares-formes 
d‘utrhsareur atin de collec,er e, de ~anvne,,re des dorm&s via Ie ryatme Argos 
ql “Plates-forma d’uuhsawur’~ srgmfie Ie’ ~qwpemcnt~ concu‘ en accord a\ec le\ 
sp&,fica,,ons vahdCss e, s,gnt!e\ par I’au,on,C d’approbatlon. uul~ties pour la collec,e de 
donnees m srru e, leurwansm,,a~on par Ic sys,tme Argor II es, fat, rCfCrcnce B ces tqu~pcmen,s 

comme PlTs tPla,form Transm,,,er Termmal~~ 
rl “FJesom de I‘u,ihsa,eur” s~gmfic un hewn cxpnmt! e, exphque dam I’ Accord d’U,rhsa,mn 
du S! sttme 
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3. Use of Argos Data Collection System 
o, L’\e of rhe A,,w\ DCS I, r/l onl\ be ourhorr:rd ,n acrordanre “.,lh the cond,t,ons ond 
,equ,,emenm se, fonh mpomvoph, th, ,ci. and rdr ofrhrs ~errrnn 

hi I It 1 w of the Arpns DCS wli on/\ he outhowrd where II IJ derermmed rhor there ore no 
commenrnl spore&red ren ICC< a~oduhle rho! mee! Ihe user’s nqu~emenrr 
12) A derermrmrrron under ilr,l I I ohol P mur be bored on such focrors ox sorelhre C~VP,(IRP 

NC curoc! doru rhrouqh/w~. plorf<rrm pou er cnnwmprww (I;P and uvqhr sem,ce con,mu,n 
nnd reltohrlln plorfoml cnmporthal~n s\ rrem o< CPV mode. and m the cow of goternmen, 
opP”l-teJ c”II-e~ec1II~Pne~l 

r) ri, Er~cprospm~~rdedrnporaprapl~r 121 131 t4J and cj,of rhfy ~ecnon. Arpos DCSsholl 

on/~ he used for the collerrron of em rronmenral dam bj qo~~emmentol and/or non-pm.fir 
ll\er, 

(21 hon.soremmenrol em ~mnmenral use t>ffheArgnr DCS II on/\ aurhon:ed H here there 
IS ” G~~emmen, mremst m rhe ~nllec-rron an&or ,ece,pr cf /he doro 
131 E~eppr (1.~ pmuded m poropraph 1c)141 cf rhu ~ecrmn. non-envrrunmenral use of Ihe 
Arpo~ DCS IJ on/\ uurhorired for eo,ummenf UTC and non-profir uve,.~ ,vhere rhere IS o 
po,emmen, ,n,ere~, &on-em ~,,,nmenrol ,,IP ofrhr s\r,em shall no, exreed.fi, e percen, of 

rhe swem’s rorol use 
14 / Eprsodx uxe of rhe Apes DCS ma, also be ourhori;ed ,,I specific IRII~IICCS when there ,r 

o stpn~jcant pnsslblirn .fo, Ins o,f If~fe Such use rho/l he c-loselr monrrored 

151 Te~nnq use of rhe Ar,w DC5 WI/I on/\ he outhort:ed for monufacrurerc of Argos DCS 
phrlr~mu rhor requtre (1‘ cc31 I” !hr 5, x,em I” order hr !es! and cenlfi pmronp~ andpmducnon 
model> 
dl In rhe e1pnr rhar Arson DCS roporjn I,m,rorronr reqwre rhnr prtortn deremunouons be 
mode. prlor~n *!/I he .p!>er ho fhore plotforms rhor pmttde em imnmenrol dam of brood 

rn~emnno~ol mreres~ espwolh oion operar~onol nowe. and ro [hose requrrrnp rhe umque 
co,oobdlrter of rhe Argor DC’S rurh (II plarform locor~on orpolar coj’ero~e 

4. Argos Data Collection System Use Agreements 
n, In order lo use the Arpo~ DCS each use, mu, ho\ e an ogreemenr H.llh rhe opprw,n~ 
authorm /or rhor PVSIC~ 
6) There o~reemmr (I 111 oddrerr bur ma\ nor he lrmrred ro. the followng morters 
, I 1 The per& of t,me Ihe opreemenr I, wild and pmredures for us ~e,mrnor,on. 

12 I The ourhonred USC(XI. and III prronrrer for us<’ 
13 I The errenr of rhe modabrl,n cl rommercmi spore-based S~IWCPS whrch meer fhe user? 
reyu,,emeno and the reorons.for necesr,,or,np rhe uxe of rhe Argor DCS 
(4, Am apphcoble go, emmen, mrerer, m rhe doro 
15 I Requrred equ,pmenr srondn,d\ 
16 I Srondard~ ofoperarwn 
I 7 I Co+rmon< e II lrh apflr<~ohle IT1 and not~nnal nqeni, rodro f,equenc\ ogreemenrs and 
repdall”ns. 
(81 Reponrnp r,mc and frequrnr-Ie> 

191 Doro.fonorl 
,101 Dora delnen ~,srem~ and scheduler and 
I II / L/se,-home COI,, 

cl The Appmh ‘“8 Aurhonn shall et oluate USC, request and conclude ogreemenrsfor use of 
rhr Ar~or DCS 

dr (1 I .4greemenrr Jorrhe rnllerr~on. uo rhe Argos DCS. qfenwronmenroldooro bx gowmmenr 
agenc,er or non-pyfir mr!,rufron.x shall be toltd for 3 veers from the date ofrmrrol m-stru 
depk>rmenr of the pla@m~t und mui he rene~edfor addmonoi 3.xeorperrods 
12 1 Apreemenrr for rhr collec-tton of em~!ronmental doro ~,o rhe Argos DC& bl non- 
qo,‘emmenr users rho/l he Iohdfor I \eor~,om rhe dare of~mriol v-S,,U deplovmenr ofthe 

plurfomu and man\ be renew edfor oddmowl I .\eor periods. bur on/i for ~(1 lonp (II rhere 
QAIXII o po~emmenrul ~merev m rhe werpr qf there dam 

13 1 A.veemenrs for rhe roilecrwn nf non-~nwonmenrol dam 1’~ rhe Argos DCS. hl 
go\ ernmen, ogenc-,er. or non-profii ,RV,,U,,O~S h.here there 13 a ~ovemmm, m,ere~,. rho/l be 

&id /or I reor,from rhe dare of m~rrol m-~uu depkxmen! of rhe plarforms and mat be 
,~ne~edforadd~f,o~l I-wurperwd~ 
14: .4gnemenr> for rhe eptwd!( <ollerrton ofnon-em~tmnmenral dam. IIU rhe Argos DCS. 

shdl be ofrhon.jwe durorwn not to exceed I \eo, wrrhour exceprion. and usuotlr rho/l nor 
e.tceed 6 monrh, These ogreemmr shall be c-loselr momrored and shall nor be renewed. 

15. Agnemenr> for the resrm~ YIC of rhe Ary(os DCS h\ equrpmenr mnnu,facrurers rholl be 
valid for I beorfrom the dare of rntrrol recrlng. and IWI be renewed for oddmona/ I-xear 

pe vods 

5. Treatment of Data 
AliArws DCSuen mlrsropree roperm,lArqos Panrc~pormg Agerue,. andtherrgowvnmenrr 
ogenoev rhe.full. open and rtmel\ us, of all doro rollerredfmm rherrplarforms. rhrs mo) 
mclude rhe tnremononnl dlrrrrburton of mm rmnmenral dam under rhe ousprces of the Wrld 
Mereorolo,~trol O,,wzntxmor,~ Ani proprteion dara M dl br prorecled 10 accordance wrh 
apphcoblc loa I 

6. Technical requirements 
01 AI/ plaflorm operoro,, of fhe Awns DCS mum, UIF o dam rollerrron plo~onn radio ‘PI 
t&ore technadonddest~n <horocrenrrrrr ore remjedro <onform 10 appbrobk rper~jcanon~ 
and re&Ydurl”n5 

h) All plorform oprrororr ore respons~hlefor o/l coxrr oxso‘ wed wfh fhe proruremenr und 
opemrwn ~frheplorfonns andforrhe o<qu,s,rrun ofdoro fmm fho~eploffnrms. elrherdrrerrh 

fmm the sarellrre orfmm rhe appl~rohle dam p,o~e~~!nq cenler 

3. Utilisation du Systeme Argos 

(5) L’ur~hsat~on cn lcsl du sy\,eme Are”\ +eera crulement autonsee aur con\m,c,eurr de pk. 

former qul nkesrllenl un x&s au sysltmc pour tester e! cemf~cr de, prot”r!pe\ er de, 
mod&s de productton 

d) Dam le ca\ ob de9 hmitauon\ de capacxte du rysteme Aqor extgcrawm que de\ pnonre. 
soxnl dHimer. la pnonlc scra donde aux plates-fonncs qu fouml\vcnl de, donnec\ 

d’enwonnemem d‘un large mt.%C! m~cmat~onal et B cellcs nkcersltan~ le\ capaare\ umque. 
du sysreme Arpos. tellea que la lwalisatlon de\ plauc-forme\ “u la c”u\enure de\ rcpmn, 
p”LWe\ 

4. Accords d’utilisation du systGme Argos 

(8~ la frCqucncc et la dare de, rappons penodlque\ 
(9) les formats des don&,. 

C 10, les s!ct+“e\ et la proerammar,“” de dl\mburlon dcs dorm&a. et 
, I I, les coins rupponer pal I’u1IhsaIcuI 
cl L’autonlP d approbauon evaluera ler be\oln\ de lKur~l~\a~eur et concIur3 ler accord. 
d‘uribsatlon du sysrkme Argo\ 
d)c I, Les accords d‘utllt\atton pour la collecle. \,a IP \>r,eme Argo,. de donnre\ 

d‘cm,ronnement p” de5 agencer @ou\cmemehtale\ “u de\ ,nruu,“n\ ti but non lucral~t 
sexmt vallde\ 3 an+ B pamr de la dare mmale de deplowment sur v,e de\ pIarc\-forme\. e, 
pour”“, ktre renouvel~s pour de\ +odea addmonnelle\ de 3 an\ 

(2, La accord\d~uuhwtton pourlacokv. r&a Ie ,ysremeArpo\.dedonncc\d’en\ tronncmen! 
par der ut~l~sateu~s non-~ouverneme”u”x ser”“l \ahde\ I an a pamr de Id date tmuale de 
dCplolcmenr SW we dcs plates-forme,. a pounom itre renowelCs pour de* pkoder 
addluonnelles de I an. mw sculemcm tam qu’ll exnsw un m~Cr.?r powemememal d.in\ Id 
ricepnon de ce\ dorm.%< 
(3) La accords d’uuhwmn pourlacollecte de donn~esnonen~~ronnemenlaler \~a le w%teme 

Argos. par des agences pouvememenlaier “u de> msutuuonr a but non lucrauf quand II ! a 
un mterel pouvcmememal won! \alldes I an a pamr de la dale mmale de deplolemenl wr 
we de\ plawformes. et pourron, etre renou\ek pour der pCnode\ addlrlonnelle\ de I an 
14) Les accords d‘uribsarmn pour la collecte eplrodlque de donnees non en\lronnemenlale\ 

wa IP systkmr Argos. won! de durie coune et d&ermmCe n‘cxcedanl par I an \a”~ crcepuon 
ct ne depassant pa\ 6 man cn @nerdI Ces accord\ seronr Crrowmem wne~lle~ e! ne worn 

pas renotnel& 
(5) Le\ accord, d’utillsatlon pour I’ut~l~rar~on en rerr du ry$teme Alp”\ par de5 c”n~~c~eun 
d‘iqupemem sera vahde I an B pamr de la date du premser essat et pourrom etre renou\ele\ 

pour de\ pkwde< addlhonnelle\ de I an 

5. Traitement des donnkes 
Tout len u~,l,saleurr du ‘ysteme Arg”\ dol\enr accepler de permemc aur apence\ pam<,panr 
B Arpor. et aux agences de leurr ~ou\rmemeni\ I u~~l~satm,n totale. llbre CI ImmCdlate de 
route\ Ia donnecr collectre~ par leun plan-forme, ccc, peur mclure la da\!r,butlnn 

memarlonale de donnCes d’em ~ronnemem \“uz le* au\pxe\ de I Drgam\auon Merenrolo~~que 
Mondisle T”ule> le5 donnCe< rele\am du drolr de la propnar m!ellec~uelle \emm protegees 
en accord a\ec Iv I”I\ en \,gucur 

6. Exigences techniques 

bl Tour le, explo,wnr\ de plater-fomx, donem a\‘umer le. coti!\ a\w-c,e* il I achal CI 3 
I’explorv,t,on de< pIare\-forme,. a,“\, qu‘a I‘acqunmon de\ donnee. de csplnle\-fomn 
SOII dlrectement du \atellw ~“11 a pamr d’un centre de traxremen! 
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III Limitations 

IV Responsabilitt!s particulikres de I’Utilisateur 

a, lnlormer l~opcrateur. dan\ un delal ralionnahle. de IOU! changemen! danq \on programme 

fl Fare tout ce qw e,! rakonnahlemem powhle pour dCracu\er de\ plan-fomn qu 
foncrtonnen! horr de\ spk~ficauon\ du sysctme MI mtcrferent anormalemen! atec d aurre. 

plate\-forme\ ou a\ec I’e~plo~ut~on ginCralc du rysltmc w qu, apparwcnncnr a un proeramme 
9”’ ev ,erm,ne 

V Responsabilittk particulikes de I’Optkateur 

a, Super\ ,rer la collcc~e. Ie rra,,emcnk et la distnbutton de, donnee\ Argo\ 

c, Informer I UIIII\B~CU~ pan ler mo)en\ les plu\ adapres au ca\ ou la wnc~llance du <)rteme 
.Argos lndlque qu.une plate-forme foncuonne horh de\ spkctficauon\ du rrireme ou 
d>\foncrlonne de mamere B mterfkrer aec d’auues plate\-formet ou abec I’explo~tat~on 
genCrale du <!s,eme et nkewle que lur~l~ra~eur fassc tout ce q”, C<I ra~\onnahlcment 

powhle pour de\actl\er une telle plate-forme 

VI Limites de responsabilit6 
a I Loperareur fera IOU, so” pwhle pour ma,“ten,r le sysreme Argos lotalement o~ral~onncl 
en permanence. ,elon la d~spomhd~~e de\ moyem L‘opPra~cur ne sera pas responsahle dcr 
pe”ec. quelles qu’elles <o,en,. rCsultant de la dCfalllance du systemc Ar?o\ 

hl L’opPra~eur ne peut earanur le, dilan de dtstnhwon. la prCc!rlon der donkec foumn et 
leur ad&quauon pour quelque apphcat~on que ce so,,. e, ne peu, sue hen” pour rerponcahlc 
d‘aucun dommnge. ! compn\ la pene de \ne humane. powan! rCsulter d’un dCfaur de 

foncnonnement du ‘\ ,reme Argo\ 

d, L uul,weur dccepte de ne par deposer de plamte o” mlenvr d‘actlon centre Ies opCrareur\. 
ou iun de leun emplo)& ou agent, e! I’ur~hrateur accepre d’mdemmser CI de dedommaper 
lerdne< per\onne\ ph!vque\ er moraler pour toute rklamauon ou actnon mlcntte par un 

WY\ ou LOW condamnarlon pour des dommagcr ou mrer&. penes ou aums d&ours cncoumu~ 
B I’occauon derdlte\ rklamatlon~ ou axon< (! compns ICG honoralre\ de conse~ls ct/ou 

d’a\ocat\l. lorsque ladale rCciamauon ou acnon sera fondee. dueclemenr ou mdlreacment. 
en tout ou pame. sur I‘uriltrat~on du s! skme Argot L‘mdemmsauon nc sera pa\ appkahle 
dam to”\ let ca\ oh I’ur~l~~eur n’e$l pa\ autnn~t par la 101 a wrser des mdcmnuC> 

VII Durk d’utilisation et rksiliation 

h, Dan\ le\ 30JOW\ sunan, I’expuauon de la *node d’utlllwlon approu\Cc. lek UII~ISPICU~~ 
peu\enl demander It renou\ellemenl de leur\ accords d ut~l~sauon Cc< accord- wren! 
renou\el6\ en accord aiec IOULC\ le\ lot\ et reglemen!\ en ~lgueur Ccpcndanl. le 
renou\ellement ~‘CSI pa\ au,oma,,que e! II pcu’ .\ a\o,r der ca\ 00 le* accord\ nc sero”l pa‘ 

~~~“U\ele\ 

VIII Litiges 
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ANNEX VII 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

Financial Statement by IOC 
for the year 1 June 1997 to 31 May 1998 

(all amounts in US $ unless otherwise specified) 

BALANCE (from previous year) 

FUNDS TRANSFERRED FROM WMO (relevant to the period) 

105 000 (05.05.97) 

15 000 (09.07.97) 

TOTAL RECEIPTS 

EXPENDITURES 

Technical Co-ordinator’s employment: 

- Salary: 

- AlIowauces: 

- Relocation (yearly provision): 

Technical Co-ordinator’s missions: 

- Saint-Petersburg (3-5 June 1997) 

- Perth & Melbourne (2 l-25 July 1997) 

- La Rhmion (13-22 October 1997) 

- Reading (4-5 November 1997) 

- Paris (2-3 December 1997) 

-Naples (11-13 May 1998) 

Contract with CLS/Sewice Argos: 

S 25 562 

% 120 000 

% 145 562 

65 361 

19 978 

3 803 % 89 142 

2 434 

3 334 

3 189 

1 083 

900 

1 692 % 12 632 

FF 80 000 % 13 201 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

BALANCE (at 1 June 1998) 

% 114 975 

% 30 587 
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World Meteorological Organization 

Data Buoy Co-operation Panel 
Statement of Account as at 31 December 1997 

uss 
Balance from 1995 
Contributions Paid for Current Biennium 

Total Funds Available 

Obligations Incurred 

Technical Coordinator 240’936 
Experts 6’420 
Prep Mtg - Indian Ocean Buoy Prog 2’073 
Travel 11’005 
Reports 11’429 
Administration direct 

Balance of Fund 

306’693 

1’185 

uss 
21’349 

285’344 

273’048 

US$ 33’645 

Reoresented bv. 
Cash at Bank 
Unliquidated obligations 

35’606 
1’961 

US6 33'645 

Contributions 

Australia 
Canada 
France 
Greece 
Iceland 
Ireland 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Norway 
South Africa 
UK 
USA 

Received 
1996 

Received 
1997 

25'000 
15'000 
15’OOCI 
2'200 
1'500 
1’568 
1’575 

500 
3'150 

30'000 
68'000 

TOTAL 163’493 

15’000 
12’438 
2'200 
1’500 
1’563 
1’575 

1’575 
3'000 

15'000 
68'000 

121’851 
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World Meteorological Organization 

Data Buoy Co-operation Panel 
Interim Account as at 30 September 1998 

Balance from 1997 
Contributions Paid for Current Biennium 

Total Funds Available 

Obligations Incurred 

Technical Co-ordinator 118’400 

Experts 3’983 
Travel 7’372 
Reports 1’954 

Balance of Fund 

Reoresented bv. 
Cash at Bank 
Unliquidated obligations 

Contributions 

uss 
33’845 

112’052 

1.45'697 

131'709 

us $ 13’988 

22’406 
8’418 - ..- 

US$ 13’988 

Received 
1998 

Australia 
Canada 
France 
Greece 
Iceland 
Ireland 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
South Africa 
USA 

12’500 
10’000 
11’400 
2’200 
1’500 
1’377 
1’575 

500 
3’000 

68’000 
TOTAL 112’052 
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PROVISIONAL ESTIMATE OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 
UNTIL 31 MAY 1999 

Income 

Balance of fknd Corn interim account 

Expenditure 

Publications Existing obligations 

New publications 

Travel of chairman/vice-chairmen 

Experts 

Total 

Anticipated balance to transfer to 1999/2000 account 

USD 

13,988 

Nil 

3,000 

5,000 

2,991 

_----------- 

2.997 
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ANNEX VIII 

DBCP EXPENDITURES AND INCOME FOR 1996-2000 

(including the SOOP contributions agreed upon by Januaq~ 1 Y99) 

Actual 1996 and 1997 Estimated 1998/99 Draft Estimated 199912000 
(2 Years) (1 Ye=) (1 year) 

USD ----------------------------- 

Expenditures 

Technical Co-ordinator 
(Salary, Travel and 
Logistics) 

Travel 
(chair and vice-chairs) 

Experts 

Prep meetings 

Publications 

WMO 

Contingencies 

TOTAL 

Income 

Contributions 

Carry over 

TOTAL 

240,936 118,400 133,000 

11,005 13,800 11,000 

6,420 5,000 1,500 

2,073 0 

11,429 5,000 11,000 

1,185 500 500 

347 

273,048 142,700 157247 

285,344 112,052 154,350 

21,349 33,645 2,997 

306,693 145,697 157J47 
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INITIAL DRAFT TABLE OF PROVISIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

AUSTRALIA 

CANADA 

FRANCE 

GREECE 

ICELAND 

IRELAND 

NETHERLANDS 

NEW ZEALAND 

NORWAY 

SOUTH AFRICA 

UNITED KINGDOM 

USA 

SOOP Contributions 

Germany 

Japan 
USA - NOAA 
USA - private 

SOOP Sub-totals 

TOTAL 

Country 

Canada 

1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 

12,500 12,500 12,500 

15,000 10,000 10,000 

12,438 11,400 12,000 
(FRF 75,000) (FRF 70,000) (FRF 70,000) 

2,200 2,200 2,200 

1,500 1,500 1,500 

1,563 1,377 1,500 
(IR& 1,000) (IR& 1,000) (IRx 1,000) 

1,575 1,575 1,575 

500 500 500 

1,575 1,575 1,575 

3,000 3,000 3,000 

15,000 15,000 15,000 

68,000 68,000 68,000 

134,851 128,626 

5,000 

5,000 

10,000 
5,000 

25,000 

154950 

Contributions in Kind 

Contribution Approximate value 
(VW 

‘Brochure printing 4,000 
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ANNEX IX 

FUTURE WORK PROGRAMME 
FOR DBCP/SOOP TECHNICAL COORDINATOR 

1. Early 99: Transition period while developing new tools for SOOP 

2. Then, 35% TC on SOOP: 

2.1. 
2.2. 
2.3. 
2.4. 

15% technical assistance & support to SOOPIP ad hoc working groups 
5% maintaining SOOP Home Page 
5% maintaining operator, call sign, XBT line, and other data bases as required 
10% monitoring, coordinating, follow-up and correction of detected problems, and provision 
of feedback to SOOP operators and related agencies with regard to: 

2.4.1. Monthly GTS statistics 
2.4.2. Monthly real-time (RT) data tracking reports by call sign 
2.4.3. Monthly RT vessel data quality reports 
2.4.4. Annual delayed-mode (DM) data submissions tracking 
2.4.5. Annual and 6 monthly line report compilations 

3. 10% WMO & IOC on SOOP: 

3.1. Administrative 
3.2. Secretariat support for SOOPIP meetings 

4. Time saved on DBCP by: 

4.1. 
4.2. 
4.3. 
4.4. 

4.5. 

4.6. 
4.7. 

Telegraphic reports (TC monthly reports, DBCP preparatory documents) 
Spending less time at M&Co France for DBCP (impact studies) 
Establishing priorities with regard to user assistance (i.e. action may be delayed) 
Establishing priorities with regard to DBCP server and getting support from DBCP 
members for updating it 
Sharing AG meetings with DBCP officers provided there are other opportunities to see buoy 
operators 
Not attending JTA 
Automating TC tools further 

5. Time saved on SOOP by: 

5.1. Stressing to operators to provide information in a timely and regular fashion 
5.2. Automating tools 
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ANNEXX 

DBCP IMPLEMENTATION AND TECHNICAL WORKPLAN FOR THE 14th YEAR 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. Finalise latest version of SVP-B construction manual and make it available on DBCP server 

7. Develop and implement co-operative buoy deployment strategies, in particular with the GDP, to provide buoy 
networks which serve both research and operational applications. 

8. Organize scientific & technical workshop at DBCP-XV. 

9. Publish on the web server a list of existing Argos message format with related advantages as guidelines for buoy 
operators designing new buoy programmes. 

10 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. Evaluate feasibility and possibly develop a dedicated DBCP Internet forum. 

16. Implement regional projects (by Action Groups) to monitor and document the availability and use of buoy 
observations. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

PART A - Summary of tasks 

Analyse programme information and other data as appropriate and in particular in accordance with DBCP global 
programme implementation strategy. 

Assist in the planning and implementation, as appropriate, of the ocean data buoy component of GOOS, GCOS 
and CLIVAR. 

Implement data base of buoy programme information on DBCP WWW server. 

Update and amend as necessary, the DBCP World Wide Web server; include information on existing and planned 
data telecommunication systems. 

Continue investigation regarding developments in communication technologies and facilities, relevant to the 
collection of sensor and/or location data from buoys. 

Investigate possibility to produce additional GTS data availability index maps according to GOOS and GCOS 
requirements, taking into account basic variables and different types of platforms. 

Monitor and evaluate quality of wind data from SVPBW drifters. 

Participate in GOOS interim implementation advisory group and attend the 30 November 1998 meeting of the 
group in Paris, France. 

Archive QC messages (DBCP QC guidelines) and develop web page for accessing those messages. 

Recommend that IPAB reviews its decision to cease submitting its data to NRODCYDB, and only to World Data 
Centres for Glaciology. 

Make proposal and possibly implement a new set of GTS bulletin headers to be used for drifting buoys with a 
view to easily monitor data flow corn DBCP Action Groups and in particular from the Global Drifter Programme. 

Provide the Technical Coordinator with deployment opportunities (maps and point of contact) for inclusion in 
the DBCP web server. 

Provide the Technical Coordinator with documents in electronic form regarding deployment and recovery methods 
for inclusion in the DBCP web server. 
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PART B 

CARRIED OUT BY * SUPPORTED/ASSISTED BY REPORTED TO/ACTION BY 

Vice Chairman (Meldrum) 

Vice-chaimxm (Meldrum) and 
technical co-ordinator (1,7,8) 

Chairman and Panel members 

6 Technical Co-ordinator (4,8) 
Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography Panel 7 

7 Regional action groups, GDC 
Panel members, Technical co- 
ordinator (5,8) Panel, GfiP 1,2,3 

8 Ron McLaren Secretariats Panel 7 

9 Technical co-ordinator (4) Panel members Panel 67 

10 M&o France Panel 2,6 

11 Technical Co-ordinator (8,2) GDC, Panel members Panel 2,6 

12 Technical Co-ordinator (1,5,7,8) Secretariats Panel 1,3,4,8 

13 MEDS Techincal Co-ordinator (2,9) Panel 1,2.7 

14 Chairman RNODCIIIB Panel 1 

15 Technical Co-ordinator (7,6,4) CLS, M&k-France Panel 2,6,7 

16 Regional Action Groups Panel members Panel 1,2,47 

17 Technical Co-ordinator (9,7,2) Bill (Woodward) Panel 2,6 

18 Members Panel 1,2,4 

19 Members Panel 1,2,47 

* When the technical uxxdbab is involved in carrying out a ta& the figures in -thesis relate to the terms of reference for the te&nical co-ordinator 
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DBCP ADMINISTRATIVE WORKPLAN FOR THE 14TH YEAR 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

PART A - Summary of tasks 

Maintain summary of requirements for buoy data to meet expressed needs of the international meteorological 
and oceanographic communities. 

Maintain a catalogue of existing ongoing ocean data buoy programmes 

Maintain a list of national contact points for the DBCP and within other relevant bodies with potential for 
involvement in DBCP activities. 

Identify sources of buoy data not currently reported on the GTS and determine the reason for their non- 
availability. 

If deemed necessary, make proposals for co-ordination activity as a result of the above actions to address 
items 2 to 6 in the terms of reference of the DBCP. 

Arrange for the circulation of information on the Panel’s activities, current and planned buoy programmes 
and related technical development/evaluations, including via distribution of existing DBCP publications to 
potential Argos GTS users. 

Monitor the operation of the Argos GTS processing sub-system and arrange for modifications as necessary. 

Continue the arrangements (including finance) to secure the services of a technical co-ordinator. 

Review programme and establish working priorities of the technical co-ordinator. 

Prepare annual report of the DBCP. 

Support, as required, existing DBCP action groups (EGOS, IABP,IPAB, ISABP, IBPIO, GDP, TIP) and, 
on request provide assistance to other internationally co-ordinated buoy programme developments. 

Investigate requirements for initiating new co-ordinated buoy deployments in other ocean areas. 

Make every effort to recruit new contributors to the trust fund 

Keep up-to-date with the latest buoy technical developments. 

Co-ordinate operation of DBCP QC guidelines. 

Follow up and possibly assist in implementing requirements expressed by the buoy users within the Argos 
SyStCXll. 

Provide technical workshop papers to WMO Secretariat (end November) and publish proceedings (mid 
1999). 

Submit national reports in electronic form to the technical coordinator for inclusion in the DBCP server. 

Prepare and distribute revised budget estimates for 1999-2000 

Finalise and publish DBCP brochure. 

Publish in DBC Technical series and on the web the Implementation Strategy 
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PARTB 

4 

RELEVANT 

TASK CARRIED OUT BY * SUPPORTED/ASSISTED BY REPORTED TO/ACTION BY TOR OF 
THE 

PANEL 
F 

1 Technical coordinator (1.8) Panel members and Secretariats 
Chairman for presentation to the 
panel 

1.2 

2 Technical co-ordinator (1,2,3,8) Panel members and Secretariats Chairman and panel for information 1.2 

3 Secretariats Panel members Chairman and panel for information 1.2,s 

4 
Technical coordinator (1,7), 
CLS/Service Argos 

Panel members and Secretariats Chairmau and panel foT information 6 

To Panel for consideration and 
5 

Chairman and technical co- Secretariats and others as 
ordinator (12.4,5,6,7,8,9) appropriate 

appropriate action or for direct action 1.2.3.5 
by chairman 

6 Technical coordinator (3.4,8) 
Chairman, Secretariats and Wide circulation by Secretariats and 
CLS/Service Argos CLS/Service Argos 7,s 

7 
Technical co-ordinator (12.7) 
and chairman 

Secretariats Panel and users 1,2.6 

8 Chairman and sub-committee Secretariats Secretariats 9 

9 PaneVchairman Panel (at next session) 9 

10 Chairman and Secretariats Technical coordinator (1,8) 
Executive Councils of WMO and 
IOC 

10 

11 Chairman and Secretariats Technical co-ordinator (1,5,8) Panel 1 

12 Chairman and Secretariats Panel members Panel 4 

13 Chairman Panel members Panel 7.8 

Operational services, chairman, 
14 vice-chairmen and technical Panel members Panel 1.2.3.7.8 

coordinator (1 A) 

15 Technical coordinator (1,2) 
Panel members and operational 
services 

Panel 2,3.6 

16 CLS/Service Argos Technical co-ordinator (1,6) Panel, meeting on JTA 6.7 

17 
Panel members. WMO 
Secretariat 

Panel 7 

18 
Panel members, technical 7.8 
coordinator (5,8) 

Panel 

19 Secretariats Panel 8 

20 WMO. Canada Panel 2.6.7 

21 
WMO. technical coordinator 
(1>8> 

Panel 2,6,7 

* When the technical coordinator is involved in carrying out a task, the figures in parenthesis relate to the terms of reference 
for the technical coordinator 
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

I. PARTICIPANTS FROM MEMBER STATES 

AUSTRALIA 

Mr Graeme BROUGH 
Bureau of Meteorolog?l 
GPO Box 1289K 
Melbourne. Victoria 300 1 
Tel: (61)(3) 96 69 41 63 
Fax: (61)(3) 96 69 41 68 
E-mail: g.broughQ,bom.gov.au 
(also Chairman DBCP) 

BRAZIL 

Cdr C.M. PASSEIU HANSEN 
Planning Adviser 
Hvdrography & Oceanography Department 
DLectoria de Hidrografia e Navegag 
Bargo de Jaceguay Street. s/n” 
Niteroi 
Rio de Janeiro 24.048-900 
Tel: (55)(21) 620 2626 
Fax: (55)(21) 620 0073 
E-mail: 202G,dhn.mar.mil.br 

LtCdr A. POYARES ROCHA 
Hvdrography & Oceanography Department 
D&ectoria de Hidrogtia e Navegag% 
Barlo de Jaceguay Street. s/n” 
Niteroi 
Rio de Janeiro 24.048-900 
Tel: (55)(21) 620 2626 
Fax: (55)(21) 620 0073 
E-mail: 202@hn.mar.mil.br 

amauri@lmtec.wm.br 

CANADA 

Mr AndrC BOLDUC 
Marine Environmental Data Service 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
200 Kent Street 
Ottakva. Ontario KlA OE6 
Tel: (1)(613) 990 023 1 
Fax (1)(613) 993 4658 
E-mail: bolduc~ottmed.meds.dfo.ca 
(also representing the RNODC Drifting Buoys) 

Mr Ron McLAREN 
Head, Marine Operations 
Atmospheric Environment Branch 
Pacific and Yukon Region 
Environment Canada. 
Suite 700 - 1200 West 73rd. Avenue. 
Vancouver. B.C. 
V6P 6H9. 
Tel: (1)(604) 664 9 188 
Fax: (1)(604) 664 9195 
E-mail: ron.mclaren~@ec.gc.ca 

FRANCE 

Mr Franpis GERARD 
Chef Dtpartement Rkseau DGO/RE 
M&Co-France 
1, quai Bran& 
B.P. 340 
75340 Paris Cedes 07 
Tel: (33) 1 45 56 70 24 
Fax (33) 1 45 56 70 05 
E-mail: fianwis.gerard@,meteo.fr 

Mr Jean ROLLAND 
M&Co-France 
13. rue du Chatellier 
29273 Brest Cedes 
Tel: (33 2) 98 22 18 53 
Fax: (33 2) 98 22 18 49 
E-mail: jean.rolland@metw.fr 

ICELAND 

Mr Hreinn HJARTARSON 
Icelandic Meteorological Office 
Btistatiavegur 9 
150 REYKJAVIK 
Tel: (354) 560 0600 
Fax: (354) 552 8121 
E-mail: hreim@.vedur.is 

Dr. Svend-Aage MALMBERG 
Marine Research Institute 
Sktilagata 4 
Reykj avik 
Tel: (354) 552 0240 
Fax: (354) 562 3790 
E-mail: svam@u&o.is 

Mr Hedinn VALDIMARSSON 
Marine Research Institute 
(sum e address as &we) 
Tel: (354) 552 0240 
Fax: (354) 562 3790 
E-mail: hvmhafr0.k 
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INDIA SOUTH AFRICA 

Mr K. Prem KUMAR 
Programme Director 
National Data Buoy Programme 
National Institute of Ocean Technology 
Department of Ocean Development 
IC &SR Building 
IIT Campus 
Chennai-600 036 
Tel: (91)(44) 230 0521 
Fax (91)(44) 230 0537 
E-mail: premiiiniot.emet.in 

NETHJIRLANDS 

Mr Frank GROOTERS 
Observations and Modelling Department 
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute 
P.O. Box 201 
NL-3730 AE De Bilt 
Tel: (3 1)(30) 2206 691 
Fax: (3 1)(30) 2210 407 
E-mail: grooters@knmi.nl 

Mr Wil.C.M. Van DIJK 
Observations and Modelling Department 
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute 
(same address us above) 
Tel: (3 1 30) 220 63 24 
Fax: (31 30) 22104 07 
E-mail: dijkvanw@nmi.nl 
(also Vice-chairman EGOS) 

NEW ZEALAND 

Mr John BURMAN 
Measurements Standards Engineer 
MetService NZ Ltd 
Tahi Road Extension 
Paraparaumu 
Tel: (64)(4) 297 0 129 
Fax: (64)(4) 297 32 13 
E-mail: burman@net.co.nz 

Ms Julie FLETCHER 
Marine Meteorological Oflicer 
Meteorological Service of NZ Ltd. 
P.O. Box 722 
Wellington 
Tel: (64)(4) 470 0789 
Fax (64)(4) 470 0772 
E-mail: fletcher@met.co.nz 

Mr Peter THOMAS 
Principal Lecturer 
Department of Software & Electronic Engineering 
Central Institute of Technology 
P.O. Box 40 740 
Upper Hutt 
Tel: (64)(4) 527 6383 
Fax: (64)(4) 527 6374 
E-mail: BRENDA@ee2.eecit.ac.nz 

Mr Louis VERMAAK 
c/o South African Weather Bureau 
Private Bag X097 
Pretoria 000 1 
Tel: (27 12) 309 3834 
Fax (27 12) 309 3020 
E-mail: vermaak$cirms.sawb.gov.za 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Mr D.W. JONES 
Meteorological Office 
Beaufort Park. Easthampstead. Wokingham 
Berkshire RG40 3DN 
Tel: (44)( 1344) 85 56 03 
Fax: (44)( 1344) 85 58 97 
E-mail: dwjones@,meto.gov.uk 
(also Chairman EGOS) 

USA 

Mr Robert BASSETT 
Argos Program Coordinator 
NOAA/NESDIS 
Direct Services Division 
E/SPS, Rm. 3320. FB-4 
5200 Auth Road 
Suitland, MD 20746-4304 
Tel: (1)(301) 457-5681 
Fax: (1)(301) 457-5620 
E-mail: rbassett@,nesdis.noaa.gov 

Mr Mark BUSHNELL 
Global Drifter Center, NOAA/AOML 
4301 Rickenbacker Causeway 
Miami. FL 33 149 
Tel: (1)(305) 361 4353 
Fax: (1)(305) 361 4412 
E-mail: bushnell@,aoml.noaa.gov 
http://www.aoml.noaa,gov/phodldac/gdc.html 
(also representing GDP) 

Ms Chris CARUSO 
NOAA/NWS/NCEP/Central Operations 
5200 Auth Road. Room 100 
Camp Springs. MD 20746 
Tel: (1)(301) 763 8000 x7160 
Fax: (1)(301) 
E-mail: chris.caruso@noaa.gov 

Mr Dave CLARK 
NOAA/NESDIS 
Direct Services Division 
E/SP3. RM 3320. FB-4 
5200 Auth Rd 
Suitland. MD 20746-4304 
Tel: (1)(301) 457 5681 
Fax: (1)(301) 457 5620 
E-mail: dclark@nesdis.noaa.gov 

http://www.aoml.noaa,gov/phodldac/gdc.html
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Mr Paul FREITAG 
NOAAIPMEL 
7 100 Sandpoint Way NE 
Seattle. WA 98 115 
Tel: (1)(206) 526 6727 
Fax: (1)(206) 526 6744 
E-mail: freitag@pmel.noaa.gov 
(also representing TIP) 

Ms. Elisabeth HORTON 
Oceanographer, Navy Drifting buoy Programme 
Commanding Officer. attn. Ms E. Horton N 32 1 
Naval Oceanographic O&e 
Stennis Space Center. MS 39522-5001 
Tel: (1)(228) 688 5725 
Fax: (1)(228) 688 5725 
E-mail: hortone@ravo.navy.mil 

Mr Michael JOHNSON 
NOAA Office of Global Programs 
1100 Wayne Avenue. Suite 12 10 
Stier Spring, MD 20910 
Tel: (1)(301)427 2089 x 169 
Fax: (1)(301)4272073 
E-mail: johnson@ogp.noaa.gov 

Mr Warren S. KRUG 
NOAA/AOML/PhOD 
4301 Rickenbacker Causeway 
Miami, FL 33149-1026 
Tel: (1)(305) 361 4433 
Fax: (1)(305) 361 4392 
E-mail: krug@aoml.noaa.gov 
(also representing GDP) 

Mr Eric A. MEINDL 
Chief. Data Systems Division 
National Data Buoy Center (NWSINOAA) 
Stennis Space Center. MS 39.529-6000 
Tel: (1)(228) 688 17 17 
Fax: (1)(228) 688 3153 
E-mail: emeindl@,ndbc.noaa.gov 

Ms Mayra PAZOS 
Computer Programmer 
NOAAIAOML 
Physical Oceanography Division 
430 1 Rickenbacker Causeway 
Miami. FL 33 149 
Tel: (1)(305) 361 4422 
Fax: (1)(305) 361 4412 
E-mail: pazos@aoml.noaa.gov 
(also representing GDP) 

Mr Gary SONEIRA 
SSMC#3. Room 11230 
13 15 East-West Highway 
Silver Spring, MD 209 10 
Tel: (1)(301) 713 2790 
Fax: (1)(301) 713 4499 
E-mail: gary-soneira@toaa.gov 

Dr Mark SWENSON 
NOAAIAOML 
4301 Rickenbacker Cswy. 
Miami, FL 33 149. 
Tel: (1)(305) 361 4363 
Fax: (1)(305) 361 4412 
E-mail: swensonG,aoml.noaa.gov 
(also representing GDP) 

Mr William E. WOODWARD 
NOAA/OAR/AOML 
SSMC#3, Room 
13 15 East-West Highway 
Silver Spring, MD 209 lo-5603 
Tel: (1)(301) 713 2790 
Fax: (1)(301) 713 4499 
E-mail: wwoodward@nos.noaa.gov 
(also Vice-chairman DBCP) 

II. INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND 
PROGRAMMES 

CLS/Service Argos 

Mr Christian ORTEGA 
CLS/Service Argos 
8-10 me Hermes 
Pam Techuologique du Canal 
3 1526 Ramonville St. Agne 
FRANCE 
Tel: (33) (5) 61 39 47 70 
Fax: (33) (5) 61 75 10 14 
E-mail: ortega@cls.cnes.t? 

Mr Philippe ROCHE 
Director, Information Technology 
Service Argos Inc. 
180 1 McCormick Drive. Suite 10 
Largo, MD 20774 
USA 
Tel: (1)(301) 925 4411 
Fax: (1)(301) 925 8995 
E-mail: phihpper@argosiuc.com 

Mr Michel TAILLADE 
Director General 
CLSlService Argos 
8-10 rue Hermes 
Part Technologique du Canal 
3 1526 Ramonville St. Agne 
FRANCE 
Tel: (33) (5) 61 39 47 20 
Fax: (33) (5) 61 39 57 97 
E-mail: taillade@cls.cnes.fr 
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DBCP EGOS 

Mr Graeme BROUGH 
Chairman DBCP 
Bureau of Meteorology 
GPO Box 1289K 
Melbourne. Victoria 300 1 
AUSTRALIA 
Tel: (61)(3) 96 69 41 63 
Fax: (61)(3) 96 69 41 68 
E-mail: g.brough@,bom.gov.au 
(also representing Australia) 

Mr Etienne CHARPENTIER 
Technical Co-ordinator DBCP 
c/o CLSfService Argos 
8- 10 rue Hem& 
Part Technologique du Canal 
3 1526 Ramonville St. Agne 
FRANCE 
Tel: (+33) 5 61 39 47 82 
Fax: (+33) 5 61 75 10 14 
E-mail: charpentier@,cls.cnes.fr 
Web. : http:i/dbcp.nos.noaa.govfdbcp 

Mr David MELDRUM 
Vice-chairman DBCP 
GroupLeader. Marine Technology 
Dunstaffnage Marine Laboratory 
P.O. Box 3 
Oban PA34 SAD - Scotland 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Tel: (44)( 163 1) 56 78 73 
Fax: (44)(1631) 56 55 18 
E-mail: dtm!@nl.ac.uk 

Mr Derek J. PAINTING 
DBCP Consultant 
5 The Sycamores 
Darby Green 
Blackwater 
Camberley GU 17 OEE 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Tel: (44)( 1252) 876804 
Fax (44)( 1252) 6546 12 
E-mail: djpainting@ompuserve.com 

William E. WOODWARD 
Vice-chairman DBCP 
NOAA/OAR/AOML 
SSMC#4. Room 8523 
1305 East-West Highway 
Silver Spring. MD 20910-5603 
USA 
Tel: (1)(301) 713 2790 
Fax: (1)(301) 713 4499 
E-mail: wwoodward@uos.noaa.gov 
(also representing USA) 

Mr D.W. JONES 
Chairman EGOS 
Meteorological Oflice. Observations - Land 
Beaufort Park. Easthampstead. Wokingham 
Berkshire RG40 3DN 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Tel: (44)( 1344) 85 56 03 
Fax: (44)( 1344) 85 58 97 
E-mail: d+jone@meto.gov.uk 
(also representing United Kingdom) 

Mr Wil.C.M. Van DIJK 
Vice-chairman EGOS 
Observations and Modelling Department 
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute 
P.O. Box 20 1 
3730 AE DE BILT 
the NETHERLANDS 
Tel: (3 1)(30) 220 6324 
Fax: (3 1)(30) 221 0407 
Telex: 47 096 nl 
E-mail: dijh~~anw@%nmi.nl 
(also representing Netherlands) 

GDP 

Mr Mark BUSHNELL 
Global Drifter Center. NOAA/AOML 
430 1 Rickenbacker Causewa) 
Miami. FL 33 149 
USA 
Tel: (1)(305) 361 4353 
Fax: (1)(305) 361 4412 
E-mail: bushnell~~aoml.noaa.gov 
http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac/gdc.html 
(also representing USA) 

Mr Warren S. KRUG 
NOAAIAOMLIPhOD 
4301 Rickenbacker Causewa? 
Miami. FL 3 3 149- 1026 
USA 
Tel: (1)(305) 361 4433 
Fax: (1)(305) 361 4392 
E-mail: krugaaoml.noaa.gov 
(also representing USA) 

Ms Mayra PAZOS 
Computer Programmer 
NOAA/AOML 
Physical Oceanography Division 
4301 Rickenbacker Causewa! 
Miami. FL 33 149 
USA 
Tel: (1)(305) 36 1 4422 
Fax: (1)(305) 361 4412 
E-mail: pazos@aoml.noaa.go\ 
(also representing USA) 

http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac/gdc.html
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Dr Mark SWENSON 
NOAA/AOML 
430 1 Rickenbacker Cswy. 
Miami. FL 33 149. 
USA 
Tel: (1)(305) 361 4363 
Fax: (1)(305) 361 4412 
E-mail: swenson@,aoml.noaa.gov 
(also representing USA) 

IABP 

Mr David A. BENNER 
Deputy Director 
National Ice Center 
425 1 Suitland Road 
Washington, DC. 20395-5 180 
USA 
Tel: (1)(301) 457 5314 x.101 
Fax: (1)(301) 457 5300 
E-mail: dbenner@atice.noaa.gov 

RNODC Drifting Buoys 

Mr Andre BOLDUC 
RNODC Drifting Buoys 
Marine Environmental Data Service 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
200 Kent Street 
Ottawa. Ontario K 1 A OE6 
CANADA 
Tel: (1)(613) 990 0231 
Fax: (1)(613) 993 4658 
E-mail: bolduc@,ottmed.meds.dfo.ca 
(also representing Canada) 

TAO Implemention Panel 

Mr Paul FREITAG 
NOAAPMEL 
7 100 Sandpoint Way NE 
Seattle, WA 98 115 
USA 
Tel: (1)(206) 526 6727 
Fax: (1)(206) 526 6744 
E-mail: fieitag@,pmel.noaa.gov 
(also representing USA) 

III. OTHER PARTICIPANTS 

AXYS ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 

Mr Mark BLASECKIE 
Meteorological Systems 
2045 Mills Road PO Box 22 19 
Sidney, BC 
CANADA 
Tel: (1)(250) 656 0881 
Fax: (1)(250) 656 03 16 
pager: (1)(250) 413 9335 
E-mail: mblaseckie@aqs.com 

CLEARWATER INSTRUMENTS INC. 

Mr Gary WILLIAMS 
304 Pleasant Street 
Watertown, MA 02 172 
USA 
Tel: (1)(617) 924 2708 
Fax: (1)(617) 924 2724 
E-mail: wgwill@~telcocom.com 

METOCEAN 

Mr Ray MAHR Jr., P.E. 
Vice-President 
METOCEAN Data Systems Inc. 
Suite 149 
Stennis Space Center. MS 39529 
USA 
Tel: (1)(228) 688 2969 
Fax: (1)(228) 688 2839 
E-mail: rmahrjr@metocean.win.net 

OCEANOR 

Dr Cesar TORO 
Oceanographic Company of Norway 
Pir-Senteret 
Trondheim 7005 
NORWAY 
Tel: (47)(73) 54 52 11 
set: (47)(73) 54 52 00 
Fax: (47)(73) 54 52 01 
e-mail: cesar.toro@oceanor.no 

SEIMAC LIMITED 

Mr Jim HANLON 
Vice President - Principal 
Seimac Limited 
27 1 Brownlow Avenue 
DARTMOUTH. Nova Scotia 
Canada B3B 1 W6 
Tel: t-1)(902) 468 3007 
Fax: (1)(902) 468 3009 
E-mail: jhanlon@.seimac.com 

Mr Paul HILL 
Instruments Sales Manager 
Seimac Limited 
(same address us above) 
Tel: (1)(902) 468 3007 
Fax: (1)(902) 468 3009 
E-mail: phill@eimac.com 
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TECHNOCEAN 

Mr Jeffkey WINGEROTH 
General Manager 
Technocean, Inc. 
820 NE 24th Lane, Unit 112 
Cape coral, FL 33909 
USA 
Tel: (1)(94 1) 772 9067 
Fax: (1)(941) 574 5613 
E-mail: jlwing@gate.net 

Iv. SECRETARIATS 

IOC 

Mr. Yves TREGLOS 
Assistant Secretary 
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission 
UNESCO 
1,rueMiollis 
75732 Paris Cedex 15 
FRANCE 
Tel: (33)( 1) 45 68 39 76 
Fax: (33)( 1) 40 56 93 16 
E-mail: y.treglos@unesco.org 

WMO 

Dr. Peter DEXTER 
Chief, Ocean Affairs Division 
World Weather Watch Department 
World Meteorological Organization 
Case postale No. 2300 
CH-121 1 Genkve2 
SWITZERLAND 
Tel: (4 1)(22) 730 82 37 
Fax: (4 1)(22) 733 02 42 
E-mail: dexter@www.ivmo.ch 
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ABS 
ADEOS 
AG 
ALACE 
AOML 
ARGO 
ATLAS 
BATHY 
BOM 
BUFR 
BUOY 
CBS 
CD ROM 
CGMS 
CLIVAR 
CLS 
CMM 
CMM 
CNES 
DBCP 
DBCP/TC 
DCS 
DHN 
EC 
ECMWF 
EGOS 
EUMETSAT 
FG 
FM 
FROST 
FY 
GCOS 
GDAS 
GDP 
GLOSS 
GMS 
GODAE 
GOES 
GOOS 
GPS 
GSC 
GTS 
I-GOOS 
IABP 
IBPIO 
IGOSS 
INPE 
IOC 
IODE 
10s 
IPAB 
ISABP 
JAMSTEC 

ANNEX XII 

LIST OF ACRONYMS AND OTHER ABBREVIATIONS 

Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene 
Advanced Earth Observing Satellite (Japan) 
Action Group (of the DBCP) 
Autonomous Lagrangian Circulation Explorer 
Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory (NOAA) 
Array for Real-time Geostrophic Oceanography (CLIVAR-GODAE) 
Autonomous Temperature Line Acquisition System 
Bathythermograph Report 
Australian Bureau of Meteorology 
Binary Universal Form for Representation of meteorological data (WMO) 
Report of a Buoy Observation (WMO code form) 
Commission for Basic Systems (WMO) 
Compact Disk - Read Only Memory 
Coordination Group on Geostationary Meteorological Satellites 
Climate Variability and Predictability (WCRP) 
Collecte - Localisation - Satellite 
Centre de meteorologic maritime (Memo-France) 
Commission for Marine Meteorology (WMO) 
Centre national d’etudes spatiales (France) 
Data Buoy Co-operation Panel (WMO-IOC) 
Technical Co-ordinator of the DBCP 
Data Collection Systems 
Diretoria de Hidrografia e NavegacIo (Brazil) 
Executive Council 
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 
European Group on Ocean Stations 
European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites 
First Guess [field] 
WMO code form numbering system 
Antarctic First Regional Observing Study of the Troposphere 
Fiscal Year 
Global Climate Observing System 
Global Data Assimilation System 
Global Drifter Programme 
Global Sea-level Observing System 
Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (Japan) 
Global Ocean Data Assimilation Experiment (GOOS) 
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (NOAA) 
Global Ocean Observing System 
Global Positioning System 
GOOS Steering Committee 
Global Telecommunication System (WMO) 
IOC-WMO-UNEP Committee for GOOS 
lntemational Arctic Buoy Programme 
International Buoy Programme for the Indian Ocean 
Integrated Global Ocean Services System (IOC-WMO) 
lnstituto National de Pesquisas Espaciais (Brazil) 
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (of UNESCO) 
International Oceanographic Data and Information Exchange (IOC) 
Initial Observing System (GOOS) 
International Programme for Antarctic Buoys 
International South Atlantic Buoy Programme 
Japanese Marine Science and Technology Centre 
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JCOMM 
JSTC 
kHZ 

LUT 
MEDS 
METEOSAT 
NAVOCEANO 
NCEP 
NC0 
NESDIS 
NMC 
NOAA 
NSIDC 

NWS 
OAR 
ORSTOM 
PALACE 
PIRATA 
PMOC 
PNBOIA 
PSC 
PTT 
QC 
RMS 
RNODC 
SHIP 
sot 
SOOP 
SOOPIP 
SST 
SVP 
SVPB 
SVPBW 
TAO 
TESAC 
TIP 
TRITON 
UKMO 
UNESCO 
UTC 
WCRP 
WDC 
WHO1 
WMO 
WOCE 

XBT 
Y2K 

Joint Commission for Oceanography and Marine Meteorology 
Joint Scientific and Technical Committee (GCOS) 
Kilo-hertz 
Local User Terminal 
Marine Environmental Data Service (Canada) 
EUMETSAT series of meteorological geostationary satellites 
US Naval Oceanographic Office 
National Center for Environmental Prediction (NOAA) 
NCEP Central Operations 
National Environmental Satellite Data Service (USA) 
National Meteorological Centre 
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Organization (USA) 
National Snow and Ice Center (USA) 
Numerical Weather Prediction 
National Weather Service (USA) 
Office of Atmospheric Research (NOAA) 
Institut francais de recherche scientifique pour le developpement en cooperation 
Profiling ALACE 
Pilot Research Moored Array in the Tropical Atlantic 
Principal Meteorological or Oceanographic Centre (DBCP) 
Programa National de Boias (Brazil) 
Polar Science Center 
Platform Transmitter Terminal (Argos) 
Quality Control 
Root Mean Square 
Responsible National Oceanographic Data Centre (IODE) 
Report of surface observation from a sea station (WMO code form) 
Specialized Oceanograp*hic Data Centre (IGOSS) 
Ship-of-Opportunity Programme (IGOSS) 
SOOP Implementation Panel 
Sea Surface Temperature 
Surface Velocity Programme (of TOGA and WOCE) [replaced by GDP] drifter 
SVP “barometer” drifter 
SVP “barometer and wind” drifter 
Tropical Atmosphere Ocean Array 
Temperature, salinity and current report from a sea station (WMO code form) 
TAO Implementation Panel 
Triangle Trans-Ocean buoy Network 
United Kingdom Meteorological Office 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
Universal Time Coordinated 
World Climate Research programme 
World Data Centre 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (USA) 
World Meteorological Organization 
World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WCRP) 
World Weather Watch (WMO) 
Expendable Bathythennograph 
Year 2000 
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